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*Norman Allen is account supervisor, Mohr & Eicoff, 

Inc., advertising agency for Burnell & Co., Inc. 

Norman Allen' takes Ow stand for electronics l 

One day last week in a discussion of engineering 

techniques with Norman Burnell, President of Burnell 

& Co., pioneer manufacturer of toroids, filters and 

related networks, I commented that the chain of pro- 

duction was no stronger than its weakest link. Mr. 

Burnell thought a moment and gave this highly mean- 

ingful reply. "I believe," he said, "you mean the chain 

of production is no stronger than its weakest think." 

There's a lot of significance to that sentence when 

it comes to publications as well as people. It's one of 

the reasons why electronics has been on Burnell's 

advertising schedule since the company's inception- 
a schedule which today includes seventeen full pages. 

I regard electronics as an indispensable medium of 

advertising - because it represents one of the strong 

`thinks' in Burnell's production plans. Advertising in 

electronics informs industry of Burnell's product de- 

velopment, new designs, new circuit components, new 

production methods and advances in miniaturization. 
Moreover, electronics' advertising, news and feature 
columns have been an endless source of ideas and 

information. They help the Burnell engineering staff 

keep abreast of developments and anticipate the 

electronics industry's needs. In summing up, I'd say 

advertising in electronics has been of considerable 
help in establishing Burnell & Co. as a leader in the 

field of toroids, filters and related networks. 

If it's about electronics, it's advertised and read in electronics. 

electronics 
Published WEEKLY plus the mid -year electronics BUYERS' GUIDE 

A McGraw-Hill Publication 330 West 42nd Street. New York 36. N. Y. 
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Specify "ARNOLD" 
for your MAGNETIC CORE requirements 

Top to bottom : Tape wound cores, Silectron C, E and 0 cores, and bobbin cores. 

SILECTRON C -CORES, E -CORES and TOROIDS Arnold C and E cores are made from precision -rolled Silectron strip in 
1, 2, 4 and 12 mil thicknesses. 

They are supplied in a wide variety of shapes, and in sizes 
from a fraction of an ounce to several hundred pounds. In addition to standard transformer applications, they may also 
be supplied for special applications such as saturable reactors, instrument transformers and pulse transformers. 

Over 1,000 stock cores are listed in the Arnold Silectron 
catalog. A wide selection of preferred sizes are carried in stock 
for immediate shipment. For complete data on C and E cores and Silectron toroids, write for Bulletin SC -107A. 

TAPE WOUND CORES of High Permeability Materials 
Arnold tape wound cores are available made of Deltamax, 
4-79 Mo-Permalloy, Supermalloy, Mumetal, 4750 Electrical Metal, Silectron, or the new rectangular -loop material, Super- mendur. All except Supermendur cores are available in stand- ard tape thicknesses of M, 1, 2, 4 or 12 -mils. 

Toroidal cores are made in 30 standard sizes with protective 
nylon or aluminum cases. Special sizes of toroidal cores are produced to individual requirements. Write for Bulletin TC - 
101A. (TC -113A for Supermendur Cores.) 

BOBBIN CORES Arnold bobbin cores are available in a wide range of sizes, tape thicknesses, widths and number of wraps 
to suit the ultimate use of the core in electronic computer 
assemblies. Magnetic materials usually employed are Delta - max and Square Permalloy in standard thicknesses of 1,, and Y mil. Bobbins are supplied in ceramic or stainless 
steel. Write for Bulletin TC -108A. 

SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Top to bottom: Mo-Permalloy powder cores, iron powder cores, and Sendust cores. 

MO-PERMALLOY POWDER CORES Available in a wide range 
of sizes, from .260" OD to 5.218" OD. They are given various 
types of enamel and varnish finishes, some of which permit 
winding with heavy Formex insulated wire without supple- mentary insulation over the core. 

These powder cores are supplied in four standard perme - abilities: 125, 60, 26 and 14 Mu. They provide constant per- meability over a wide range of flux density, and in many 
cases may be furnished stabilized to provide essentially con- stant permeability over a specific temperature range. Large 
warehouse stocks of preferred sizes are carried for immediate 
shipment. Write for Bulletin PC -104B. 

IRON POWDER CORES A wide selection of cores is available, 
from simple cylinders to special cores of complicated design. The line includes all standard types of threaded cores, cup, 
sleeve, slug and cylindrical insert cores: for use in antenna 
and RF coils, oscillator coils, IF coils, perm tuning, FM coils, 
television coils, noise filter coils, induction heating and bom- barder coils, and other low frequency applications. Preferred 
sizes are carried in warehouse stock for quick shipment. A standard series of iron powder toroids is also manufactured, 
conforming to the standard sizes proposed by the Metal 
Powder Industries. Write for Bulletin PC -109. 

SENDUST POWDER CORES Available in a wide selection of 
sizes, ranging from .800" OD to 3.346" OD, and in perme - 
abilities of 10, 13, 25, 30, 50 and 80, although not all sizes are 
available in all permeabilities. They possess magnetic prop- 
erties generally superior to iron powder cores, but inferior to 
Mo-Permalloy powder cores in the audio and carrier frequency 
range. Write for Bulletin SDC-110. 

2V PERMENDUR ... a ferromagnetic alloy of cobalt, vanadium and iron that possesses high flux density saturation properties. Its magnetostrictive properties are useful in many transducer 
applications. Write for Bulletin EM -23. 

VIBRALLOY ... a ferromagnetic alloy of nickel, molybdenum and iron whose temperature coefficient of elastic modulus is controllable over a wide range. It has high ferromagnetic per- meability, and a rather high coefficient of magnetostriction. 
Used in applications where a zero or controlled thermo-elastic coefficient is desired. 

celerometers, phono pickups, microphones, ultrasonic grinding 
and cleaning devices and underwater signaling devices. For 
more information, write for Bulletin CM -116. WSW 7507 

ARNOLD 
SPECIALISTS in MAGNETIC MATERIALS 

BARIUM TITANATE ... A piezoelectric ceramic widely used in ac - 

ELECTRONICS - May 15, 1959 

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY, Main Office: MARENGO, ILL. 
BRANCH OFFICES and REPRESENTATIVES in PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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SHOPTALK .... editorial 

electronics 
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Member ABP and ABC 

MORE VHF TV. From Washington this week comes additional 
evidence that even the Federal Communications Commission may be 

despairing of ultrahigh -frequency television becoming a generally 
popular and profitable medium in the near future. 

An exclusive story by McGraw-Hill's bureau in the nation's capital 
tells how the FCC hopes to squeeze vhf television stations together 
geographically. Also up the Commission's sleeve is a long-range 
plan to make some 25 to 50 vhf channels available rather than the 
present 12. The story appears on p 30. 

The two dozen reporters and news analysts in our Washington 
bureau make up another plus for ELECTRONICS. Every week, they ferret 
out from Capitol Hill, the Pentagon, Supreme Court and dozens of 

other government rule makers and customers the top of the news 
as it affects the electronics industry. Our Washington office also 
contributes frequent business news feature articles and keeps tabs 
on the huge military electronics market. 

SHADES OF AGINCOURT. We ran into something really new in 
weapons the other day reading Keith Sternerson's article on Tran- 
sistor Circuits for Power -Line Carrier which appears on p 70, this 
issue. It's a solenoid -operated crossbow used to cause deliberate 
short circuits in high -voltage power lines. The crossbow is fired at 
a metal ring suspended from the line. A trailing fuse wire fastened 
to the arrow causes a momentary short circuit that checks out an 
electronic fault -locating system. 

A solenoid -operated crossbow. Next, a servo -controlled ballista. 

COMMUNITY COOPERATION. From the town pump of the nine- 
teenth century to the volunteer fire department in today's suburbia, 
folks in America are always anxious to get together on a mutually 
helpful project. 

Latest sign of this in the electronics industry is the private com- 
puter service bureau. It is a way that small companies can get the 
help of equipment that they are too small to buy or rent. 

Until recently, most such service bureaus were maintained by 
manufacturers who used them largely to show what their equipment 
could do for prospective purchasers. Within the past three years, 
however, some groups have been able to purchase equipment, solve 
problems on a cash-and-carry basis, and make money. 

Private service bureaus have some obstacles to overcome. Asso- 
ciate Editor Emma's findings after talks with manufacturers, users 
and the men who turn the knobs appear on p 39. 

Coming in Our May 22 Issue . . . 

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS. Much activity in European elec- 
tronics firms is centered around transistorized radio receivers. 

Next week, ELECTRONICS brings you a roundup of the latest devel- 
opments in European receiver design, written by R. Shah of the 
Swiss Electrotechnical Institute in Zurich. You'll find his survey an 
interesting and informative report on the European approach to the 
many problems involved in design and broadcast, short-wave and 
vhf receivers using transistors. 

F -M MULTIPLEX. When station KSL-FM of Salt Lake City decided 
to add two subcarriers to their broadcast carrier for multiplexed 
service, the problem of piping the two channels to their transmitter 
atop 9,500 -ft Coon's Peak sixteen miles away seemed insurmountable. 

Dwight Harkins of Harkins Radio, in Phoenix, Arizona, describes 
how the studio -transmitter link was modified to solve the problem. 
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FOR MILITARY SERVICE 

RAYTHEON SILICON Diffused Junction RECTIFIERS 

Stud 
Type 

Specification 
MIL -E-1/ 

Peak Operating 
t Voltage 
- -65'C to +135°C 

Ave Rectified 
Current 

15,5°C 

'Reverse Current 
(Max.) at 25°C 

volts Amps - yA at vans 

JAN 1N253 1024A 95 1.0 C 75 
JAN 1N254 9898 190 0.4 i0 150 
JAN 1N255 9908 380 0.4 10 350 
JAN 1N256 9918 570 0 2 20 500 

Peak Operating Ave. Rectified "Reverse Current 
Wire in Specification Voltage Current (Max.) at 25°C 

Type MIL -E-1/ -65'C to +L95°C 25°C 150°C 
volts mA nrA µA at volts 

JAN 1N538 1084A 200 750 250 10 200 
JAN 114540 1085A 400 750 250 10 400 
JAN 1N547 1083A 600 750 250 10 600 

RAYTHEON PNP GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS 

Type Service 
Speci'ícatro n 

MIL -T-19500/ 

Vr.E 
max. 
volts 

Hett 
ave. 

fob 
min. 
MC 

USAF 2N404 Computer 20 (JSAF) - 24* 30 12.0 
U. S. Army 2N425 Computer 41A (Sig. C.) -30* 30 2.5 
U. S. Army 2N426 Computer 42A (Sig. C.) -25* 40 3.0 
U. S. Army 2N427 Computer 43A (Sig. C.) - 20* 55 5.0 
U. S. Army 2N428 Computer 44A (Sig. C.) -15* 80 10.0 

hi,. 
ave. 

U. S. Army 214416 R.F., G.P. 56A (Sig. C.) -12 60 5.0 
U. S. Army 2N417 R.F., G.P. 57A (Sig. C.) -12 80 15.0 
U. S. Army 2N464 Audio, G.P. 49B (Sig. C.) -40 22 0.4 
U. S. Army 214465 Audio, G.P. 50A (Sig. C.) -40 45 0.5 
U. S. Army 2N466 Audio, G.P. 51A (Sig. C.) -35 90 0.5 
U. S. Army 2N467 Audio, G.P. 52B (Sig. C.) -35 180 0.6 

'Min. Punch Through Voltage th = ImA, VCE = 0.25V :L = ImA. Ven = 6v. t = 1000 cps. 

All types available now in production quantities. Write for Data Sheets. 

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO. 

SILICON AND GERMANIUM DIODES AND TRANSISTORS SILICON RECTIFIERS CIRCUIT -PARS 
New York, PLazo 9.3900 Boston, HllIcrert 4-6700 Chicago, NASonol 5-4000 Los Angeles, NOrmandy 5-4221 

Baltimore, SOuthfleld 1-1237 Cleveland, Winton 1.7716 Kansas City, PLazo 3-5330 
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Bring the wild blue yonder indoors... 
If you have to figure what happens up there ... you'll come considerably closer by testing 
with B.F.Goodrich Microwave Absorbents. The specifications and details are many. Sufficient 

to say - all the information is in a comprehensive new booklet. Write to The B.F.Goodrich 
Company, 586 Derby Place, Shelton, Connecticut. 

BE Go o drich microwave absorbents 
6 CIRCLE 6 READERS SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 7 READERS SERVICE CARD-} 
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AC-DC/DC Laboratory Standardizing Test Con- 
sole. Accuracy - .05% of actual reading. Ranges - 
.5V. to 1 1 1 1 .5V. and 1 ma. (2 ma. on AC) to 1 1.1 1 5 
amps. in decades of .1V. and 1 ma. Resolution -- 
±.O1 %. Frequency - DC to 25 kc. (minimum). Gen- 
eral Description - The console combi'ies an AC -DC 
thermal transfer standard and a DC calibrator with a 
.005% stable reference source, a high sensitivity gal- 
vanometer, and self contained power controls. Instru- 
ment certifications may be made directly in percentage 
error as well as in actual values. 

Model LTC 

Hand -drawn mirrored scales. 
Temperature compensation. 
Electrostatic & magnetic shielding. I Shock -mounted sapphire jewels. 
Diamond pivoted, of course! 

Model LTD 

DC Calibrator. Accuracy - .05% of actual reading. 
Ranges-.1V. to 1111 V. and 1 ma. to 11.11 amps. 
in decades of .1V. and .1 ma. Resolution - 
Combines a .005% stable reference source with two 
"differential" ndicoting instruments. A rap d calibra- 
tor that certifies instruments drec4iy in percentage 
error cs 

'401- %K b,`se jï. rri Ttx PORTRAIT OF THE 

.: .antr:.n 11118e.1xue asr ..,M 

Model RFVC 

Radio Frequency ''Self -Checking" Voltmeter 
Calibrato-. Designed specirically for he accurate 
certif o,t o:: cf VTVk-'s fr.m DC to 10 megacycles. 
Accura:}-.3'4 of fail s_cle. Frequency Influence- 
.2%. T iF o -- AC/DC. true .MS responcing. therma- 
Cou le 'restun Cnt. Ror ges- -.01 .1:1 /3 V. Re 

:cr.. 

, ¡,,// 
C U7. ^ 

< 
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new approaches in CALIBRATION STANDARDS... 
with &Zdi&qpa/ C%/OP.i,j 

by 

SENSITIVE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
Symbiafcwai 

Test sets for the accurate certification of Electronic and 
Electrical Instruments as designed by Sensitive Research 
facilitate and simplify standardization. SRIC has used each 

NEW ROCHELLE, N,Y. 

"new approach" as a building block in making depend- 
ability a 32 year old tradition. The "Old Master" pic- 
tured above hangs in every progressive standards laboratory 

ELECTRICAL. INSTRUMENTS OF PRECISION SINCE 1927 



TEKTRONI ' S 545A,54JA,S35A&531A 

EASIER OPERATION 

Simplified Panel Layout. 

Color -Correlated Controls. 

Single -Knob Sweep Time Control. 

Simplified Display Control. 

Internal Triggering for Sweep Delay. 

Single -Knob Calibrator Control. 

Improved One -Shot Sweep Opera- 

tion in Types 535A and 545A. 

HIGHER PERFORMANCE 

New DC -to -15 MC Vertical Ampli- 

fiers in Types 531A and 535A. 

New Wider Sweep -Delay Range 

in Types 535A and 545A. 

Type 545A 
Fast -Rise Oscilloscope 

with Sweep Delay 

VERTICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
DC -to -30 MC passband, 12-mµsec risetime, 50-mv/cm deflection 

factor with Type K Plug -In Preamplifier. 

Many other plug-in units available for specialized applications. 

Signal delay permits observation of leading edge of waveform 

that triggers the sweep. 

HORIZONTAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Two Time -Base Generators- 

Time Base A-0.1 µsec/cm to 5 sec/cm in 24 

calibrated steps. 

Continuously adjustable from 0.1 µsec/cm to 12 sec/CI t. 

5x magnifier increases calibrated range to 0.02 µsec/cm. 

Single sweep provision for one-shot applications. 

Time Base B-Also functions as a sweep delay generator. 

2 µsec/cm to 1 sec/cm in 18 calibrated steps. 

Sweep Delay -Two modes of operation 

Triggered-Delayed sweep started by signal under obser- 

vation. Steady display, even of signals with inherent jitter. 

Conventional-Delayed sweep started by delayed trigger. 

Time jitter less than one part in 20,000. 

Range of Delay -1 µsec to 10 sec in 18 calibrated ranges, 

each range divisible into 1000 parts by 10 -turn control with 

incremental accuracy of 0.2%. 

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS 
10 -KV Accelerating Potential 

Amplitude Calibrator -0.2 my to 100 v. 

Electronically -Regulated Power Supplies 

Price-Type 545A, without plug-in units $1550 

GREATER RELIABILITY 

New Frame -Grid Twin Triodes 

Replace Older Types. 

Silicon Rectifiers Replace 

Selenium in Power Supplies. 

Type 541A Fast -Rise Oscilloscope 
Same as Type 545A, except that it does not have Time -Base B or 

provision for sweep delay or single sweeps. 

Price-Type 541A, without plug-in units $1200 

Type 535A Wide -Band Oscilloscope with Sweep Delay 
Same specifications as Type 545A, except for main vertical amplifier. 

DC -to -15 MC passband, 23-mµsec risetime, 50-mv/cm deflection factor 

with Type K Plug -In Preamplifier. 
Price-Type 535A, without plug-in units $1400 

Type 531A Wide -Band Oscilloscope 
Same as Type 535A except that it does not have Time -Base B or provision 

for sweep delay or single sweeps. 

Price-Type 531A, without plug-in units $995 

Rack -Mounting Models Also Available 

Prices f.o.b. factory 

Tektronix, Inc. 
P. O. Box 831 Portland 7, Oregon 

Phone CYpress 2-2611 TWX-PD 311 Cable: TEKTRONIX 

TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES: Albertson, L. I., N.V. Albuquerque Atlanta, Ga. Bronxville, 

N.Y. Buffalo Cleveland Dogas Dayton Elmwood Park, III. Endwell, N.Y. Houston 

Lathrup Village, Mich. East Los Angeles West Los Angeles Minneapolis Mission, Kansas 

Newtonville, Mass. Orlando, Flo. Polo Alto, Calif. Philadelphia Phoenix Son Diego 

St. Pere,sbusg, Fla. Syracuse Towson, Md. Union, N.J. Woshington, D.C. Willowdole, Ont. 

TEKTRONIX ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES: Hawthorne Electronics, Portland, Oregon , 

Seattle, Wash.; Hytronic Measurements, Denver, Colo., Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Tektronix is represented to 20 overseas countries by qualified engineering organizations. 

8 
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8,10,12 pos. miniature switch 

PANEL 

1 FITS IN 1-3/32" CIRCLE 

r';E" MINIMUM DEPTH BEHIND PANEL- 
ONLY %" FOR A 
SINGLE -SECTION SWITCH 

SWITCH SECTION IS ONLY 1/16" THICK 

MINIMUM SPACE BETWEEN SECTIONS-. 
5/16" WITH CLIPS ON FRONT AND BACK 

SERIES "A" 
LOW -CURRENT ROTARY SWITCH 

UP TO 1B CONTACTS PER SECTION 

1/4" SHAFT, STANDARD 

LOW CAPACITANCE 

SAME HIGH QUALITY AND / RELIABILITY AS LARGER OAK SWITCHES 

Here's new help in the battle of minsaturiza- 
tion,. This tiny switch can pare critical space 
and weight from your designs. The large num- 
ber of contacts it provides enables you to han- 
dle complex circuits, too. The clips on the 
Series "A" are a miniature version of the fa- 
mous Oak double -wiping design-long accept- 
ed as the standard of the industry for reliability 
and long life. Oak engineers will be glad to fur- 
nish complete information, and work with you 
in developing the exact variation you need. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Index-Double ball bearing, hill and valley type with 

stainless steel spring. Fixed and adjustable stops, and 
locating key available. 

Shafts and Bushing. -1/4 shaft with 3/8-32 bushing 
is standard; 5/32" shaft with %-32 bushing and 1/8" 
shaft with 1/4-32 bushing can be supplied also. Water 
seal bushings optional. 

Section! -8, 10, or 12 -position, stacked in any number 
up to a total depth of three inches. The 12 -position sec- 
tion provides up to 18 insulated contacts -12 on front, 
6 on back. No insulating blocks are needed on bock. 

Poles 8 -Position 
(45° throw) 

10 -Position 
(36' throw) 

12 -Position 
(30° throw) 

1 pole 
2 poles 

3 poles 

4 poles 

5 poles 

6 poles 

2 to 8 

2 to 4 

2 to 3 

2 

... 

... 

2 to 10 

2 to 5 

2 to 4 

2 to 3 

2 

. . . 

2 to 12 

2 to 6 

2 to 5 

2 to 3 

2 

2 

Cl¡ps-Solid spring -silver alloy or silver-plated spring 
brass, fastened by solid rivets. 

Insulation-Stator is silicone fiber glass, meeting speci- 
fication MIL -P-997 type GSG; rotor is KEL-F5, known for 
its excellent mechanical and electrical properties. 

-Commercial or 50 and 200 -hour salt spray. 

M FG. 
co. 

1260 Clybourn Avenue, Dept. G, Chicago 10, Illinois 
Phone: MOhawk 4-2222 

SWITCHES ROTARY SOLENOIDS CHOPPERS SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES VIBRATORS TUNERS 
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AMPLIFY MICROVOLTS 

WITH STABILITY... measure strain, temperature, 

other phenomena, to 0.1% 

with a KIN TEL DC amplifier 

lIIc l II lu'ìii m ïirll II! III Ili II 

NEW...TRUE DIFFERENTIAL 

DC AMPLIFIERS ELIMINATE GROUND LOOP 

PROBLEMS...RESCUE MICROVOLT 

SIGNALS FROM VOLTS OF NOISE 

180 db DC, 130 db 60 cycle common mode rejection with 

balanced 'or unbalanced input Input completely isolated 

from output Input and output differential and floating 
5 microvolt stability for thousands of hours 0.05% line- 

arity, 0.1% gain stability Gain of 10 to 1000 in five steps 

>5 megohms input, <2 ohms output impedance 10 volt at 

10 ma output 100 cycle bandwidth Integral power supply 

Ideal for thermocouple amplification, the Model 114A differ- 

ential DC amplifier eliminates ground loops; allows the use 

of a common transducer power supply; drives grounded, un- 

grounded or balanced loads; permits longer cable runs; and 

can be used inverting or non -inverting. The 114A can be 

mounted in either single amplifier cabinets or six amplifier 

19" rack adapter modules. Prices: 114A - $875, six ampli- 

fier module - $295; single amplifier cabinet - $125. 

WIDEBAND, SINGLE ENDED 

DC AMPLIFIERS AMPLIFY DATA SIGNALS 

FROM DC TO 40 KC 

WITH 2 MICROVOLT STABILITY 

± 2 microvolt stability <5 microvolt noise in 40 kc band- 
width 100 K12 input, <1 ohm output impedance Gain of 
20 to 1000 in ten steps with continuous 1 to 2 times variation 
of each step ±45 V, ±40 ma output 1.0% gain accuracy 

0.1 % gain stability and linearity Integral power supply 

Millions of cumulative hours of operation have proved KIN 

TEL Model 111 series DC amplifiers to be the basic compo- 

nent for all data transmission, allowing simple, reliable 

measurement of strain, temperature and other phenomena. 
DC instrumentation systems - with their inherently greater 
accuracy, simplicity, and reliability than AC or carrier sys- 

tems - are made entirely practical by the excellent dynamic 
performance, stability, and accuracy of KIN TEL DC ampli- 

fiers. Price: 111 BF- $625, six amplifier module- $295, single 

amplifier cabinet - $125. 

5725 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11, Calif. 

Phone: BRowning 7-6700 

Representatives in all major cities 

KIN TEL 
A O1,1S1ON OF 

ELECTRONICS, INC. 

10 CIRCLE 10 READERS SERVICE CARD May 15, 7959- ELECTRONICS 



BUSINESS THIS WEEK 

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER 
GERMANIUM TRANSISTOR that can function as 

an amplifier and power source in the 1,000-2,000 
mc range is reported in the laboratory develop- 
ment stage by Philco. The bipolar, microalloy 
diffused base transistor (MADT) achieves a max- 
imum oscillation frequency of 3,000 mc. New 
unit provides power gain of about 4 db at 2,000 
mc; at 1,000 me gain is 9.8 db and output power 
is 10 mw. The transistor is about one year away 
from production. The firm says it may be im- 
portant for the 200-300 mc range, where it could 
be used in tv sets and in military receivers; in 
the first stage of a military receiver, noise could 
be reduced to 4 db, says firm. For 1,000-2,000 me 
use, a new coaxial type transistor package has 
been designed, with holder matched for direct 
insertion into a 50 -ohm coaxial network. This, 
says Philco, may be a step towards integration 
of transistors in distributed transmission line 
networks, similar to microwave mixer diodes. In 
the new transistor, area of the electrodes is one- 
third that of presently available MADT's. How- 
ever, says Clarence G. Thornton, director of semi- 
conductor development at Philco's Lansdale Tube 
division, the electrodes of the new MADT are still 
about four times larger than its nearest perform- 
ance rival. This means, he explained, that it is 
feasible for scientists now to shoot for 5,000- 
10,000 me ranges by further reducing the MADT's 
electrode area. 

TRANSISTORIZATION OF SAGE defense system 
gets underway this month with the award of a 
$33,175,558 contract to IBM from Rome Air Ma- 
teriel Area. First developmental contract is for 
three solid-state support computers (AN/FSQ- 
7A) ; one model is understood to have been built 
already. New computer will be 75 percent smaller 
than the one it will replace. No further details 
of the computer are available. Procurement was 
negotiated with the one bidder solicited. It is 
believed that other solid-state updating of Sage 
equipment will follow. 

Talos, Navy's surface-to-air missile, gets production 
boost with award of $28.3 -million BuOrd contract 
to Bendix Aviation. Other contracts, amounting to 
about $12.9 million, are for Talos engineering and 
prototype procurement. 

BRITAIN'S Decca Navigator Co., still smarting 
from the outcome of last February's ICAO meet- 
ing in Montreal which voted VOR-DME (Vortac) 
as the international short-range air navigation 
system, has issued a blast against American 
actions and called the meeting a "farce." Tacit 
approval of the statement by the UK government 
was implied. Firm charged that the ICAO de- 
cision which rejected the Decca system, was not 

based on technical grounds. Statement accused 
the U. S. of packing the meeting, of half-truths 
and misrepresentation. (ELECTRONICS is preparing 
a fresh rundown on the argument for an upcom- 
ing issue.) Meanwhile, an ICAO panel which will 
report in June on its study of ground facilities 
and services throughout the world, has issued a 
preliminary statement calling for "increased ex- 
penditures over those now planned by the nations 
of the world." Panel says more money will be 
needed to provide air navigation services and 
facilities for the safe and economic operation of 
jet aircraft. 

TRITIUM, the only radioactive isotope of hydrogen, 
which has important electronic uses, is now avail- 
able from the Atomic Energy Commission's Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory at $2 per curie. Trit- 
ium beta radiation causes less deterioration of 
phosphors than the higher energy radiation from 
other radioisotopes, says AEC, thus providing 
luminous material of long life and constant light 
output. Color range of tritium-activiated phos- 
phors has been extended to cover the entire visible 
spectrum and parts of the ultraviolet and infra- 
red. Applications include radar and specialized 
tubes. 

Flight data tape recorder which can be automatically 
ejected in a crash for later playback has been 
announced by British firm Royston Instruments. 
Device weighs 40 lb, records up to 360 measure- 
ments in five seconds on tape that lasts for about 
160 hours. Cost: about $7,000. 

FACSIMILE will be used by the Japanese news- 
paper Asahi, starting next month, to transmit a 
daily edition from Tokyo to Sapporo, Hokkaido, 
706 mi to the north, where it will be produced by 
offset printing. British Muirhead Co. supplied six 
transmitting and eight receiving machines, and 
two receiving control machines. System has 12 
channels, transmits a page in 27 minutes. 

CABINET -LEVEL Department of Science and En- 
gineering is being actively backed by Engineers 
Joint Council, which says it represents more than 
a third of the nation's engineers. EJC president 
Enoch R. Needles recently told a subcommittee 
of the Senate Committee on Government Opera- 
tions that creation of such a department would 
serve the interests of the nation. However, he 
said that "science and engineering, directly per- 
tinent to the missions of certain departments, 
must continue to be carried out within these 
departments." He deplored the word "technology" 
as a substitute for "engineering," said the former 
did not fully describe the dimensions of engi- 
neering. 

ELECTRONICS - May 15. 1959 
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oaH 
MICRO SWITCH Preci ion Swi t ches 

.84 DIA._ 

12MA1 Actuator 

1992 

53 

12MÁ5 Actuator 

Pushbutton actuators are 
versatile, low cost 

These actuators accept three families of 
basic pin plunger switches permitting 
their use in a wide range of applications. 
Two button sizes-% " and 1"-and choice 
of red, green or black buttons give panel 
distinctiveness. Switch and actuator 
mounting hole arrangement permits use 
in panels from .060" to .312" thick, and 
simplifies button travel adjustment. Data 
Sheet 155. 

is 
.500 

350 

New 
subminiature 
"TM" toggle 
switch uses 
minimum 
panel space 

mob, 1.105 

500_. .500 - 

The 2TM1-T offers consid- 
erable reductions in space 
and weight in manual con- 
trol of compact equipment. 
Weight -4h grams. Only 

" square at the base. De- 
pendable operation from 
-65° to +200°F. Low circuit 
resistance. Rating: 7 amps. 
resistive, 28 vdc. DPDT. 
Data Sheet 158. 

I.IB2 

New subminiature 
safety door interlock 
The 17AC1-T cuts off power in 
equipment cabinets when a 
service door is opened. Manu- 
ally pulling the rod actuator to 
maintained contact position 
closes circuit for checking. 
When door is next closed, 
switch returns to normal ... re- 
sets itself to safety position. 
Dependable in temperatures 
from -65° to +250° F. SPDT. 
Data, Sheet 159. 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Sub -subminiature series switches 
These remarkable switches combine smallest avail- 
able size with "regular size" electrical capacity, oper- 
ate dependably in temperatures from -65° to +250°F. 
Weight -1/28 oz. Qualifies as Military Standard Part 
Number MS24547-1. Rating: 5 amps., 230 vac; 
7 amps. resistive, 28 vdc. Data Sheet 148. 

LEAF 
ACTUATO R 

eÄ Auxiliary actuators add 
to the versatility of ap- 
plication. Two are 
shown. Others are piv- 
oted lever and pivoted 
roller lever. All are 
stainless steel. 

ROLLER LEAF 
ACTUATOR 

"One -Shot" switches simp ify 
circuit development 

Time-consuming custom de- 
velopment of circuits is made 
unnecessary by "1PB600" 
Series "One -Shot" pushbut- 
ton switches. These switches 
produce one square wave 
pulse per operation. Pulse 
widths from 0.1 to 10.0 micro- 
seconds. Applications include 
computer and radar consoles, 
electronic test equipment, 
setting and resetting flip- 
flops, and reflected pulse 
systems. Data Sheet 150. 

2.310 

Selections from a line large enough 
to solve almost any switching problem 
MICRO SWITCH makes many hundreds of switches 
and switch devices especially useful to the elec- 
tronic designer. Here are a few of them, in a 
considerable range of sizes, electrical capacities, 
and functions. MICRO SWITCH development en- 
gineers are constantly widening the choice with 
new switches and devices to meet new require- 
ments. The designer can go ahead with a switch- 
ing arrangement he has in mind with con- 
fidence that MICRO SWITCH can supply his need. 

Engineering assistance in switch applications is avail- 
able without obligation from MICRO SWITCH branch 
offices. Consult the Yellow Pages. 

MICRO SWITCH ... FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 
A division of Honeywell 

In Canada: Honeywell Controls Limited, Toronto 17, Ontario 

H 
HONEYWELL 

Honeywell 
MICRO SWITCH Precision Switches 
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crystal growing with Trancoa silicon . . 

single 

single 

all 

the way 
PO_YCRISTALLINE SIUCON SPECIFICATIONS 

Grad? 
Resistivity 

PType N -Type 

Max. Resistivty 
atio for 13% 

Z.,' 60% Poirts 
Max. Boron 
Content (ppb) 

IA 503 250 3:1 0.5 

I 10) 50 3:1 0.5 

I I 5) 20 3:1 1.0 

III 3 10 3:1 2.0 

Iv ?.5 1.0 3:1 4.0 

Consistently clean Trancoa Silicon eliminates the 
twins, polys, and dropped charges that can result 
from dirty material. This will give you a larger yield 
of single crystal per pound of silicon ... saving ma- 
terial, saving machine time, saving labor. 

We prove the cleanliness of our Silicon at Trancoa 
by growing test crystals with only 3/16th of an inch 

3eresrscov hernica/ cor -por -arion 
312-326 Ash Street, Reading, Massachusetts 

Tel. REading 2-3900 

between crucible and crystal ... and they are single, 
single all the way! You can be confident of achieving 
uniform results within a lot and from one lot to an- 
other by growing crystals with Trancoa Silicon. 

See table for the five grades available. Complete 
information is contained in "Trancoa for Evaluating 
Silicon". Write today for a copy. 



ITT 
What's New 
in ITV 
Many exciting new uses for closed circuit 
television save time, life, health and 
money for industry, military, education 
and business. 

In the Antarctic, the Navy uses CCTV on 
a helicopter to picture ice conditions to an 
ice breaker following. 

A utility using ITV to observe water 
levels saved three salaries. 

In handling freight, ITV inspected cars 
and gondolas from a distance. 

Watching oil drilling or diving operations 
on the ocean floor from the surface. 

Checking factory operations for floors 
above from the main floor saved time and 
money. 

Guiding bulldozers run automatically in 
radioactivity areas from a safe distance. 

Stores and markets cut shoplifting and 
pilferage with ITV. 

Flame patterns in combustion chambers 
of engines and boilers may now be 
observed. 

Large organizations reach dealers 
through ITV in many cities for simultaneous 
meetings. 

Traffic flow through tunnels or toll 
bridges is checked and controlled. 

TV camera on factory roof scans large 
roofs for fires. 

ITT makes a complete and versatile line 
of closed circuit TV for every military, 
industrial, business and educational require- 
ment. For bulletins, engineering data and 
other information call our nearest office. 

Los Angeles, Calif. . .. EMpire 7-6161 
Detroit, Mich. JEfferson 6-4040 
Fort Myers, Fla. ... WYandotte 5-2151 
Washington, D.C. 
Denver, Colo. 
New York City 
San Carlos, Calif. 
Ft. Worth, Tex. 

EMpire 5-1515 
AMherst 6-2714 

OXford 5-0082 
LYtell 3-2189 

JEfferson 5-2056 

Industrial 
Products Division 
International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. 

15191 Bledsoe St., San Fernando, California 

Closed Circuit TV Custom Power Equipment 

Infra Red Equipment Large Screen Oscilloscopes 

Electronic Instruments Autopilots for Aircraft 

CIRCLE 14 READERS SERVICE CARD 

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK 
A SHORT-TERM EXTENSION of the controversial Renegotiation Act, probably 

for two years, is in store. Rep. Carl Vinson, (D., Ga.) powerful chairman 

of the House Armed Services Committee, is fighting bitterly for permanent 

extension. 
Vinson calls the measure "the only protection the government has 

against excessive profits" when 92 percent of defense contracts are nego- 

tiated on a cost-plus basis. 

Electronic Industries Association and defense contractors are willing 

to go along with an extension but want certain amendments-and may 

well get some of them. 

EIA, for instance, wants guide lines for "excess profits" spelled out 

more clearly to allow real rewards for efficiency, with appeal allowed to 

the U. S. Court of Appeals. The Pentagon goes along with this idea. 

It wants an amendment progressively boosting profits when production 

costs are held under original estimates. 

The Aircraft Industries Association made a telling point in hearings 

before the House Ways and Means Committee last week. AIA charged 

that the Renegotiation Board is not allowing rewards for efficiency, but 

rather sets a predetermined profit vate. In 1954, for instance, the rate 

of return (before Federal taxes) allowed the four biggest aircraft compa- 

nies, after renegotiation, varied only from 5.64 to 6.31. Before renegoti- 

ation, the rate varied from 6.39 to 8.59. This amounts in practice to "rate - 

making" and "effective nullification of incentive contracts," AIA charged. 

Indicative of the problem's size: defense contractors are currently 

appealing $82 million worth of profits the Board has ordered returned to 

the government. Seven aircraft companies account for $72 million of 

that amount. 

Do operators of community antenna systems and tv translators and 

boosters have a legal right to pick up a tv signal without the station's 
consent. Three Salt Lake City tv stations, representing the industry, 

have filed suit to settle the question. So far no "proprietary right" 

in the tv signal has ever been established. Practical outcome of a 

successful suit would be to give stations commercial control over 

subsidiary operations, though broadcasters claim they aren't trying 
to put antenna operators out of business. 

Instrumentation for space vehicles is lagging behind development 

of the vehicles themselves. Within about three years the U. S. will 

be able to launch a space vehicle carrying a telescope and several 

hundred pounds of instruments-but the necessary instruments 
won't be ready. 

This was the significance of remarks by Leo Goldberg, of the 

University of Michigan Observatory, to 500 scientists attending the 

recent joint symposium on problems in space in Washington. 

An example of the problems ahead : the satellite telescope must 

not only be stabilized in space but must be controllable from the 

ground to point accurately in any direction. The desired stabiliza- 
tion will likely be achieved by use of gas jets and rotating fly wheels, 

Goldberg said. 

The federal government is having better luck lately in attracting 
and keeping scientists and engineers. The reasons : "recession hang- 

over" makes some people reluctant to take jobs in unstable industries, 
and the government can now offer more competitive pay. Within 

the past year federal employees have had a 10 -percent pay hike, 

and premium rates have been allowed for hard -to -get categories of 

personnel. 

May 15, 1959 -- ELECTRONICS 
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Delivering 

PRECISION n. 

re 372C/D Precision Attenuator 

#ATTENUATORS 
totally unaffected by aging or ambient conditions! 

Aging, humidity, temperature or other ambi- 
ents - none has any effect on the precise calibra- 
tion of these ultra -dependable, wideband new e attenuators. 

Attenuation is inherently invarient because it 
depends neither on the position of, nor power ab- 
sorbed by, resistive cards or vanes. Instead, attenu- 
ation is a function of the coupling -hole array 
between two permanently -joined waveguide sec- 
tions - the same principle as employed in e direc- 
tional couplers. Attenuation accuracy thus 
achieved averages better than ±0.4 db from nom- 
inal, and variation full band is less than ±0.5 db 
from mean. 

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 
1003A PAGE MILL ROAD . PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A. 

CABLE "HEWPACK" DAVENPORT 5-4451 
Field representatives in all principal areas 

Since there are no protrusions into the wave - 
guide, SWR's are permanent and extremely low -1.05 to 1. 

e 372 
waveguide 
or 20 db. 

11 

.D 
- 0 

10.4 

9 
8 82 

series attenuators are offered in six 
sizes, with nominal attenuations of 10 

Nominal 
Attenuation\ 

Mean2I 
Attenuation 

94 10 104 114 12 12.4 
Frequency - KMC 

Model Freq. (KMC) 
Nominal 
Attenu- 
ation 

Fits 
Waveguide 
Size (in.) 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Power 
(watts Price 
ave.) 

Typical attenuation characteristics lt X372C, 10 db model. 

Nominal Fits Power 
Model Freq. (KMC) Attenu-Waveguide (watts 

ation Size (in.) ave.) 
Price 

S372C 2.6 - 3.95 10 3 x 11/2 2 $375.00 H372C 7.05 - 10.0 10 11/4 x 5/8 1 120.00 

S372D 2.6 - 3.95 20 3 x 11/2 2 375.00 H372D 7.05 - 10.0 20 11/4 x 5/8 1 120.00 

G372C 3.95 - 5.85 10 2 x 1 2 250.00 X372C 8.2-12.4 10 1 x 1/2 1 100.00 

G372D 3.95 - 5.85 20 2 x 1 2 250.00 X372D 8.2 - 12.4 20 1 x 1/2 1 100.00 

1372C 5.85 - 8.2 10 11/2 x 3/4 1 140.00 P372C 12.4 - 18.0 10 0.702 x 0.391 1 115.00 
1372D 5.85 - 8.2 20 11/2 x 3/4 1 140.00 P372D 12.4 - 18.0 20 0.702 x 0.391 1 115.00 

Data subject to change thout notice. Prices f.o.b. factory. 
5488 

pioneers again in better waveguide equipment 
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"Higher 
Education. . 

Our Greatest 
Tool" 
OSCAR G. MAYER 

Chairman, Oscar Mayer & Co. 

"During the last twenty years we have had dramatic evidence of what massive 

research can accomplish. Every thinking American today is acutely aware 

that our future welfare depends upon this vital activity. 

"But sound higher education is the prerequisite of good research; it is vitally 

important that our higher education be constantly improved, beginning with 

our secondary schools. Higher education is the only means with which we can 

mine our most valuable natural resource: the creativity of the human mind in 

all fields, social and cultural as well as scientific. 

"By supporting the college of your choice in its efforts to provide the best 

possible faculty and physical facilities, you are investing in the one tool with 

which to shape favorably the future of America." 

If you want more information on the problems faced by higher education, write to: 

Council for Financial Aid to Education, Inc., 6 E. 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

Sponsored as a public service, in cooperation with the 

Council for Financial Aid to Education 

BAI, 

." HIGHER EDUCATION 

KEEP IT BRIGHT 

16 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC _ 11 

T(/BE DES/GN NEWS _11_ 
FROM THE RECEIVING TUBE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

G -E Subminiaturen with New High -Resistivity Glass 

Show NO Inoperatives after 2000 -Hr Tests at 300°C! 

100% 

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 

TYPE 6111. SURVIVAL RATE 

WITH RESPECT TO INOPERATIVES 

WITH NEW GLASS 

WITH OLD GLASS 

1000 H rs 2000 Hrs 

5000 
I Ali c ro- 
mhos l 

4000 

3000 

2000 

1000 

o 

I I I I I I 

TYPE 5899. AVERAGE Gm 

OF SURVIVING TUBES 

100% TUBE 
WITH NEW GLASS 

I 

ONLY 8% 
TUBE 

SURVIVAL WITH OLD GLASS 

Il III 
1000 H rs 2000 H rs 

Life tests above to military specifications except for bulb temperatures, raised to 300°C. Left: shows 
2000 -hour inoperative percentages for Type 6111, a subminiature known to suffer from glass elec- 
trolysis at higher -than -rated temperatures. Right: shows reduced G,,, drop for new glass versus old, 
Type 5899. At high temperatures this tube had a tendency to slump in transconductance. 

Three Advanced Tubes Now in Production by G.E. 
TYPE 6EZ8. First triple triode ever 
designed and manufactured! General 
Electric's pioneering 6EZ8 is an 
entertainment tube for use in FM 
radio tuners makes possible a 
one -tube tuner, boon to space -cramped 
set designers. Saves extra tube cost, 
too. By itself, the new 6EZ8 will 
handle either of these jobs: (1) r -f 
amplifier, oscillator, and mixer, (2) 
oscillator, mixer, and AFC tube. 

TYPE 6222. Extra -sensitive high -mu 
subminiature triode. A 5 -Star mili- 
tary type, for first -stage amplifica- 
tion in infra -red detection circuitry. 
Noise level is extremely low-a 
maximum of 1.2 microvolts at the 
grid, in a test circuit of 200 cycles 
band width. The 6222's low noise 
characteristic, especially at very low 
frequencies, makes the tube useful in 
other advanced applications. 

TYPE 6814. Only subminiature com- 
puter type! A 5 -Star high -reliability 
triode intended for military use in air- 

borne fire -control computers. De- 
signed for binary -counter or cathode - 
follower applications. The 6814's ex- 
tremely small size assists in optimum 
miniaturization of equipment. 

The G -E Receiving Tube Department 
has taken an important step forward 
in tube technology by applying Corn- 
ing Glass Works' new high -resistivity 
glass to 5 -Star subminiature types. 
Test results, as indicated at left, 
show a spectacular increase in tube 
reliability. 

First with high -resistivity glass 
for tubes, General Electric now is 
building subminiatures able to with- 
stand heats that before have short- 
ened tube life materially. Glass 
electrolysis-cause of 90% of sub- 
miniature failures at high tempera- 
tures-is `stopped in its tracks." 

Resistance Factor 20 Times Greater 

The new glass in G -E subminiatures 
actually has a factor of resistance 20 
times that of the old. A designer 
can use in two ways the improved 
tube performance now offered him: 
1. He can design with a greater 

safety factor. 
2. He can work with assurance to 

equipment specifications that 
call for high -temperature tube 
operation. 

Ask any General Electric tube office 
on the next page for further facts! 

Ready Soon: New Printboard Version of 7077 Triode 

Type 7077 ceramic triode-famous as 
the General Electric tube which sent 
information to earth from Pioneer IV 
sun satellite for a world record dis- 
tance of 407,000 miles-soon will be 
available for standard printboard cir- 
cuitry. The new lug version has rat- 
ings which are approximately the 
same as those of the 7077. 

The short, solderable lugs of the 
new tube, cut lead inductance and 
capacitance to a minimum. This helps 
make the lug version of the 7077 
ceramic triode an ideal tube for appli- 
cation indistributed amplifier circuits. 

Side by side: socket -mounted 7077 ceramic 
triode and new lug version (at right) for stan- 
dard printboard use. Both are shown actual 
size. Note smaller mounted height for print - 
board tube, aiding the circuit designer who 
is faced with rigid space limitations. 

» 



TI Silicon Transistor Application Not 
1 

TRANSISTORIZED INTERCOM EXCEEDS MIL -E -5212B SPEC 

60011 

300 mv 

200- 
8000cps 

5µfd 18K 
20V 

750 

5µfd 
20V 

4.7K 

100Sì 

20µ1d 

2 0µ(d 

- 2- N342A 

3.9 K 

1 20µ(d 2N342A 
1.8K ` 50Y 

' -.Ailiffiiiiiiirk 

l 
1 TI = 5.6K: 1.74KC.T. 

;KC.T.:600n 
ACTUAL SIZE OUTPUT STAGE HAS STANDARD 2N3422.4A MATCHED PAIRS 'il 

2N342A 

o 
+ 28 

R 

6001.,1 

CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS 
150 -mw output from -55°C tc 
100°C at less than 10% har 
monic distortion over frequency 
range 
Frequency response @ 25°C 
stable within ±2 db of 100C 
cps 100 mw reference leve 
from 200 to 8000 cps 
Frequency response @ -55°C 
and 100°C within ±3 db of 
25°C frequency response 
Less than 3 -db gain variation 
@ -55°C and 100°C comparec 
to 25°C measurement 

LOUD AND CLEAR AT 100°C! 

-with TI 21\1342A sìlicori transistors from stock 
You can satisfy the 71°C equipment requirements of MIL -E -5272B at 100°C with the intercom 
amplifier circuit shown above - using TI 2N342A silicon transistors with ... guaranteed 3 -to -1 

linear beta characteristics ... 85-v collector -to -emitter breakdown, giving a wide safety rang( 
with 28-v aircraft supplies ... plus dissipation capability of 1 watt at 25°C and 200 mw at 125°C 

The newest addition to the use -proved TI 2N339 series introduced in 1957, this medium-powe: 
unit carries the full -year TI guarantee and is immediately available off -the -shelf from all T 
distributors in 1-249 quantities. For production quantities, contact your nearest TI sales office 
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FINANCIAL ROUNDUP 

First Quarter Looks Good 
FIRST-QUARTER financial reports for 
this year have been released by 
many firms. Rising volumes are 
indicated for most segments of our 
industry. Some examples are: 

Clarostat Manufacturing Co., 
Inc., Dover, N. H., reports a 40 - 
percent increase as compared with 
the first quarter of 1958. This 
year's first-quarter shipments to- 
talled $2,033,000 as against 1958's 
$1,438,000, with a profit of $88,600 
as against a loss of $117,400. 

Burroughs Corp., Detroit, an- 
nounces first-quarter net of $1,- 
533,408 versus $1,100,414 in the 
same period of 1958. This year's 
revenue for the period ended 
March 31 was $80,922,856 com- 
pared with $67,998,240 for the 
same period last year. This year's 
provision for income tax was $450,- 
000 higher. The firm reports in- 
coming orders 25 percent higher 
than last year with expectations 
that the trend will continue. 

Electronic Communications, 
Inc., St. Petersburg, Fla., reveals 
earnings of 68 cents a share for 
the first three months of this year, 
as compared with 57 cents a share 
for the three-month period ending 
last December. For the six months 
ending March 31, 1959, net earn- 
ings after taxes were $496,203 on 
382,866 common shares outstand- 
ing, compared with a figure of 
$29,312 for the corresponding six- 
month period in 1958. 

American Bosch -Arma Corp. 
discloses net sales of $31,177,327 
for the first three months of 1959 
in contrast to $27,018,890 for the 
first quarter of 1958. Consolidated 
net income after taxes was $1,444,- 
995, a 62 -percent rise over $886,708 
of last year. The firm estimates 
its backlog of defense production 
contracts at $196 million. 

Westinghouse Air Brake re- 
mains undaunted while announc- 
ing a decline of 21 percent from 
last year's first-quarter sales to - 

tailing $53,047,072. The drop 
amounts to $11,058,170 on a total 
of $41,988,902 for the first three 
months of 1959. As of March 31, 
1959, however, backlog of orders 
comes to $77,700,000 compared to 
$1 million less a year ago. The 
firm also points out that this back- 
log had increased $13,900,000 from 
a low of $63,800,000 on July 31, 
1958. This figure includes a rise of 
$6 million since the beginning of 
this year. 

OVER THE COUNTER 

1968 BIDS COMMON ApWEEK ril 24 ENMayGI 
LOW HIGH STOCKS BID BID ASKED 

33'4 201/2 Acoustica Assocs 33 34 3814 
1Sá 3 Advance Industries 33/2 31/2 37/e 
31/2 65/8 Aerovox 834 91/4 107/e 
51/2 15 Appl'd Sci Princet 10 101/4 125/2 
11 87/2 Avien, A 81/4 93/4 1114 
63/4 24 Baird -Atomic 
93/4 1334 Burndy 
63/4 9 Cohu Electronics 

11 221/2 Collins Radio 
321/2 49 Cook Electric 
4 7 Craig Systems 954 93/2 131/2 17% 251/2 Eastern Industries 173/4 18 20142 
13/4 81/2 Elca Corp 75/2 85/2 103/4 

101/2 21 Electro Instr 30 291/2 32 
34 49 Electronic Assocs 451/2 46 56 

5 1I Electronic Res'rch 171/2 18 191/2 
814 123/4 Electronic Spec Co 16 173/4 191/4 

151/4 491/2 Epsco, Inc 3814 391/2 473/4 
514 938 Erie Resistor 

10 1714 Fischer & Porter 123/4 1338 151/2 
514 1014 G -L Electronics 121/2 121/4 14318 

12 27 Giannlni 32 313/4 357/e 
Haydu Elec Prod 5 43/4 6% 

30 391/2 Hewlett-Packard 45 491/4 53 
231/4 48 High Voltage Eng 61 63 761/4 

13/4 3 Hycon Mfg 3% 31/4 37/e 
11/2 51/a Industro Trans'tor 51/4 51/2 71/4 

Internat'l Rec'f'r 261/4 263/4 291/2 
Interstate Engin'g 361/2 183/4 21 

11/2 43/4 Jerrold 61/4 6% 744 
21 30 D. S. Kennedy 28 281/4 3234 

334 29 Lab For El'tronics 33 33 3834 
191/4 28 Leeds & Northrup 2814 29 341/e 
2 3112 Leetronics 31/2 3% 454 
5 183/4 Ling Electronics 251/2 243/4 281/4 
31/4 8544 Magnetic Amplifiers 8 81/4 1034 
27,0 414 Magnetics, Inc 51/2 51/2 67/e 
454 12 W. L. Matson 141/2 151/2 163/4 

10% 29 Microwave Assocs 46 49 5414 
5114 11314 Midwestern Instr 123/4 131/4 145/8 
11/e 7 Monogram Precis'n 113/4 113/4 137/e 
31/2 7114 Narda Microwave 101/4 10% 113/e 

Narda Ultrasonics 9% 93/4 11/ 
9314 16 National Company 241/2 241/4 2634 

1414 56 Nuclear Chicago 33 38 413.8 
414 734 Pacific Mercury, A 13 121/2 141/e 

101/2 27142 Packard -Bell 381/2 42 45% 
41/4 9% Panellit, Inc 71/2 7% 83/8 

21 533¡4 Perkin-Elmer 48 483/4 54 
113/8 191/2 Radiation, A 191/2 21 23 
21/2 734 Reeves Soundcraft 6 71/2 834 

13 321'2 Sanders Associates 291/2 34 39% 
Silicon Transistor 71/4 8W2 121/4 

7 12 SoundScriber 171/4 1634 183/4 
22314 40 Sprague Electric 45 45 507/e 
26 35 Taylor Instruments 333/4 33 36% 

51/2 15 Technical Operates 201/2 201/2 261/4 
51/2 1532 Telechrome Mfg 241/2 221/2 261/4 
31/4 73/4 Telecomputing 117/e 11314 127/e 
11/e 24(4 Tel -Instrument 23/4 2374 31/2 
83/4 16({4 Topp Industries 131/2 131/2 16 
33/4 103/4 Tracerlab 101/4 93/4 11 
11/8 3% Universal Trans'tor 11/4 11/4 11/2 

14114 40 Varian Associates 60 37 4114 
The above "bid" and 'asked" prices prepared 
by the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION of SECURITIES 
DEALERS, INC., do not represent actual trans- 
actions. They are a guide to the range with- 
in which these securities could have been sold (the "BID" price) or bought (the ASKED" price) during preceding week. 

283/4 291/4 371/4 
151/2 157/2 171/3 

77/2 77/2 81/2 
361/2 381/2 43 
461/2 46 521/2 

51A 

9te 

we. . 
For dependable electrical char- 
acteristics and all-around sat- 
isfaction . . . specify these 
BLUE CHIP products, true 
Partners in Performance to the 
fabulous Electronic Irdustry. 

A Mic.ophene Cable (Rubber er Plastic) 

B TV lead-in Cable 

C Intercommunication Cable 

D Shielded Intercamm. Cable 

E Plastic Shielded Cable 

CONSULTATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION 

CORNISH WIRE CO., INC. 

50 Church Street New York 7, N.Y. 

from Warehouse Stocks in 
Atlanta Charlotte Chicago Cincinnati 

Dallas DetroR Kansas City 
Los Angeles Minneapolis Philadelphia 

Rochester St. Louis San Francisco 
Seattle Williamstown 

Additional Sales Offices 
Boston Bridgeport Cleveland 

Denver (Pittsburgh 

1 Made by Engineers for Engineers" 
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A professional career grows in proportion to the chal- 
lenges met and the opportunities grasped. If your career 
has been stunted by a lack of stimuli , .. you should read 
"New Dimensions"... the story of Westinghouse -Balti- 
more ... its advanced projects, modern facilities, and 
challenging opportunities. Read about the Westinghouse 
program for advanced education at Johns Hopkins and 
other leading universities; and take an illustrated tour 
of the colorful Chesapeake Bay area ... a sportsman's 
paradise. Send for your copy today. 

Current Career 
Openings Include: 
Microwave Systems and 

Components 
Radar Systems 
Network Synthesis 
Analogue and Digital 

Computer Design 
Solid State Devices 
Electronics Instructors 
Communications Circuitry 
Field Engineering 
Technical Writing 
Electronic Packaging 
Operations Research 

y 

Write for your copy of "New Dimensions" today. For a 
confidential interview, send a resume of your education 
and experience to: Mr. A. M. Johnston, Dept. 908, 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. 0. Box 746, 
Baltimore 3, Maryland. 

Westinghouse 
BALTIMORE 
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EXCLUSIVE! 

MOLDED* 
Contact 
Combinations on 

MODEL TT- 
Molded Module 

6 POT 

MODEL TT 

wI 
1 

-y =M 

N 

4 NTO. HOLES 
4-40 TA 

MODEL TT- 
Specificatio ns 

COIL WATTAGE: Rated nominally at .150 watt per pole at an ambient temperature of 20°C. 
COIL OPERATING VOLTAGE RANGE: To 115 VDC. 
CONTACT RATINGS: Up to 5 amperes at 115 volts AC or 32 volts DC noninductive, with standard contact material, palladium. Other materials can be supplied. 
CONTACT COMBINATIONS: Standard combinations are DPDT, 4PDT, and 6PDT (maximum). Others can be furnished. 

WEIGHT: Approximately 2 ounces for 4PDT relay. 

64 

J' 
8 

Be Right with llTI® 
Quality Components 

"Molded Module"* Contact Springs 
Ohmite Models TT and TS Relays are designed to 
meet the operational requirements of MIL -R - 
5757C and MIL -R -6106C, respectively, and will be 
found ideal for aircraft or industrial uses, par- 
ticularly those involving high ambient tempera- 
tures. Both relays are lightweight, yet rugged. 
Paramount among the design innovations is their 
revolutionary "Molded Module" contact spring 
construction. The "module" is a standard, single - 
pole, double -throw spring combination molded 
into a compact assembly. As many as six modules 
can be incorporated into a relay to provide a maxi- 
mum six -pole, double -throw combination. With 
the springs rigidly held in a matrix of tough plas- 
tic, alignment of the springs is assured. More ac- 
curate alignment of all the subcombinations (mod- 
ules) on the relay is possible, and adjustment of 
the individual contact springs is easier and more 
permanent. Diall Phthallate, the molding material, 
is capable of withstanding temperatures to 400°F. 

Exceptional sensitivity for small size 
A contributing factor to the remarkable sensitivity 
of Ohmite Models TT and TS Relays is the design 
of the armature retaining guard to minimize un- 
desirable heel gap. A wide variety of hermetically 
sealed enclosures is available. 
*Patent applied for 

MODEL IS- 
' ' \Ided Module 

'i2 Msxr- 

PDT 

M00EL TS 

ra 
f f =__. 

U- W 
^I" I,p31: 

T:_\T 
I 4 á sI 1 r l 

4 M IS** T4. MOLES J 
4-40TAP IB3 

MODEL TS- 
Specifications 

COIL WATTAGE: Rated nominally at .250 watt per 
pole at an ambient temperature of 20°C. 
COIL OPERATING VOLTAGE RANGE: To 115 VDC. 
CONTACT RATINGS: Up to 10 amperes at 115 volts 
AC or 32 volts DC noninductive with standard contact material, silver -cadmium oxide. Other materials can be supplied. 
CONTACT COMBINATIONS: Standard combinations 
are DPDT, 4PDT, and 6PDT (maximum). Others can be furnished. 
WEIGHT: Approximately 3 ounces for 4PDT relay. 

Write for Bulletin 160 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois 
RHEOSTATS RESISTORS RELAYS 
TAP SWITCHES TANTALUM CAPACITORS DIODES 
R.F. CHOKES VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS 
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STROMBERG-CARLSON 

TELEPHONE 
HANDSETS 

... for your voice communication needs. 

These "push -to -talk" handsets are of 
the most modern design available. 

If your applications are in mo- 
bile radio intercom systems car- 
rier and microwave aircraft and 
railroad - specify Stromberg -Carl- 
son handsets. 

No. 26: short, lightweight, sturdy. 
Comes with capsule -type receiver 
and transmitter. 

No. 28: "push -to -talk" handset. 
Rocker -bar switch; various spring 
combinations. 

Both models available with stand- 
ard or high -gain transmitters and re- 
ceivers. Superior to any other hand- 
set on the market. 

Modern handset cradle 
for mobile or panel use 

Holds handset 
firmly; is strong 
and resilient; fits 
any Stromberg - 
Carlson handset. 
Switch combina- 
tions with two or 
four Form C con- 

tacts. Space for your company name 
is provided. Send for Handset Bul- 
letin T-5005 and Cradle Bulletin 
T-5013. Write: 

STROMBERG-CARLSON 
A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

Telecommunication Industrial Sales 
114 Carlson Rd. Rochester 3, N. Y. 

.vv 
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MARKET RESEARCH 

LOCATION OF ELECTRONICS 

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES 

FIGURES REPRESENT % OF U.S. 
TOTAL IN EACH REGION 

Most Reps Still in East 
RECENT SURVEY of electronics man- 
ufacturers' representatives in the 
United States by ELECTRONICS 

shows the three major regions of 
rep activity are the middle Atlantic, 
with 27.42 percent of reps ; the east 
north central, with 22.24 percent 
and the Pacific area with 19.92 per- 
cent. 

Six remaining regions account 
for some 30 percent of reps. Break- 
down shows 9.41 percent of repre- 
sentatives in New England area, 
6.68 percent in west north central, 
5.87 percent in south Atlantic, .82 
percent in east south central, 4.91 
percent in west south central and 
2.73 percent in mountain area. 

Comparison with similar survey 
run in 1957 reveals only slight 
change in geographic distribution. 
Percentage change for each of nine 
U. S. regions has varied by no more 
than plus or minus two percent. 

Response of 733 U. S. manufac- 
turers' representatives from a 
total mailing of 1,100 question- 
naires represents a 66 -percent 
return. Considerable effort was 
made to include all known elec- 
tronics manufacturers' reps in the 
survey. List surveyed was built 

of years from 
salesmen, an - 
reps and pub - 

up over a number 
field reports of 
nouncements from 
lished sources. 

Responses by states show 

heaviest returns from California 
and New York with 122 and 111 
rep replies received, respectively. 
Complete tabulation of state re- 
turns follows: 

Ala. 1 Mich. 24 
Ariz. 5 Minn. 22 
Calif. 122 Mo. 22 
Colo. 11 N. J. 41 
Conn. 16 N. Mex..... 
D. of C 3 N. Y. 111 
Fla. 11 N. Car. 7 

Ga. 10 Ohio 42 
Hawaii .... 1 Ore. 7 

Ill. 75 Penn. 49 
Ind. 18 Tenn. 3 

Iowa 2 Tex. 34 
Kan. 3 Utah 2 

Ken. 2 Va. 3 
La. 2 Wash. 16 

Md. 9 Wisc. 4 

Mass. 53 

FIGURES OF THE WEEK 

LATEST WEEKLY PRODUCTION FIGURES 

(Source: EIA) 
Apr. 24, 

1959 

Television sets 97,485 
Radio sets (ex. auto) 263,434 
Auto sets 108,122 

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES 

Mar. 27, Change From 
1959 One Year Ago 

94,378 +14.7% 
259,070 +133.2% 
97,621 +69.5% 

A745299' 
Apr. 1, Change From 

(Standard & Poor's) 19 1959 One Year Ago 

Electronics mfrs. 95.79 81.38 }-85.5% 
Radio & tv mfrs. 106.29 95.11 +133.2% 
Broadcasters 100.30 92.61 +69.5% 
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in stock, 
ready for shipment 
within 24 to 48 hours, 
General Transistor has 

PNP ALLOYED JUNCTION 

SILICON TRANSISTORS 
General Transistor's years of experience in manufacturing Alloyed 
Junction Germanium Transistors has resulted in continued 
reliability, higher quality and complete product uniformity. 
NOW - with this acknowledged skill and experience GT 
offers design engineers who demand these field proven 
qualities 5 new types of PNP Alloyed Junction Silicon 
Transistors of the same quality and reliability. 
These transistors are characterized by: 

1. HIGH GAIN 
2. HIGH SPEED 
3. LOW SATURATION RESISTANCE 
4. HIGH TEMPERATURE OPERATION 
5. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

SPECIFICATION DATA 
High Speed 

Switch 
Med. Speed 

Switch 
High Speed 

Small Signal 
Amplifier 

Med. Speed 
Small Signal 

Amplifier 

High 
Voltage 

2N1219 2N1220 2N1221 2N1222 2N1223 
Vc,o 
VCEO 

VEeo 
Ica 
hFE 

f.b 
h1. 

30 v 
25 v 
20v 

.1 µa max. 
18 min. 
5 min. 

30 v 

25 v 

20v 
.1 µa max. 

9 min. 
2 min. 

30 v . 

25 v 

10v 
.1 µa max. 

30 v 

25 v 
10v 

.1 µa max. 

40 v 

40 v 
10v 

.1 µa max. 

5 min. 
18 min. 

2 min. 
9 min. 6 min. 

write for PNP SILICON Brochure S-100 

"YEARS AHEAD IN RELIABILITY" 
GENERAL TRANSISTOR COR POR ATION 

91-27 138TH PLACE. JAMAICA 35, N.Y. 

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK. CONTACT YOUR NEAREST 
AUTHORIZED GENERAL TRANSISTOR DISTRIBUTOR OR GENERAL 

TRANSISTOR DISTRIBUTING CORP. 91.27 138TH PLACE, JAMAICA 35, 
NEW YORK. FOR EXPORT: GENERAL TRANSISTOR INTERNATIONAL 
CORP. 91.27 138TH PLACE. JAMAICA 35, NEW YORK 
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SMALL! 

DELCO POWER TRANSISTOR 

Designed 
for use 

where space 
and weight 

are 
restricting 

factors 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector Diode Voltage 

2N1112 

40 
volts 

Emitter Diode Voltage 
20 

volts 

Collector Current 
1.5 

Amperes 

Junction Temperature 95°C 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS (25°C) 

Typ. Collector Diode Current loo 

Vcb=40 volts 
S0µ 

Current Gain 
(V8,= -2 volts, 4=100 Ma) 

70 

Current Gain 
(VeC= -2 volts, 1, ='/2A) 

30 

Saturation Resistance 
0.3 

ohms 

Cutoff Frequency (Common Emitter) 
17 
kc 

Thermal Resistance 
12° 

C/Watt 

Newark, New Jersey 
1180 Raymond Boulevard 
Tel: Mitchell 2-6165 

The 2N1172 is a medium power 

transistor offering dependable operation 

in a new range of applications where 

space and weight have been a problem. 

It's a mighty mite with more punch 

in a smaller package. The 2N1172, 

excellent for output use or as a driver 

for a very high power transistor, has 

already proved especially effective in 

DC amplifiers, voltage regulators, and as 

a driver for a high power stage in servo 

or other amplifiers. 

This PNP germanium transistor is 

housed in a modified version of the 

JEDEC 30 package with a diamond 

shaped base for improved thermal 

conduction. It dissipates up to 2 watts 

at a mounting base temperature of 70 

degrees centigrade. Available now in 

volume production-write today 

for complete engineering data. 

DELCO RADIO 
Division of General Motors 

Kokomo, Indiana 

BRANCH OFFICES 
Santa Monica, California 
726 Santa Monica Boulevard 
Tel: Exbrook 3-1465 
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the most versatile ... most sensitive direct writing unit available! 

OFFNER ALL -TRANSISTOR 

The Type 481 preamplifier, 9800 series input coupler, 482 power 
amplifier, and 382 power supply are all of plug-in construction. Input 
is available both front and rear. 

The 504A paper drive gives speeds of from 1 .o 250 mm/sec. Elec- 
trical speed shift 1 to 250 mm per minute available. Zero weave high 
precision drive, 850 ft. capacity (heat or electric) 1500 ft. (ink). Front 
loading, with record fully visible from front. 

Full scale, unretouched charts show the extreme sensitivity of the 
Type R Dynograph. Left -10 microvolt RMS sine wave. Right -10 
microvolt D -C square wave. Four recording media. Heat or electric 
rectilinear- ink or electric curvilinear. Readily convertible. 

DYNOGRAPH 

all these features...plus 8 channels in only 35"of rack space 
stable d -c sensitivity of one microvolt per mm 
true differential input 
high input impedance 

response to beyond 150 cps 

reluctance, differential transformer, strain gages with 
a -c or d -c excitation, thermocouples, etc., used 
with all preamplifiers 

deflection time less than 1.5 milliseconds 
(2.5 ms with preamplifiers) 

fixed precision calibration 
instant warm-up 

precision source for d -c and 400 cycle excitation, 
self-contained 

zero suppression, twenty times full scale, 
both directions 

Whatever your application for direct writing records, 
investigate the ability of the Offner Type R Dynograph 
to do the job better and more simply. Write on your 
company letterhead for details and specifications. 

OFFNER ELECTRONICS INC. 39tó River Road, Schiller Park, Ill. 
(Suburb of Chicago) 



JONES & LAMSON 
OPTICAL COMPARATORS 

Determines lead and spacing errors 
of less than .0001" 

Lead amplification on J & L Comparators 
combines both optical and mechanical magni- 
fication in standard gaging set-up. It produces 
amplification of any lead error, in threads of 
all standard forms and pitches. 

For example, a .0001" lead error is magni- 
fied to .050" or .100" on the screen. Measure- 
ments are made direct on the machine's mi- 
crometer, with ease and repeatability. 

Other demanding applications, such as the 
extremely precise measurement of critical 
spacing between the valve ports and the piston 
lands of hydraulic valves, are also performed 
with this new amplifier. 

The dependability of this attachment was 
demonstrated in a series of tests conducted on 
a special application by J & L engineers. 
Among other things, it was proved beyond 
doubt that a group of Jo blocks can be meas- 
ured within .000025". Furthermore, these 
readings were easily repeated, even by differ- 
ent operators. 

The speed, precision, flexibility and de- 
pendability of Jones & Lamson Comparators 
might well make a big difference in your op- 
erations. Write for Catalog 5700, Jones & 
Lamson Machine Company; 539 Clinton 
Street, Springfield, Vermont. 

Turret Lathes Automatic Lathes Tape Controlled Machines Thread & Form Grinders Optical Comparators Thread Tools 
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TYPE 602 

LATFORM BASE 
CAPACITORS 

... tailore for ransistor 

This is a 
special-purpose 
version of the popular, 
space saving Good -All SLIM 
LINE (Type 601PE) and i3 designed 
to meet rugged vibration requirements. 
The mounting platform of Epoxy -glass 
laminate securely seats the 602 
capacitor on a printed circuit chassis. 
Added stability under vib-ation is 
provided by heavy gauge leads. 

Tough, moisture -tight 
Epoxy coating 

Miniature "platform" 
of Epoxy -glass laminate 

Heavy Gauge leads 
precisely spaced 

TYPE 602 DIMENSIONS (AVAILABLE IN 50 VOLT RATINGS ONLY) 

CAP. (Mfd.) A 
.01 .562 .300 .440 .200 
.022 .562 .339 .440 .210 
.033 .531 .386 .440 .210 
.047 .531 .433 .440 .235 
.068 .575 .480 .440 .260 

SPECIF 
INSULATION RESISTANCE- Greater than 
75.000 megohms when measured at 100 volts 
D.C. at 25° C for a maximum cf 2 minutes. 
WINDING CONSTRUCTION - Extended foil 
(non -inductive) MYLAR* Dielectric. 
LEAD LENGTH - Standard 1" riin. as shown. 
Available, on special order, to exact length re- 
quired by application. 
CAPACITY TOLERANCE -Standard tolerance is 
20%. *OuPont's trademark for polyester film. 

CAP. (Mfd.) A B D E 

.10 .650 .525 .558 .225 

.15 .671 .650 .558 .260 

.22 .748 .717 .558 .296 

.33 .843 .780 .690 .312 

ICATIONS 
DISSIPATION FACTOR -Less than 1% at 1,000 
cycles per second at 25° C. 

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH -100 volts D.C. for 1 

to 5 seconds thru a minimum current limiting 
resistance of 100 ohms per volt. 
TEMPERATURE RANGE -May be operated at 
full rated voltage to 85° C. Derate to 50% 
when operating at 125° C. 

GOOD -ALL MFG. CO. OGALLALA, NEBRASKA 
In Canada, 700 Weston Road, Toronto 9, Ontario 

GOOD -ALL CAPACITORS NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR 
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Plan to Solve Tv Shortage? 
FCC's new proposal would cut down distances between tv stations and 

get more tv to more cities-but it may draw sharp fire from critics 

LATEST PROPOSAL by Federal Com- 
munications Commission is to re- 
duce minimum milage between tv 
stations from 170 to perhaps 100 
miles. 

Word from Washington is that 
this plan is likely to set off a storm 
of protests from broadcasters who 
see the proposal as detrimental to 
their markets. The plan would af- 
fect some 36 cities having only one 
or two stations. 

Current distance regulations pro- 
vide a separation of 170 miles 
between stations on the same chan- 
nel, 60 miles for stations on 
adjacent channels. The 100 -mile fig- 
ure mentioned has not been con- 
firmed, but is thought to be "most 
likely" in Washington circles. 

Case In Point 

An example of the pros and cons 
the plan would bring about may be 
seen by examining the tv situation 
in Dayton, O., where typical condi- 
tions prevail. 

The city has only two tv chan- 
nels, 7 and 2. Room for a third 

station could be found on channel 
13 by limiting the range of the 
channel 13 station 100 miles away 
in Indianapolis. The Indiana sta- 
tion would most likely object to this 
and would contest the allocation, as 
would other stations in comparable 
situations. 

Critics are calling the plan "an- 
other stopgap measure" and claim- 
ing it will only serve to further 
delay much -sought wholesale real- 
location of the entire spectrum. 
Two commissioners have expressed 
fears the proposal will prejudge the 
pattern of eventual solution. 

The limited -range plan is admit- 
tedly an interim measure to be set 
aside when ways are worked out to 
permanently increase the number 
of vhf tv channels from the present 
12 to 25 or 50. 

Five Alternate Systems 

This increase in vhf tv space 
would have to be carried out over 
a period of about 10 years to allow 
gradual replacement of receivers by 
the viewing public, and to allow 

Protecting Vanguard II's Recorder 

Army Signal Corps technicians lower upper half of cloud -cover satellite shell into place 

before Vanguard II was cast into orbit by NASA. In moon's center is 51/2 -in. magnetic 

tape recorder which put out 250,000 ft of signals 

broadcasters to make technical 
changeovers. FCC has submitted 
five alternate possibilities to the 
Senate Commerce Committee: 

1. A 50 -channel system using 
channels 2 to 12 plus addi- 
tional spectrum space. 

2. A 50 -channel system retain- 
ing 7 to 13, but dropping 2-6. 

3. A 25 -channel system retain- 
ing 7 to 13. 

4. An 82 -channel vhf/uhf sys- 
tem (presently in use). 

5. A 70 -channel all -uhf system. 
The last two possible methods are 

considered least likely to succeed. 
Most students of the situation con- 
sider uhf dead. It has not shown 
itself able to compete with vhf, and 
broadcasters have been reluctant to 
use its shorter range facilities. It 
is likely that only some new techni- 
cal improvements could cure this 
ailing medium. 

"The ideal solution," says the 
Commission, "would be a 50 -channel 
system retaining the present 12 

channels." This would provide at 
least five stations (four commercial, 
one educational) in each major tv 
market. 

It does not appear likely, however, 
that government and military 
agencies would give up the spectrum 
space necessary to permit this. The 
military's needs are increasing 
rapidly as space-age electronics 
makes growing demands. 

FCC will start negotiating with 
the military in the near future and 
hopes to have an idea in about three 
months on how much vhf space it 
can get by swapping. 

A 50 -channel vhf system, begin- 
ning with the present channel 7, 

would increase the amount of space 
available for other purposes. It 
would, however, mean reallocation 
of stations now on channels 2 to 6. 

A 25 -channel system, retaining 
channels 7 to 13, is considered mini- 
mal expansion by FCC, and appears 
to be the best hope at present. The 
commission recognizes that 50 chan- 
nels for tv is an unrealistic share 
of spectrum space and admitted as 
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much in its report. A 25 -channel 
band would permit five stations in 
most of the top 100 tv markets, but 
might deprive smaller cities of local 
tv outlets. 

Two commissioners took excep- 
tion to the report. R. T. Bartley op- 
poses the interim move of mileage 
reduction as premature in view of 
pending negotiations with the mili- 
tary which might open up more 
channel space. R. E. Lee is holding 
out for a wholesale move to uhf. 

The Commission noted too that 
any increase in the number of chan- 
nels would render existing tv re- 
ceivers obsolete. It asked for legis- 
lation which would require all sets 
manufactured after a certain date 
to be designed to receive all chan- 
nels. This move is calculated to 
provide protection for set owners 
against obsolescence of their re- 
ceivers in 10 years or so when the 
new plans go into effect. 

Evolution Is Key 
To British Show 
LONDON-EVOLUTION rather than 
revolution was the keynote of this 
year's British Radio and Electronic 
Component Show held here re- 
cently. Receiver -type components 
were the backbone of most of the 
179 exhibits. Stereo equipment 
lagged, reflecting the present lim- 
ited U. K. market. 

In the stereo section was the 
double recording mike, provided for 
on some new tape decks and record 
players. It consists of two ribbon 
velocity microphones mounted vert- 
ically in line, the upper one rotat- 
ing with respect to the fixed lower 
unit through 100 degrees to cover 
stereo requirements. Inbuilt phase 
reversing switch, used with both 
units in line, enables the second 
unit to provide high efficiency noise 
elimination. 

As in previous years manufac- 
turers made great play of minia- 
turization. Typical examples : twin - 
gang variable capacitors with 
dimensions less that 1 in. in any 
direction and knob -operated volume 
controls (primarily designed for 
hearing aids that measure, in. in 
diameter and lr in. in depth. Power 
ratings are 50 mw and resistance 
ranges from 1,000 to 1,000,000 
ohms. 

How to buy 
RELIABILITY* 
In A Precision 
Potentiometer 

SWee SPECIFY ALL 

THESE FAIRCHILD 

RELIABILITY FEATURES 

1. Welded terminal and taps. A positive elec- 
trical and mechanical bond to withstand 
high temperatures, shock and'vibration. 

2. Machined metal case for retention of ac- 
curacy, especially under high temperature 
and/or humidity. 

3. Metal inserts in molded wiper hubs for 
positive wiper positioning, for accuracy 
under shock, vibration, acceleration. 

4. Precious metal resistance wires where 
needed for extremely low noise values, 
especially in corrosive atmospheres and 
for long storage life. 

5. Precious metal contacts for low noise and 
high temperature. 

6. One piece wiper construction for life, ac- 
curacy, low noise and low torque. 

7. Stainless steel clamp bands capable of 
withstanding high torque, and the stresses 
and strains of shock, vibration and 
acceleration. 

B. Precision stainless steel ball bearings - 
for low torque, high temperature, high 
vibration and shock characteristics. 

PLUS 100% inspection AND a separate Quality Control program which puts 1 out of every 
100 production units through complete environmental torture tests. 

Since the ultimate price of a potentiometer is 
directly related to the reliability built into it ... you only get what you pay for in a "pot". 

Only Fairchild Linear and Non -Linear High 
Reliability Pots incorporate all of the above fea- 
tures. This High Reliability group can be had 
in 7/s" to 2" diameters, single and multi -turn, in 
standard and high temp versions and with ac- 
curacies as high as .009%. 
For more information write Dept. 11E. 

*Fairchild's Built-in SAFETY FACTORS 
Beyond the Specs for Reliability in Performance. 

RELIABILITY 
INSIDE 

THE 

BLACK BOX 

CW/L /O COMPONENTS DIVISION 

CONTROLS CORPORATION 225 Park Avenue 
INcksnlle, L. 1, N. Y. 

6111E Washington Blvd 
los Angeles. Cal 

Potentiometers Gyros Pressure Transducers Accelerometers 
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.9Alek DRIVE AND CONTROL IDEAS 

FOR ENGINEERS 
o 

Tips on better 
designing with 
flexible shafts 

More Savings with Ready -to -Attach 

S. S. White Standard Flexible Shafts 
NEW, EXTRA -HEAVY-DUTY SHAFT 

ADDED TO "OFF -THE -SHELF" LINE 

Here's a time and money saving idea ...the 
majority of flexible shaft needs can be met 

with ready -to -attach S. S. White standard flexi- 

ble shafts. 
This line has been recently expanded by 

the addition of the .500" dia. standard shaft 

to handle extra -heavy loads. 

Flexible shafts allow you to simplify design 

... position controls and driven parts to best 

advantage...eliminate expensive gears, uni= 

versals, rods and costly alignment problems. 

S. S. White standard flexible shafts are low 

in cost and readily available because they are 

stock items. They save you engineering time 

because the designing has already been done 

for you by S. S. White, first name in flexible 

shafts. They come complete and ready to 

attach directly to your mating spindle. 

Another plus! Convenient, low-cost, readily 

available, S. S. White standard flexible shafts 

are the ideal way to test the advantages of 

flexible shafts in your products. 

Where to use 

S. S. White 

Standard 

Flexible 

Shafts 

FIRST NAME 

REMOTE CONTROL of valves, actuators, 
switches, indicators and other mechanical or 
electrical equipment. S. S. White standard 
remote control flexible shafts come in four 
different shaft diameters to handle a wide 
range of requirements. 

POWER DRIVE for an endless variety of appli- 
cations ... portable tools, instrument drives, 
machine tools, pumps ... anywhere the 
designer needs to transmit power around 
obstructions or to movable parts, by means of 
a single, self-contained, easily applied unit. 
Four standard sizes. 

S. S. WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION (Dept. E) 

10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N.Y. 

Western Office: 1839 West Pica Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif. 

SEE US IN BOOTH 1442 

1059 

Selection of S. S. White standard flexible 
shafts: complete description and application 
data available. Write for bulletin 5801. 

\, 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DATA! 

Selection of specialized flexible shafts to meet 
unusual requirements: useful shaft data and also 
information on how to take advantage of 
S. S. White engineering services. Write for 
bulletin 5601. 

1959 DESIGN ENGINEERING SHOW PHILADELPHIA MAY 25-28 
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MODERN 
WAY 

ADD 
DISPLAY RETENTION 

VIA nUMONr 

.._etª a. 
. _---.._.....+s . 

Direct 

ew 

o rade. 

ubes 
AVAILABLE IN WIDE RANGE OF SIZES 

AND DEFLECTION MODES 

Du Mont DVST cathode-ray tubes offer the distinct 
advantage of display retention far beyond the capa- 

bilities of usual phosphor persistence, plus the added 

feature of erasing all or part of presentation. This is 

the modern display method, adding virtually all the 

advantages of other types of display to the exclusive, 

inherent advantages of CRT display. 

Write for details... 

DU MONT now makes available the most com- 
plete capabilities and production models in DVST 
cathode-ray tubes. From 4" to 21" in screen di- 
ameter incorporating both electrostatic and elec- 
tromagnetic deflection. A type and size for every 
application ... 

INDUSTRIAL TUBE SALES 
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SEMICONDUCTOR SALES 
1959 and 1, 

7-1 

10?8 193V 
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W OiaM 

1958 1950 

tom,* 

Hom, 

ul Petrack t slum for electronics 

ITT (International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.), 
Components Division, Clifton, New Jersey is a lead- 
ing electronics manufacturer of electron tubes, fixed 
capacitors, silicon power diodes, selenium rectifiers, 
hermetic seals, miniature switches, and other com- 
ponent parts. 

Former Chief Engineer, and present Product Man- 
ager for silicon products, Paul Petrack is a market 
expert for electronics components. His functions re- 
quire him to determine what products will be in 
greatest demand (according to the industry's latest 
technical developments) and what products will be 
the most profitable to market. 

According to the subscription records, electronics 
is sent to your home. Why? 

Because 1 have more time to read it and more time 
to digest it. 

Does electronics help you create new business for 
ITT? 

Yes, by keeping me aware of new developments in 
industry, the state of the art, and market potentials 
for existing products, we are better able to direct our 
efforts toward meeting our product goals. 

What "product image" has electronics conveyed to 
you over the years?... or, How would you define 
electronics' position in the electronics industry? 

I consider electronics required reading... it is clear, 
concise and complete. 

If it's about electronics, it's advertised and read in electronics 

electronics 
Published WEEKLY plus the mid -year electronics BUYERS' GUIDE 

A McGrawHill PuWication 330 West 42nd Street. New York 36. N. Y. 
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Anaconda EPDXY Magnet Wire for 
outstanding compatibility at high temperature 

Epoxy's unique combination of dependable characteristics makes it 
suited to use in such equipment as totally enclosed motors, above; 
hermetically sealed relays, encapsulated dry -type transformers, below. 

Anaconda Epoxy Magnet Wire is particularly well suited to use in oil - 
filled transformers. Epoxy's excellent behavior in transformer oils is 
but one of its many outstanding chemical characteristics. 

The compatibility, chemical stability, and thermal stability, 
of Anaconda Epoxy have been proved by some three years of 
actual field experience, plus seven years of research and develop- 
ment, in both military and civilian applications. 

Anaconda Epoxy (130°C AIEE Class B) magnet wire is com- 
patible with most well known insulations. It offers excellent 
resistance to moisture, transformer oils, acids, and alkalies. Tests 
of Anaconda Epoxy magnet wire with all impregnating varnishes 
tried to date have resulted in chemically compatible systems- 
with no thermal deterioration of the Epoxy film. 

Epoxy's unique combination of dependable characteristics 
makes it suited to a wide variety of difficult applications. Its 
outstanding dielectric strength, its heat -shock, adherence, and 
flexibility properties make it an "all around" magnet wire for use 
up to 130°C in either open or closed systems. 
ROUND, SQUARE AND RECTANGULAR. Anaconda Epoxy magnet 
wire is available in the full range of round, square and rectangular 
sizes. It can also be furnished in combination with glass servings. 

If you have a difficult Class B application or a troublesome job 
at lower temperature that might benefit from some other char- 
acteristic of Epoxy, see the Man from Anaconda. Or write: 
Anaconda Wire& Cable Company, 25 Broadway, New York 4, N.Y. 

5.1. 

ASK THE MAN FROM ANACO N DA a_ EPDXY MAGNET WIRE 
For more details on Anaconda Epoxy's unique combination of useful characteristics, p/ease turn the page- 

ANATHERM 155°C IAIEE Class FI NYFORM 105°C IAIEE Class Al 
superior wir<daaility high temperature resistance 

VITROTEX 130°C IAIEE Class B) 
gloss -insulated, high heat resistance 

FORMVAR 105°C IAIEE Class Al ANALAC 105°C IAIEE Class A 
proven dependability solderable magnet wire 



Anaconda Epoxy film -coated magnet wire is suitable for use in 

130°C (Class B) hottest spot operation. It meets MIL -W-19583 
requirements. Epoxy is compatible with other insulations and 
performs excellently in oils. It offers unusual resistance to mois- 
ture and has a higher resistance to heat shock than other Class B 

wires. This unique combination of properties makes it applicable 
to a wide variety of difficult applications. 

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS 
Oil filled transformers a Air conditioning systems where moisture 
is a problem a Refrigeration machines for operation with 
fluorinated hydrocarbon refrigerants e Totally enclosed motors, 
transformers, alternators Encapsulated windings of virtually 
any type. 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Epoxy offers outstanding adherence and flexibility. It meets the 
exacting demands of abrasion resistance called for in high-speed 
winding machines. 

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
Epoxy magnet wires exhibit high dielectric strength-a minimum 
of 2000 volts per mil under dry test conditions. The following 
are dielectric constant and dissipation factor measurements at 
25°C and 50% RH: 

Frequency 
Cycles per Second 

Dissipation 
Factor % 

Dielectric 
Constant 

60 0.37 4.63 
1,000 0.48 4.60 

10,000 0.96 4.55 
100,000 1.95 4.45 

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
Epoxy offers outstanding chemical characteristics. The Epoxy 
resins are characterized by their resistance to attack by com- 
pounds they may come into contact with when used in electrical 
apparatus. Epoxy shows exceptional resistance to 5% potassium 
hydroxide, 5% sulphuric acid, VM&P naphtha, ethyl alcohol, 
xylol, toluol. Epoxy wire has given excellent results in test pro- 
grams designed to determine the effects of fluorinated hydro- 
carbon refrigerants. Scrape abrasion resistance is high under 
Freon. Freon 22 does not blister and attack the coating. Epoxy 
does not hydrolize in closed systems. 

Epoxy is outstanding in its behavior in transformer oils. It 
will also withstand the action of lubricating oils at high tern - 
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ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY 
25 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 4, NEW YORK 

Please send me a copy of your Epoxy Magnet Wire Booklet. 

NAME 8 TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

MAGNET WIRE 
DATA SHEET 

from 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 

IMPORTANT FACTS FOR YOUR WORK... 
... about Anaconda Epoxy 130°C (AIEE Class B) Magnet Wire 

perature. In fact, such oils sealed in glass tubes with Epoxy 
wire and heated to 150°C do not damage the insulation, even 
when the oils have been contaminated by long use. 

THERMAL PROPERTIES 
Epoxy is a 130°C (Class B) magnet wire. This rating is based on 
AIEE test procedures. The wire is also intended for use at lower 
temperatures where the choice 10..E 

may be made to take advantage 
of some other characteristic. 
It also can be used at higher 
temperatures for shorter life or 
in some special applications. 
Please refer to the thermal 
stability chart. 
THERMOPLASTIC FLOW. Epoxy 
magnet wire meets the 200°C 
minimum requirement of 
Specification MIL -W-19583 for 
130°C systems. 
RETENTION OF FLEXIBILITY. Epoxy 
magnet wire can be heated 
for 168 hours at 125°C and 
then wound on its own diameter 
without cracking. 
HEAT SHOCK. Epoxy magnet 
wire offers outstanding heat 
shock characteristics, as indi- 
cated by the following table 
(Wires are stretched or not stretched, then wound on 
having X times the diameter of the wire and placed in an oven 
at 155°C for one hour): 
Prestretch % 

0 
10 
15 
20 
25 

1X 

Pass 
Fail 
Fail 
Fail 
Fail 

30.000 

COO 

1.000 

COO 
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Thermal stability, Epoxy round magnet wire 

3X 

Pass 
Pass 
Pass 
Pass 
Fail 

5X 

Pass 
Pass 
Pass 
Pass 
Pass 

mandrels 

in 

lox 
Pass 
Pass 
Pass 
Pass 
Pass 

MOISTURE RESISTANCE 
Epoxy magnet wire can be used when sealed in electrical appa- 
ratus where water is contained in other materials. Small coils in 
water at room temperature for 18.000 hours (2.1 years) main- 
tained a very high insulation resistance between the copper and 
water. Epoxy wires sealed in glass tubes with a small amount of 
water can be heated for a month at 150°C without destruction 
of the enamel coating. 

All -Epoxy insulation systems. Materials are now available to 
make possible complete Epoxy systems that offer superior thermal 
and chemical stability and maximum environmental protection --1 
Detailed information available on request. 

SEE THE MAN FROM 

AAs A o..A 
FOR MAGNET WIRE 



BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS 

SERVO SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

Servo Motors-Frame 
Sizes 5-25 
Synchros and Resolvers- 
Frame Sizes 5-25 
Tachometers-Damping, 
Rate, Integrating 
Transistorized Amplifiers 
-High Temperature 
2.5-16 watts 

Synchros-Size 25-2) see. max. error 

COMPUTERS 

Great Circle Course 
and Navigational 
Inertial Position 
Guidance 
Analog and Digital for 
Missile Applications 

Nay ga-ìonal Computer 

Min atire Floated Gyre 

GYROS 

Rate -floated Integrating; 
Spring Restrained 
Vertical-Miniature, 
Self -Contained 
Two Axis Free For 
Missile Contrcl 
Directional, Cpnventional 
and Roll Stabilized 
3 Gyro, 3 and 4 Gimbal 
Platforms 
North Seeking Theodolites 

Antrim.. Array 

MICROWAVE 

Waveguities, Strip 
Transmission Lines, 
Ferrite Components 
Radar rf and Antenna 
Assemblies 
Transponder Systems, 
Target Simulators, 
Test Sets 
Traveling Wave 
Assemblies 

HYDRAULICS 

6100 Series Sews Valve 

Servo Valves 
Two moving parts 
Anti -clogging - 
over size orifices, 
high pressure clearing 
Flow rates -0-5, 0-10 gpm 

Systems 
For hi -performance 
hydraulic or pneumatic 
missile control. 

INERTIAL GUIDANCE 

25 lb. Inertial Platt.rnn 

Components include 
floated gyros, single and 
two -axis accelerometers, 
first and second integra- 
tors, computers. Com- 
plete systems in produc- 
tion for major missile 
applications feature high 
accuracy, long-term re- 
liability, light -weight 
construction. 

GROUND SUPPORT 

Digital Logiinç Sys:err 

Completely integrated 
ground support equip- 
ment based on unique 
Kearfott test equipment 
modules for analog or 
digital, manual, semi- 
automatic or fully auto- 
matic testing of compo- 
nents, sub -systems or 
systems. 

Engineers: 
Kearfc tt offers challenging opportunities in 
advanced component and system development 

I 

A 

GENERAL 
K477.16tt PRECISION 

COMPANY 

KEARPOTT COMPANY, INC., LITTLE FALLS, N. J. 
A sibs diary of General Precision Equipment Corporation 

Sales and Engiseeeng Offices: 1500 Main Avenue, Clifton, N. J. 
Mivres OM.: 23 W. Calendar Avenue, La Grange, Illinois 

S un. Cenral Office: 6211 Denton Drive, Dallas, Texas 
West .oao Office: 253 N. Vinedo Avenue, Pasadena, California 
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Editorial Conference:f'ut4? 9:30 AM 

Bill MacDonald, 33 years an Editor, Feeds a Growing Boy 

Electronics, like a growing boy, has a voracious 
appetite - an appetite for information about 
technical developments, new markets, business 
potentials ... 

electronics magazine has the jab of feeding in- 
formation to the industry in a balanced editorial 
diet so that the quality and quantity of editorial 
will more than meet industry requirements. 

Editor W. W. MacDonald inspires respect from 
his 26 -man editorial staff, and justly so. Mac has 
been, successively, an .Associate Editor, Executive 
Editor and then Editor of electronics. Before 
joining electronics he had been Managing Editor 
of "Electrical Merchandising", and Editor of 
"Radio Retailing." A senior member of the Insti- 
tute of Radio Engineers, he has devoted 33 years 
to editing McGraw-Hill publications. 

Mac is responsible for electronics . editorial. 
True, he has far more assistance From his highly 
trained, professionally mature staff than do most 

business publication editors. Fifteen members 
draw upon direct engineering experience in the 
electronics field. Four editors gained electronics 
experience in the armed services. Four others 
came to electronics with backgrounds in journal- 
ism, finance, and marketing. The balance of the 
stair comprise the Art Director and his assistants. 

But the Editor of electronics is a perfectionist 
and never satisfied. He is constantly raising the 
standards by researching his readers, going into 
the field, sounding out his staff. 

And what does Mac's editorial contribution 
mean? 

That the reader of electronics is kept best in- 
formed about his industry, and is therefore most 
apt to progress in it. If your subscription to 
electronics is expiring, if you're not a subscriber, 
fill in the box on the Reader Service Card. It's 
easy to use. Postage is free. 

electronics / A McGraw-Hill Publication 330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N.Y. Bp 



Computer Bureaus Expanding 
Quick solutions to problems and pay-as-you-go charges are attracting 
increased numbers of customers to computer service groups 

INCREASING NUMBERS of business- 
men are turning to computer serv- 
ice bureaus to make use of the lat- 
est problem -solving equipment. 

Computer service organizations 
fall into three general categories: 
the manufacturer's subsidiary, the 
academic and the privately owned. 
Of these, the greatest volume of 
commercial work is probably han- 
dled by manufacturer's subsidiaries. 

In establishing service bureaus, 
the manufacturer has an ideal op- 
portunity to show customers how 
computers may fit into a company 
operation. Subsidiary groups are 
not, however, mere salesrooms. 

How Plan Works 

Subsidiary organizations some- 
times have their own sales forces, 
and operate independently of their 
parent firms. One such group is the 
Service Bureau Corp., a subsidiary 
of International Business Ma- 
chines. The subsidiary has 80 
branch offices throughout the U. S. 

Its services are offered on an 
hourly basis. A customer wishing 
to use an IBM -704 computer pays 
a flat rate of $685 an hour if the 
operation is handled by branch office 
personnel. If the customer's own 
staff operates this equipment, the 

A program board is readied for insertion 

charge is $685 an hour for the first 
two hours and $350 for each addi- 
tional hour. The service organiza- 
tion has a working force of 1,500 
full-time employees and may, dur- 
ing peak periods, make use of as 
many as 1,000 additional. Techni- 
cal personnel in data-processing 
centers, for the most part, are 
mathematically oriented and spe- 
cially trained in computer work. 
Jobs the company performs range 
from high-level defense work to 
finding suitable names for new 
pharmaceutical products. 

Electrodata, a division of Bur- 
roughs Corp., operates a data-proc- 
essing bureau with offices on the 
east and west coasts. Electronic 
Associates Inc., maintains three 
computer centers in Princeton, N. J., 
Los Angeles, and overseas in Brus- 
sels. The centers use analog equip- 
ment which rents for $45 an hour 
for a 60 -amplifier computer. The 
services of programming engineers 
are available for an additional $15 
an hour. 

Other Bureaus 

Privately -owned computer serv- 
ice bureaus are still somewhat rare 
for a variety of reasons. The capital 
investment needed to set up a com- 

n an IBM digital computer 

puter service is considerable and 
extends beyond the initial purchase 
or rental of equipment. 

Computers of any size require 
special environments. Rooms must 
be air-conditioned, floors must be 
able to carry the weight of the 
chassis. In addition, the volume of 
business must be high and constant 
to make the operation self support- 
ing. 

One privately -owned group esti- 
mates that during amortization a 
16 -hour workday for the computers 
represents a break-even point. For- 
tunately, such workdays are very 
often required since customers are 
usually in a hurry to get the results. 

A further obstacle to successful 
private operation is the require- 
ment of trained personnel. In many 
cases, small firms just getting 
started have difficulty attracting 
talented men. 

The typical analog computer op- 
erator, according to Dian Labora- 
tories, N. Y., must be a soundly ex- 
perienced engineer, physicist, or 
aerodynamicist with a feel for 
mathematics. The four -year -old 
firm has increased its capital in- 
vestment about fourfold since its 
establishment. In addition to pur- 
chased analog equipment, the firm 
has used a portion of its income to 
design and build its own analog 
computer, the Dian -120. 

Most of the firm's customers sup- 
ply information in mathematical 
form. Bureau employees then make 
schematics and set up the program- 
ming. Some of the work areas 
served include reentry problems for 
missiles, reactor control systems. 
and training devices to simulate the 
motion of ships and aircraft. 

Academic institutions sometimes 
maintain service bureaus which, for 
the most part, function differently 
from the subsidiary and the pri- 
vately -owned bureaus. As the head 
of one institutional center expresses 
it: "Our main job is to solve prob- 
lems for our own study groups. If 
there is any time left over, we can 
use it on outside work." 
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... an investment 
that makes 
all other 
investments 
worthwhile" 
JOHN COLLYER 
Chairman of the Board 
The B. F. Goodrich Company 

"For much of our nation's progress, technologically, economically and 

socially, we must look to the excellence of our institutions of learning, 

whose students of today will be the scientists, the managers, the states- 

men and the cultural and religious leaders of tomorrow. 

"It is the responsibility of the American people and American industry 

to provide the financial aid so urgently needed now by our colleges and 

universities. 

"Join this important crusade. Contribute today to the university or 

college of your choice. You will be making an investment that makes all 

other investments worthwhile." 

If you want more information on the problems faced by higher education, write to: 

Council for Financial Aid to Education, Inc., 6 E. 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

Sponsored as a public service, in cooperation with the 

Council for Financial Aid to Education 

HIGHER EDUCATION 

KEEP IT BRIGHT 
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FRANKLIN 
"ONE FLUID" 

and the 
IO\OSPHERE 

Creative Imagination enabled Benjamin Franklin to 
orient all the observed electrical phenomena to his own 
"one fluid" theory-the basis of all our comprehension 
of electricity today. 

At National Co. creative imagination is continuing to 
broaden our comprehension of the physical universe 
and apply it to the realization of such new means of 
communication as Ionospheric scatter systems. 

The implications and applications of such new means 
of communication are vast. 

National Co. is a community of minds and talents that 
enjoys the challenge and the prestige of success in such 
advanced fields as multipath transmission, noise re- 

duction, correlation techniques for signal processing, 
Tropospheric scatter systems, Ionospheric scatter sys- 
tems, molecular beam techniques, long range micro- 
wave transmission, and missile check-out equipment 
using microwave and digital techniques. 

National Co. has grown with the Tradition of New 
England electronics. Your needs and problems receive 
exceptional attention at National Co. because, here, 
creativity is required, recognized and rewarded. 

Write or phone 

Nationai 
National Company, Inc., Malden, Mass. 

MANUFACTURERS OF MATERIEL AND EQUIPMENT FOR U.S. DEFENSE 



NEW SPRAGUE 

MODEL 500 
INTERFERENCE 

LOCATOR/ 

i 

This improved instrument is a 
compact, rugged and highly 
sensitive interference locator- 
with the widest frequency 
range of any standard avail- 
able unit. 

New improvements in Model 
500 include: greatly increased 
sensitivity, meter indications 
proportional to carrier 
strength, transistorized power 
supply. Engineered and de- 
signed for practical, easy -to - 
operate field use, it is the ideal 
instrument for rapid pinpoint- 
ing of interference sources by 
electric utility linemen and in- 
dustrial trouble shooters. 
Model 500 tunes across the 
entire standard and FM broad- 
cast, shortwave, and VHF -TV 
spectrums from 540 Kc to 216 
Mc. For full details send for 
brochure IL -102. 

a 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY 
35 MARSHALL ST. NORTH ADAMS. MASS. 

SPRAGUE® 

Interference Findings 
Special aeronautics committee cites hazards 

passenger -carried electronic devices cause to 

airlines' communication equipment 

MORE FINDINGS were revealed this 
week from a study of interference 
hazards passenger -carried elec- 
tronic devices are causing to air- 
line transport navigation and com- 
munication equipment. 

Carrying out the investigation is 
Special Committee 88, appointed by 
the Radio Technical Commission for 
Aeronautics. It was set up last fall, 
after several airline pilots had re- 
ported interference with their com- 
munications, navigation and inte- 
grated flight instrument systems. 

Here are some of the recommen- 
dations RTCA has made to date : 

Recorders and dictaphones that 
comply with military standards are 
not considered a source of interfer- 
ence. The committee has requested 
the Federal Communications Corn - 
mission to set up a program requir- 
ing that such equipment be visibly 
marked as meeting, or not meeting, 
these standards. 

The committee is still studying 
the problem of portable a -m and f -m 
radio receivers and tv sets. Objec- 
tive is to determine the tolerance 
of airborne equipment to radiation 
and, at the same time, the amount 
of radiation created by each type of 
passenger -carried gear. 

Until such time as the matter is 
cleared up, RTCA recommends as a 
precautionary measure that port- 
able radios not be operated in air- 
craft in flight. 

Hearing aids have been given a 
clean bill of health. 

Incidents 

One of the first incidents reported 
took place on an American Airlines 
transport in Jan. 1957. Sudden 
erratic behavior of the pilot's vor 
needle was traced to a foreign -made 
portable. super regenerative radio 
receiver, tuned in on the aeronauti- 
cal band. 

Two more incidents were re- 
ported by the Air Transport As- 
sociation last August. One involved 
interference caused by a bias oscil- 
lator in a portable recorder. The 

other was a transistorized radio 
which caused oscillation of the pitch 
bar in the plane's integrated flight 
system. 

National Airlines made tests 
using a German -made a -m, f -m 
radio receiver. The f -m band caused 
disturbance to vor navigation re- 
ceivers, making them unreliable at 
more than 25 miles from the sta- 
tion. Increased interference as the 
portable radio was moved closer to 
the cabin windows indicated that 
the signals radiated through the 
window and were received by the 
antenna outside the plane. 

ATA said, when the report came 
out, that "the FCC and industry 
standards for minimum radiation 
from portable devices cannot be de- 
pended on to prevent erratic opera- 
tion of airline navigation, com- 
munication and flight instrument 
devices." 

Notices Go Out 

ATA further recommended that 
airlines require passengers to turn 
off personal electronic devices dur- 
ing flight. The memorandum ex- 
pressed a dim view of letting the 
stewardess "check" the equipment 
for possible disturbance. "There 

Preparing for Tests 
wiimmimmixime 

Environmental testing centrifuge at Con - 
vair -Astronautics 
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Revealed 
are hundreds of navigation and 
communication channels provided in 
airline electronic systems. The com- 
bination of channels in use at the 
time the stewardess makes the test 
may well change during the flight." 

The following month, the Federal 
Aviation Agency (then CAA) is- 
sued a notice to airmen to be on 
the lookout for passengers operat- 
ing electronic devices while the 
plane was in flight. 

Airlines have reacted to the prob- 
lem with various degrees of con- 
cern. One airline directs its 
stewardesses to test the set by bor- 
rowing it from the passenger and 
walking toward the cockpit. If the 
pilot notices any erratic motion of 
his instruments, the passenger is 
asked to turn the equipment off or to 
sit behind the wing of the plane. 

Two other airlines say they have 
never had incidents of interference 
and therefore have taken no action. 

Until stricter regulations come 
out, manufacturers see no need to 
alter present design of their prod- 
ucts. One large manufacturer of 
portable radios says its sets are 
superheterodyne and well within 
FCC radiation limit standards. 

RTCA's Special Committee 88 ex- 
pects to finish its tests by July. 

Canada Buying 
84 -ft Telescope 
WORK WILL BEGIN this month on 
erection of an 84 -foot radio astron- 
omy telescope at the new Dominion 
Radio Astrophysical Observatory 
near Penticton, British Columbia, 
175 miles east of Vancouver. 

A "twin" of the telescope at the 
Naval Research Laboratory in Riv- 
erside, Md., the polar mounted par- 
abola was built by D. S. Kennedy & 
Co. of Cohasset, Mass., for the 
Canadian Bureau of Mines and 
Technical Surveys, and was trans- 
ported the 3,200 miles on a 30 -car 
freight train. 

First program at the new station 
will be at the 21 cm, hydrogen line, 
frequency. Scanning type receiver 
for the purpose is being supplied by 
Ewen -Knight Corp. of Needham, 
Mass. 

High Voltage, 
Glass -Encased 
Capacitors 
For Airborne 
Applications 

Corona problems in high voltage 
airborne electronic equipment may 
be minimized by the use of Sprague 
Type 205P Difilm® Vitamin QD 
Capacitors. 

Type 205P capacitors also find 
application in high -voltage ground 
equipment ... in coupling and by- 
pass applications in industrial elec- 
tronic control devices. Standard 
units are designed to meet military 
performance requirements and are 
available as standard in ratings up 
to 10,000 volts for both 85°C and 
125°C ambient temperatures. High- 
er voltage designs also available. 

Only Type 205P Capacitors em- 
ploy a dual -dielectric which com- 
bines the proven long life of paper 
capacitors with the best properties 
of polyester film units. In addition, 
a new end -seal design eliminates 
impregnant leak problems. 

For complete technical data, write 
for Engineering Bulletin No. 2312 
to Technical Literature Section, 
Sprague Electric Co., 35 Marshall 
Street, North Adams, Mass. 

CIRCLE 43 READERS SERVICE CARD 

SUBMINIATURE 

METAL -CLAD 

PAPER 

CAPACITORS 

with Better Than 
1VIIL-C-25A RELIABILITY 

The most widely used of all 
paper capacitors in military and 
industrial electronics! - that's 
the unprecedented distinction 
held by Sprague Subminiature 
Paper Capacitors through the 
past 11 years. 

Electrically and mechanically, 
these capacitors are designed 
to more than meet the stringent 
performance requirements of 
MIL -C -25A. Positive hermetic 
closure of the metal cases is 
assured by glass -to -metal 
s older -seal terminals. 

The impregnants used in the 
manufacture of Sprague Sub- 
miniature Paper Capacitors are 
wax (temperature -capacitance 
stabilized) and Vitamin Q®. 
The wax -impregnated capac- 
itors are suitable for operation 
over a temperature range of 
-40°C to +85°C. The Vita- 
min Q units are available in two 
ranges: -55°C to +85°C and 
-55°C to +125°C. 

For complete technical data 
on Sprague's full line of Sub- 
miniature Paper Capacitors, 
write for Engineering Bulletin 
2110 to Technical Literature 
Section, Sprague Electric Co., 
35 Marshall Street, North 
Adams, Massachusetts. 

SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

CIRCLE 11 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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CAMBION standard coil forms cover the widest range of requirements. In addition to types for standard circuits, 
printed circuit types, designed to eliminate a separate soldering operation, are available in horizontal or vertical 
mounting styles, the latter including ceramic units with fiberglas collars. 

Big variety... big advantages 
To the already huge family of 

CAMBION® coil forms, ceramic and 
phenolic, new members are constantly 
added to meet increasing needs. Like 
the complete CAMBION line, they meet 
or better government specifications in 
every detail. CAMBION standard coil 
forms, designed for use in any type of 
circuit, can be custom -wound whenever 
required. Windings can be single layer, 
close wound or spaced, single or mul- 
tiple pie. New coil forms are custom - 
designed to solve new problems. 

Standard or custom, most CAMBION 
coil forms are available with Perma- 
Torq® tensioning device, which allows 
locking of tuning cores while still tun- 
able. All are delivered promptly, in any 
quantity. And all CAMBION components - coils, coil forms, capacitors, solder 
terminals, insulated terminals, terminal 
boards, swagers, hardware - are prod- 
ucts of top-ranking engineering, work- 
manship and quality control that make 
every one of them guaranteed. 

Available locally through authorized 
CAMBION Distributors. Or write to 
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 
437 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38, 
Massachusetts. On the West Coast: 
E. V. Roberts and Associates, Inc., 
5068 West Washington Blvd., Los 
Angeles, California. In Canada: Cam- 
bridge Thermionic of Canada, Limited, 
Montreal, P. Q. 

CAMBION shielded coil forms are completely 
shielded, electromagnetically and electrostatic- 
ally, for star performance in tight spots. New- 
comers include the recognizable "top hat" forms 
for broad IF and RF applications and the square 
type, ideal for IF strip work. 

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION 

WI 40 o zIIJ® 
The guaranteed electronic components 
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From proposal - to prototype - to production ... in Navigation, Radar and 

Surveillance, and Data Handling Systems .. . 

in Components and Microwave Instruments .. 
the LFE monogram means Leadership from Experience. 

Leadership from Experience 
LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS, INC. 

ENGINEERS - LFE offers outstonding opportunities 
for employment in the fields outlined above. 

1079 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE 6O5TON 
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"No More 
Crystal Ball! 

Now we're protecting ourselves .. . 

and our customers ... with 
FACTS -IN -FIGURES" 

When you build -in Veeder-Root 
Counters as standard parts of your 
product, here are some of the 
advantages you gain for yourself and 
your customers: 

Accurate, up-to-the-minute 
production records 
Proof of your product's service 
guarantee 
A new and powerful selling feature 
Customers can see when 
maintenance is due 
Performance claims are settled 
more easily 
Extra profits in resale of VR 
Counters 
Veeder-Root name is added evidence 
of your product's top quality. 
Customers are freed from guesswork 

See Veeder-Root Counters at the 
Design Engineering Show 
Booth 1529 

You always "Know the score" when you count on Veeder-Root! 

Everyone can Count on 

#1370 High Speed Counters are rated at 

1500 rpm ... will accept momentary speeds 

up to 2500 rpm. 3, 4, 5 or 6 figures. Non -reset. 

Send for new Condensed Catalog. 

Veeder-Root Inc. 
Hartford 2, Connecticut 

Hartford, Conn. Greenville, S. C. Altoona, Pa. Chicago 
New York Los Angeles San Francisco Montreal 

Offices and Agents in Principal Cities 
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New Roadside Radio System 

Low -frequency system may permit sending infor- 
mation and voice safety signals to motorists 

AN EXPERIMENTAL low -frequency 
radio system that may relay hun- 
dreds of information and voice 
safety signals to motorists was 
demonstrated recently by General 
Motors Research Laboratories and 
GM's Delco Radio division. 

The system, dubbed Hycom, con- 
sists of low -frequency transmitters 
spaced along the highway and tran- 
sistorized receivers in cars, either 
separate units or combined with the 
car radio. 

How It Operates 
Hycom operates whether the car 

radio is off or on. If the radio is 
on, it is muted until the voice mes- 
sage from the roadside transmitter 
is cempleted. If the radio is off, 
the transmitter can signal turn -on 
of the car radio's transistor output 
stage and put the message through 
the loudspeaker. 

The system uses transistors and 
ferrite -rod antennas. Designed to 
operate in the 10 to 20-kc range, it 
is an electromagnetic induction sys- 
tem with a highly controlled signal 
that can be detected only near the 

transmitter antenna. Broadcast 
zones can be arranged so they don't 
overlap. 

Use of transistors in the receiv- 
ers makes it possible for receivers to 
operate continuously when the car 
ignition is on without heavy bat- 
tery drain. 

In a national emergency or a lo- 
cal disaster, such as a flood or 
tornado, motorists heading for a 
danger area could be warned to 
stop, get off the road or head for 
the nearest safety area. 

Receiver unit could also be tem- 
porarily installed, says Delco. For 
example, a driver entering a turn- 
pike might have a rental unit 
plugged into his car radio and re- 
turn it as he left the turnpike. 

Transmitters can be operated 
with above -ground antennas or 
wire loops buried in the roadside. 
They are modulated by a tape mes- 
sage repeater in a cartridge. 

The system may also be applied 
to trains, taxiing aircraft or small 
boats in docking zone, says Delco. 
Military uses such as directing 
truck convoys are possible. 

Explaining Army Field Computers 

COLUMBUS 
ELECTRONICS 

CORP. 

DOUBLE 
DIFFUSED 
SILICON 

RECTIFIERS;i 

STUD 
7/16-11/16 

AXIAL LEAD 
TOP HAT 

STUD 
INSULATED 

Now ... an extensive line of high 
performance, hermetically sealed, sili- 
con power rectifiers UP TO 35 AMPS. 

JEDE( types exceeding MIL specifica- 
tions. 

NEW 
SINGLE unit VERY HIGH VOLTAGE silicon 
rectifiers exhibiting these desirable 
characteristics .. . 

HIGH LOW 
VOLTAGE FORWARD DROP 

up to 2000 PIV 1.5 Volts, DC 

EXTREMELY 
LOW LEAKAGE 

1 eA 

FORWARD 
CURRENT 

up to 20 Amps. 

NEW 
INSULATED STUD silicon rectifiers 
offering these quality features... 

Simplify mounting 
Saves assembly parts & costs 

Obtain efficient heat transfer 
Give greater design flexibility 

AVAILABLE UP TO 10 AMPS PER UNIT AND 
UP TO 2000 VOLTS PIV. 

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS 

COLUMBUS ELECTRONICS CORP. 

1010 SAW MILL RIVER RD., YONKERS, N. Y. 

YOnkers 8.1221 TWXYonkers, NY -1369 

Models of MOBIDIC (mobile digital computer) for Army field use ore described by 
officials of prime contractor Sylvania 

ELECTRONICS - May 15, 1959 
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One tiny glow lamp made by Signalite Incorporated 

now replaces a standard electron tube. The secret: a 

fill gas LINDE technicians created from rare gases- 
neon, argon, krypton, and radioactive krypton 85- 
allowing Signalite's new manufacturing techniques to 

be put on a production line basis. LINDE gases aided 

in increasing current from 0.3 to 20 milliamperes-in 
light or total darkness-a change that would otherwise 

require a 40 -fold increase in size. Best of all, the cost 

went from $3.00 to $.17 per lamp. 

Uses for these lamps include subminiature voltage 

regulating tubes, switching devices, lightning arrestors, 

electronic power supplies, protective devices on ex- 

plosive equipment, and bright pilot lights. Your own 

products might similarly benefit from LINDE's technical 

service and experience in rare gases. For data on the 

physical and electrical properties of these mater als, 

write Dept. BD, Linde Company, Division of Union 

Carbide Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 

17, N.Y. In Canada: Linde Company, Division of Union 

Carbide Canada Limited. 

Symbol of Highest Purity 

LINDE and UNION CARBIDE are registered trade marks of Union Ccrride:oporation. 

MEETINGS AHEAD 

May 18-20: Instrumental Methods of 
Analysis, ISA, Shamrock -Hilton Ho- 
tel, Houston, Tex. 

May 18-20: Electronic Parts Distrib- 
utors Show, EISC, Conrad -Hilton 
Hotel, Chicago. 

May 19-21: American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers, Middle Eastern 
District Meeting, Lord Baltimore 
Hotel, Baltimore, Md. 

May 21-27: Transistors and Assoc. 
Semiconductor Devices, Interna- 
tional Convention, Institution of 
Electrical Engineers, Earls Court, 
London. 

May 25-27: National Telemetering 
Conference, ARS, IAS, AISE, ISA, 
Brown Palace & Cosmopolitan Ho- 
tel, Denver. 

June 1-3: Microwave Theory and 
Techniques, National Symposium, 
PGMIT of IRE, Paine Hall, Harvard 
Univ., Cambridge, Mass. 

June 4-5: Production Techniques, Na- 
tional Conference, PGPT of IRE, 
Villa Hotel, San Mateo, Calif. 

June 7-11: Microwave Tubes, Interna- 
tional Congress, Verband Deutscher 
Electrotechniker, VDE, Brienner 
Strasse, Munich, Germany. 

June 8-11: American Rocket Society, 
Semi -Annual Meeting, El Cortez 
Hotel, San Diego, Calif. 

June 15-20: Information Processing, 
International Conf., UNESCO, 
PGEC of IRE, AIEE, ACM, 
UNESCO House & Palais de Exhi- 
bition, Paris. 

June 15-20: Electromagnetic Theory 
Symposium, USSI, PGAP and 
PGMTT of IRE, Univ. of Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada. 

June 16-18: Circuit & Info. Theory, 
International Symposium, PGCT & 
PGTT of IRE, Univ. of Calif., Los 
Angeles. 

June 21-26: American Society for 
Testing Materials, Annual Meeting, 
Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, Atlantic 
City, N. J. 

June 24-26: Nuclear Instrumentation 
Symposium, ISA, Idaho Falls, Idaho. 

June 24-27: Medical Electronics, In- 
ternational Conf., UNESCO, CIOMS, 
PGME of IRE, Rockefeller Inst., 
UNESCO House, Paris. 

There's more news in ON the 
MARKET, PLANTS and PEO- 
PLE and other departments be- 
ginning on p 88. 
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DESIGNERS 
SPECIFY P&B's 

MR RELAY 
WITH 

CONFIDENCE 

for a host of control applications 
RELIABILITY coupled with low cost are two 
factors which place the MR series relays high on 
P&B's best seller list. They are being used in a 
multiplicity of designs ... transmitters, street 
lighting equipment and small motor starters, to 
Dame but a few. 

Both AC and DC models are available, with 
AC coils ranging up to 440 volts. All are adaptable 
for printed circuit mounting. The wide variety of 
contact arrangements include: 
SPST-NO SPST-NC-DB 
SPST-NC SPDT 
SPST-NO-DB DPST-NO 

DPST-NC 
DPDT 
3 PST -NO 

3 PST -NC 
3PDT 

For more information about this medium duty, 
compact relay, call or write today-or get in touch 
with the P&B sales engineer nearest you. See our 
complete catalog in Sweet's Product Design File. 

2j 

1-- x# - 
LM SERIES: Plate circuit relays 
similar to the MR. All sp and dp 
contact arrangements shown 
above are available. Coils ore 
wound to specified resistances up 
to 58,000 ohms max. Sensitivity 
ronges from 15 mw min. (single 
pole) to 70 mw min. (double pole). 

IIn.I. 

2 I COIL: ' Max. Resistance: 34,500 ohms. 

31 
2 32 

MR SERIES 

e 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Breakdown: 1500 volts, 60 cycle rrms 

between all elements. 

Temperature Range: 
DC -55°C. to +85°C. 
AC -55°C. to +75°C. 

Pull -in: Approx. 75% of nominal dc 
voltage; 78% of nominal at 
voltage. 

Weight: 4 ozs. 

Dimensions: 23hz" long x 23rí6" wide x 
2" high. 

Mounting: Two s/u" dia. holes. Can be 
adapted for printed circuits. 

CONTACTS: 
Arrangements: Up to 3pdt. 
Material: %" dia. silver. (Others avail- 

able). 
Load: 8 amps L 1 15 volts, 60 cycle, 

resistive. 

Power: 1.5 watts dc; 3.25 volt -amps at. 
Will withstand up to 6 watts at 
25°C. 

Voltages: Up to 110 volts dc; up to 440 
volts 60 cycle oc. 

PCB STANDARD RELAYS ARE AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 

POTTER & BRVIVIFIELD INC. 
PRINCETON, INDIANA a SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY 

IN CANADA: POTTER á BRUMFIELD CANADA, LTD., GUELPH, ONTARIO 
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It's easy to obtain 

Precise Measurements 

with a D-8 
Standing Wave Detector 

Super -flexible miniature coaxial 
probe cable eliminates 90% of noise 
due to conventional cable. 

Each broadband probe contains a 

second harmonic trap which elimi- 
nates measurement errors. 

Stainless steel ball bearings, pre- 
cision ground and spring loaded for 
perfect alignment. 

Zero slope adjustment by means 
of two adjusting screws. 

-easy because D -B units are built without the 
usual sources of error. You get perfect parallel- 
ism between slot and waveguide axis...between 
probe travel and waveguide axis. The waveguide 
is precision -formed in one piece to provide a 

uniform path for measured waves, thus minimiz- 
ing residual VSWR, You can use any D -B slotted 
line to measure adjacent frequency bands. 
Merely substitute different -size waveguide 
blocks and probes-the alignment accuracy is 
guaranteed to remain unimpaired. 

Check the unique features below for further 
proof of D -B convenience and exceptional accu- 
racy. Literature on request. 

0.8 broadband probe requires no 
tuning across its allocated band. 
Exceptionally convenient operation. 

DE M O R N A Y- B O N AR DI 
780 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

5 -point kinematic carriage suspen- 
sion assures maximum linearity of 
probe motion. 

Vernier scale permits reading of 
probe travel to .01 mm without mount- 
ing costly accessories. 

Lever control for continuously vari- 
able speed drive. Changes knob 
speeds from "vernier" to "fast," 
saving time during quick measure- 
ments. 

Non -rocking instrument support on 
3 leveling screws. Enables quick 
alignment with other test equipment 
in use. 

Large, convenient tuning knob Is 
stationary, leaving eyes free to 
watch indicator. 

Interchangeable waveguide blocks. 
Each realigns perfectly to probe 
travel in a few seconds. 
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Developing capacitors for unusual situations 
A's your job ...and Cell 

Variable Capacitors 
600VDCW, capacity ranges 
to 250 mmf. Compact con- 
struction, 1Vio" wide. 1'1/4e" 
long, "ho" deep overall. 
Temperature compensat- 
ing units NPO, N650 are 
standard. Other tempera- 
ture characteristics avail- 
able on special order. 

D-5947 

ab CERAMIC 
CAPACITORS for difficult applications 

Ceramic capacitors have almost 
unlimited capabilities ... but utiliz- 
ing their full potential demands expert 
knowledge not bound to conventional 
approaches. Creative engineering, 
involving new concepts and new 
techniques, can broaden your design 
horizons. 

That kind of creative engineering is a 
CENTRALAB specialty. As specialists 
in ceramic capacitors, CENTRALAB 
engineers have developed units to 

Precision Temperature 
Compensating 
Capacitors 
Hermetically sealed, T.C. 

10 PPM, capacity toler- 
ance 1%. Outer shell 
grounded. Available in 50- 
3500 mmf range in NPO. 
Other T.C. ratings pro- 
portional. 

meet an enormous variety of difficult 
size and rating requirements beyond 
the scope of oil, mica or vacuum 
capacitors. The unusual designs illus- 
trated here are typical of CENTRALAB's 
answers to the problems no-one else 
could solve. A representative group 
of additional specialized units are 
described in Bulletin #42-719. Request 
your free copy of this bulletin today; 
it will stimulate your thinking towards 
making full use of the design poten- 
tial of ceramic capacitors. 

High Voltage Capacitor 
12KVDCW, 2000 mmf; 30 
amps at 30 mc. Unit is 6" 
long, 2" O.D. Extremely 
flexible design-can be 
made to a wide range of 
dimensions and ratings. 
Units that operate at 125°C. 
without derating can be 
designed. 

DC Blocking 
Capacitor 
10KVDC W,1700 mmf 
12 amps at 4 mc, 80 amps 
at 30 mc. Measures only 4" 
high and 4" O.D. at base. 
Ideal for restricted space, 
high reliability applica- 
tions. Can be used in par- 
allel to handle large loads. 

Ultra -Miniature 
Capacitor 
3VDCW, .01 mmf G.M.V. 
Capacity change +10° to 
+85°C., 25% maximum. 
Approximately 1" diam- 
eter. For transistor, cou- 
pling, by-pass, cathode 
and other low voltage, high 
capacity applications. 

A Division of Globe -Union Inc. 
914E E. KEEFE AVE. MILWAUKEE 1, WIS. 
In Canada: 669 Bayview Ave., Toronto 17, Ont. 

VARIABLE RESISTORS ELECTRONIC SWITCHES PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS CERAMIC CAPACITORS ENGINEERED CERAMICS 
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CLEVITE `BRUSH' 
"Gap -Mounted."* Integral Block 

Interlace. 

Magnetic Heads for Digital Recording 

Get more capacity... reliability...faster access 

...whether you're designing a new pulse 

system ...or modernizing your present one. 

Why settle for less than the best magnetic head 
-the "heart" of your digital recording system? 
Whether your digital recorder is in the design 
stage, on order or in use now, Clevite "Brush" 
magnetic head specialists can improve your 
system at low cost. Write for prompt quota- 
tions on replacement or "modernization" heads 
for any existing transport, or specials including 
flux -responsive or high resolution heads. Write 
for Clevite Digital Recording Bulletin for com- 
plete information. 
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Pulse width comparison- 
standard and thin oxide 
tape. 

CAPACITY- Five series of Clevite 
"Brush" multichannel heads give chan- 
nel format variety for standard tape 
widths from í" to 2". A single block 
will handle up to 16 channels per inch 
of media width-an interlaced block up 
to 32 per inch. Clevite heads read pulse 
widths down to 1M mils recorded to 
saturation on 0.3 mil coating instrumen- 
tation tape - approximately 600 pulses 
per inch with self -erasing saturation re- 
cording. More than 300 ppi packing is 
possible on 1 mil coated drums, operat- 
ing 0.2 mils out of contact with a 3 mil 
pulse width on the drum. 

ACCESS-Careful choice of material 
plus unique design and construction 
techniques enable Clevite "Brush" heads 
to provide uniform performance at very 
high processing rates. The heads them- 
selves respond to wave lengths down to 
.15 mils (1.5 MC at 240 IPS) but standard 
instrumentation tapes and transports 
usually reduce the practical repetition 
rate of saturated recording to approxi- 
mately 30 KC and 15 KC for RTZ and 
NRTZ respectively. 

RELIABILITY - Clevite "Brush" tape 
and drum heads hold track width and 
location to ± 0.001 -inch tolerance. Azi- 
muth, contact angle and gap perpendic- 
ularity are true ± 0 deg., 5 min. and 
can be held even closer when required. 
"Gap -mounted" head (see photo) has 
lapped bracket and cartridge surfaces 
for fast replacement without critical ad- 
justment. Redundant and interlaced 
(see photo) designs provide immediate 
checking of recorded data and higher 
output per channel respectively. All 
multichannel heads available in epoxy 
or full metal face (to reduce oxide pickup) 
at no extra charge. 
*Patent Pending 
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Operator adjusts ultrasonic generator. Transducer is mounted on modified milling 
machine (right) to give rigid support and to provide accurate positioning. Calibra- 
tion of focal size and ultrasound intensity is done with precision thermocouple probe. 
Inset shows typical plug-in coil for low -frequency operation 

Instrumentation for 
Ultrasonic Neurosurgery 
Instrument focuses high -intensity ultrasound at precisely located regions of the 
brain. Radio -frequency power developed by tuned -plate triode oscillator is 

applied to quartz crystal driving acoustic lens 

By B. J. COSMAN, Radionics, Inc., Burlington, Mass. 
and T. F. HUETER*, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Mass. 

APPLICATION of focused high -intensity ultrasound to 
research problems in neurophysiology and neu- 
rology is relatively new. Recent investigations at 
Massachusetts General Hospital' and at the Uni- 
versity of Illinois' have shown that precisely con- 
trolled bursts of high intensity ultrasound focused 
at specific points in the brain have a unique poten- 
tial for both experimental and clinical neurosur- 
gery. Using this technique it is possible to produce 
changes ranging from circumscribed destruction of 
deep-seated ganglia in the brain to subtle altera- 
tions of central nervous system function. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS-Ultrasonic neuro- 
surgery involves the production of sound intensi- 
ties on the order of 1,000 w/cm' at accurately po- 
sitioned points in the brain, focused in such a man- 
ner that minimal or zero effect results in surround- 

ing tissue. Instrumentation includes an r -f power 
oscillator, a piezoelectric transducer and an acoustic 
focusing device. 

Small focal areas are more easily achieved with 
increasing frequency, but attenuation of ultrasound 
increases with frequency.' A generator with a range 
of frequencies from 900 kc to 5 me and capable of 
delivering up to 100 acoustic watts to the loading 
medium (the brain) will, after attenuation in the 
tissues, produce focal conditions with the desired 
sound intensity and area of effect. 

To minimize tissue heating, sonic radiation is 
usually delivered in pulses. The search for optimal 
dosage administration techniques has made it man- 
datory that the pulses be square so that meaningful 
correlation of data is possible on the effect of vari- 

Now with Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Wayland, Mass. 
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FIG. 1-Precision ultrasound generator. High voltage plate supply is closely regulated to produce flat-topped pulses of prescribed amplitude 

ation of pulse height, duration, number or duty 
cycle, or any combination of these variables. 

The ultrasound generator must produce radiation 
at power levels within 1 db of any prescribed level 
between 0.05 and 100 acoustic watts without cor- 
rection of amplitude after radiation has begun. 
Since this characteristic is of utmost importance, 
the choice of r -f generator and transducer is made 
solely on the basis of calibration stability. 

SYSTEM OPERATION-Basic functions of a pre- 
cision ultrasound generator suited to the continu- 
ously varying requirements of laboratory and clin- 
ical neurological research are shown in Fig. 1. The 
r -f power oscillator provides sufficient output to 
drive the transducer at odd harmonically related 
frequencies in the 900-kc to 5 -me optimum range. 

Precision pulse sequence modulation of the r -f 
source with wide variation in pulse lengths, repe- 
tition rate, height and preset number of pulses is 
required. To provide this modulation, a fast -recovery 
phantastron pulser with precise step variation of 
pulse length and prf over a wide range is used to 
control an oscillator keyer. The keyer normally 
supplies cutoff bias to the r -f power oscillator until 
the pulser signal removes the bias. - Simultaneous 
aural monitoring of r -f conditions is provided by 
keying on a simple audio oscillator. 

Since the effects of ultrasound are nonlinear in 
neurosurgery, it is necessary to generate flat-topped 

Table l-Tank Circuit Conditions 

Frey 
in kc 

E,1 

in v 

i, 

in amp 
I, 

in amp 
Tank 
kva 

900 3,160 2.4 2.9 9.2 
2,700 3,160 7 8.7 27.5 

4,500 3,160 11.7 14.5 45.9 

r -f pulses of preset magnitude. Plate voltage is 
applied to the oscillator while it is biased off and 
is preset to a value corresponding to known acoustic 
output conditions when the oscillator is pulsed on. 

A regulated plate supply is required to maintain 
the preset value of d -c plate voltage when the oscil- 
lator plate current is keyed on. Regulation is re- 
quired over a range from +40 to +2,000 v at cur- 
rents up to 200 ma. A low -voltage regulator supplies 
power to the pulser circuit, bias to the oscillator 
keyer and reference voltage to the plate supply 
voltage regulator. 

A vtvm is provided for calibration and tuning. 
When tuning, a dip occurs as the oscillator fre- 
quency is varied through the resonant frequency of 
the quartz crystal load. To indicate whether the 
oscillation is below or above the load resonance, 
a multiple heterodyne discriminator system preset 
for each frequency can be used. 

Local oscillator signals are obtained from stable 
local oscillators which can be zeroed in on the 
transducer crystal frequencies. A tuning meter 
indicates whether the r -f oscillator is tuned high 
or low with respect to the crystal. Quartz crystal 
controlled oscillators are not satisfactory because 
the sonic transducer crystal resonant frequency 
changes slightly depending on the characteristics 
of the acoustic load on the transducer. 

TRANSDUCER-A quartz plate transducer must be 
used because of its low loss and high piezoelectric 
stability even when subjected to driving voltages 
necessary to produce outputs approaching 100 
acoustic watts. As shown in Fig. 2, the transducer 
is essentially an air -backed quartz crystal plate 
mounted in a water -tight rhodium -plated brass 
housing. The exposed surface of the quartz is 
silvered and maintained at ground potential while 
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voltage electroaC 2. 
coupled by . special high- 

xial dri : -rig cable. 
Design of the backuj,- -trodr- permits it to 

excite the largest possible are.. '11e crystal with- 
out arc -over to the housing froi., the high r -f 
driving voltage. The electrode is spring -loaded to 
maintain contact with the crystal. 

Waterproofing is necessary since certain experi- 
ments call for total immersion of the sound head. 
To prevent the heavy coaxial drive cable from in- 
terfering with positioning of the sound head and yet 
keep it well away from the acoustic loading medium 
which is sterile, the cable connecting gland is 
oriented at a 60 -deg angle with respect to the trans- 
ducer axis. 

To achieve the desired focused sound intensities, 
the quartz plate is coupled to a polystyrene acoustic 
lens. Since an X -cut quartz plate for 900-kc funda- 
mental resonance is about 3.2 mm thick, it can with- 
stand the strains of mechanical clamping in the 
water -tight housing and coupling to the lens system. 
ACOUSTIC LENS-Focusing can be achieved under 
certain conditions of refraction of ultrasound waves 
in passing through media of differing sound veloc- 
ity. Best results were obtained by using a planocon- 
cave lens made of polystyrene whose concave surface 
is machined perfectly spherical. 

For small lens apertures, the radius, r, of the con- 
cave face is given by r = f (n - 1) /n, where n is 
the index of refraction and f is the focal length. In- 
terposition of the lens decreases the acoustic loading 
on the quartz plate by a factor of about two because 
acoustic impedance of the plate differs from that of 
the coupling liquid. 

CABLING CONSIDERATIONS-Major problems in 
r -f generator design arise out of the physical re- 
quirement that the transducer must be placed at 
the end of a flexible cable and that the transducer 
housing must be as small as possible. Matching net- 
works located at the crystals were ruled out for both 
physical and electrical reasons. 

A crystal can be operated at odd harmonics of its 
fundamental thickness resonant frequency, and be - 
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cause it appears essentially as a capacitive impedance 
at these frequencies, can be driven by a nonresonant 
cable. The cable -crystal combination thus becomes 
part of the output tank of the r -f generator and 
appears electrically as shown in Fig. 3. Because the 
cable capacity usually is many times the crystal 
capacity, cable input current is primarily deter- 
mined by cable length. Optimum Z. for the cable 
is about 75 ohms since higher impedance cables lose 
center conductor current -carrying capacity much 
faster than their capacitance per foot decreases. 

With five feet of RG -15/U, the total tuning capac- 
itance is found to be 32 µµf (crystal) plus 100 µµf 
(cable) plus 28 µµf (tuning) or 160 µµf on all bands. 
For 100 acoustic watts output, Er_r equals 3,160 v rms 
or 4,450 v peak. The condition in the tank circuit 
for various frequencies is shown in Table I. 

Since there is a heavy circulating tank kva, the 
circuit components bear little resemblance to the 
conventional 100 -watt tank. Coils are extra heavy 
duty commercial inductors and band switches are 
double -solenoid operated antenna -changeover types 
capable of withstanding both high r -f voltage and 
high r -f contact current. Means must be provided 
for presetting the controls which affect power output 
so that any arbitrarily chosen power level can be 
established over a 2,000:1 range. Thus, it is neces- 
sary to preset with a meter some quantity which has 
a specific and stable correlation to E,_,. 

POWER OSCILLATOR-In the final phase of equip- 
ment development, oscillator -amplifier systems were 
not considered because they became too complex for 
multiple frequency operation in a hospital or clinic. 
Also, oscillator -amplifier systems cannot be readily 
arranged to deliver a closely prescribed r -f voltage 
which must be preset and yet vary over a wide range. 
Use of a triode power oscillator permits E,_, to be a 
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direct function of the plate supply voltage when all 

other conditions are fixed. 
A schematic diagram of the tuned -plate triode 

oscillator used is shown in Fig. 4. The circuit oscil- 
lates at any setting of the tuning control and Er_t 

takes a sharp dip as the frequency is varied through 
the resonant frequency of the load. This character- 
istic is displayed more clearly on the vtvm than is 

the corresponding increase in cathode current. 
When a power oscillator is used to drive a sharply 

resonant load, care must be takdn to prevent fre- 
quency pulling away from the load resonant fre- 
quency. To derive maximum power output for a 
given plate voltage, it is necessary to increase the 
feedback factor by driving the grid harder. A point 
is soon reached at which the oscillator is pulled off 

the resonant frequency of the load and oscillates 
violently in the unloaded frequency region just above 
the resonance of the crystal. 

Excitation of the tank circuit is through a tap on 
the coil, thereby allowing reasonable supply voltage 
to be used. The oscillator has cut-off bias except when 
the bias is gated off by the pulser or switched off for 
c -w operation. Under key -down conditions, the oscil- 
lator is self -biased by grid leak resistor R,. 

Plate voltage E,,_, can be preset to a value which 
corresponds to a predetermined value of E,_,. Once 
the bias is keyed off, plate current flow will lower 
unless the supply is well regulated and the voltage 
decay transient appears on the r -f pulse envelope. 
An electronic plate supply regulator is used which 

440V 

delivers 0 to 2,000 volts at 200 ma with line and load 

regulations of a small fraction of one percent. 

OSCILLATOR KEYING CIRCUITS-The oscillator 
keying circuits are shown in Fig. 5. When switch S, 

is in PULSE position, keyer tube V,, operating at zero 

bias against a -440-v cathode voltage, draws heavy 
plate current through grid resistor R, in the r -f 
power oscillator (Fig. 4). This action causes a bias 
of 380 v to be developed on the r -f oscillator grid. A 

negative gate from the pulse generator V. keys off 

tube V, allowing the 810 r -f oscillator to oscillate until 
the plate current of tube V, is restored. 

Pulse -repetition rate generator V, is a relaxation 
oscillator with a trigger period variable in 0.1 -sec 

steps from 0.1 to 10.9 sec. Fast recovery phantastron 
pulse generator V, allows precision pulsing at any 
duty cycle up to 90 percent and a range of pulse 
lengths from 0.005 to 2 sec in accurate switch steps. 

Audio oscillator V, is keyed on simultaneously with 
the r -f oscillator by audio keyer V,. This circuit 
provides audio monitoring of r -f output conditions. 

A preset pulse counter for totaling 1 to 99,999 
pulses is shown in Fig. 6. The mechanical counter 
is actuated by thyratron V, which is keyed on by the 

50-millisec counter pulser driven by the leading edge 
of the keying pulse to tube V, (Fig. 5). 

CONTROL-Control functions are pushbutton actu- 
ated through a set of sequence -interlocking re- 
lays. Stop -start controls turn on plate voltage and 
radiation. Radiation can be remotely controlled and 
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cut off automatically by the preset counter (Fig. 6). 
Band switches (Fig. 4) are large r -f contactors whose 
solenoid actuators are relay and pushbutton con- 
trolled. The plate voltage control is motor -operated 
with adjustable travel limits and indicators. 

The oscillator tuning control (Fig. 4) is a vari- 
able vacuum capacitor chosen because it easily 
withstands high tank voltage and allows micrometer 
adjustment of tuning necessary for peaking on the 
sharply resonant crystal load. Earlier models had 
motor -driven tuning controls, but experience shows 
that dial control with a revolution counter for log- 
ging position is more satisfactory. Output voltage is 
measured on the four -range vtvm shown in Fig. 7. 

FORMING A LESION-High sound intensities pro- 
duced in the focal region of the sonic transducer 
causes circumscribed destruction of nervous tissue, 
thus creating a lesion at that point. Another method 
of forming lesions is to apply very high intensity 
r -f fields at the site. The r -f switch (Fig. 1) is used 
to switch the oscillator output from the quartz sonic 
transducer to the electrolytic lesion generator con- 
sisting of a set of special platinum wire electrode 
probes which the neurosurgeon inserts into the 
brain. When the electronic stimulus generator is 
turned on, the desired location of the electrodes is 
determined by watching the effects of the stimuli.' 
The r -f oscillator is then switched in and the vtvm 
and current meter give readings determined by the 
normal impedance of the surrounding brain medium. 

Once a lesion has formed, bubbles surround the 
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electrode and the medium impedance effectively 
increases. This phenomenon causes the vtvm read- 
ing to increase and the current meter reading to 
decrease thereby indicating to the surgeon that 
a lesion has been formed at the site. 

APPLICATIONS-Advantages of the focused high - 
intensity ultrasound method over other therapeutic 
techniques are that it permits alteration of deep- 
seated brain structure without inflicting any trauma 
on intervening regions of the brain, and precise 
localization of the desired effect to small predeter- 
mined sites. A great deal of work with experimental 
animals has been done to determine suitable irradia- 
tion and calibration procedures and positioning 
techniques, and to evaluate results of histological, 
neurological and electrophysiological methods. 
Adaption of the method to some clinical uses in 
human patients is also in progress. 

Medical applications presently considered are: 
irradiation of the globus pallidus or ansa lentic- 
ularis to relieve the tremor in Parkinson's disease; 
irradiation of deep-seated brain nuclei for relief of 
intractable pain; treatment of neuroma resulting 
from amputations or other traumatic causes; per- 
forming lobotomies in selected cases,' and subtle 
alteration of central nervous system functions. 

It has been shown by animal experiments that 
carefully selected dosages of ultrasound focused to 
specific deep-seated nuclei of the brain are capable 
of reversal suppression of central nervous system 
functions without demonstrable alteration of the cel- 
lular structure. These findings are of great im- 
portance with respect to localization of the anatomical 
sites of certain central nervous system responses 
without causing permanent damage. 

Problems of stereotaxic lesion placement in ultra- 
sonic dosimetry and electrophysiological control 
are substantial, but practical solutions have been 
worked out by research teams.' Y 
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Automatic Controls 

Automatic hue and chroma control circuits improve stability of hue, satura- 

tion, noise and pull -in characteristics of received color tv signals. Low -fre- 

quency diode gate 

demodulator signals 

corrects subcarrier oscillator phase from synchronous 

By ZBIGNIEW WIENCEK, senior Research Engineer, Warwick Manufacturing Corp., Chicago, Ill. 

EAITHFUL REPRODUCTION of color 
in a color television receiver 

requires accurate reinstating of 
brightness, hue and saturation. 

The brightness signal carries the 
information necessary for a mono- 
chrome picture, hue is the basic 
color to be reproduced and satura- 
tion is the degree to which a hue 
differs from white. When the two 
last quantities are represented in 
the color subcarrier phase diagram, 
hue is approximated by the phase 
and saturation by the amplitude of 
the subcarrier. 

Synchronization 

Color synchronization is usually 
accomplished by an automatic phase 
control loop. This loop provides the 
receiver with a continuous refer- 
ence signal that is in phase with 
the received color burst subcarrier. 

The color synchronizing informa- 
tion is encoded as short bursts 
of color subcarrier frequency 
(3.579545 mc) placed on the back 
porch of the horizontal synchroniz- 
ing signal. In a typical automatic 
phase control loop the color burst is 
gated out, amplified and applied to 
a phase detector where it is com- 
pared with the crystal oscillator ref- 
erence frequency. The product of 
comparison is then applied through 
a filter to a reactance tube that con- 
trols the frequency and phase of 
the reference crystal oscillator. The 
filter between the reactance tube 
and the phase detector largely de- 
termines the stability and pull -in 
performance of the loop. 

Experiments show that the maxi- 
mum tolerable phase error (hue) 
is approximately -F- 10 degrees. 
Phase comparison accomplished at 
high frequencies usually has errors 
caused by the circuit having har- 
monic unbalance, leakage, non - 
symmetrical layout, imposition of 
excessively tight component toler- 
ances and lack of neutralization. 

Another source of errors occurs 
in the separation of chrominance 
signal from reference burst signal. 
Factors such as line -voltage varia- 
tions and warming and aging of 
the receiver components may have 
different effects on the phase rela- 
tionship between the two channels. 
Phase errors due to the last cause 
may be greater than the remainder 
of the receiving system and as a 
consequence, wide -range color con- 
trols are usually provided. Such 
controls are considered undesirable 
by the average viewer. 

The block diagram of a color tele- 
vision receiver automatic hue and 
chroma control circuit is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Automatic Hue Control 

The output voltage of a balanced 
phase detector is proportional to the 
sine of the phase difference between 
the two input signals. This relation- 
ship is not unique for a balanced 
phase detector but also applies to 
the synchronous type of color de- 
modulator usually used to recover 
color video information. 

Synchronous demodulators there- 
fore could be used not only to re - 
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cover color information but also the 
color reference burst. This is pos- 
sible not only because of the same 
functional relation for the detection 
of the color and burst signals but 
also because of the time separation 
between them. One signal rides on 
the horizontal sync back porch and 
the other occurs between the hori- 
zontal sync pulses. 

A number of color television sets 
use the color difference technique 
for color signal reproduction. In this 
system, the (R - Y) signal is ap- 
plied to the red control grid of the 
cathode-ray tube, the (B - Y) sig- 
nal is applied to the blue control 
grid, and the (G -Y) signal is ap- 
plied to the green control grid while 
the Y signal is applied to the cath- 
odes. 

Analysis of a color phase diagram 
shows that the demodulated burst 
amplitude is zero along the (R - Y) 
demodulation axis. Positive or neg- 
ative values of the decoded burst are 
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for Color Television 

obtained for the particular phase 
angle difference between the burst 
and the reinstated subcarrier. 

Greater stability in color syn- 
chronization could be obtained if 
errors in color could be detected at 
the picture tube grid. The use of 
the (R - Y) signal grid as the 
take-off point for the automatic hue 
control circuit represents one solu- 
tion. 

Burst Separation 
The method of separating the 

burst from the demodulated color 
signal is shown in Fig. 2. Auto- 
matic hue control detector V_ re- 
ceives the (R - Y) chroma signal 
from the demodulator and a gate 
signal from the horizontal flyback 
transformer. The R -C network in 
each switch leg is used to provide 
the proper operating point for the 
diodes. When the horizontal sweep 
is triggered by the horizontal sync 
pulse, the diode gate is opened to 
pass the demodulated burst signal. 

Due to the common path of the 

CHROMA 
IN 

TO R -Y 
CRT GRID 

FROM 
3.58 -MC 
OSC 

TO G -Y 
CRT GRID 

FROM 
3.58 -MC 
OSC PHASE 
SHIFTER 

70 B -Y 
CRT GRID I00K 

chroma and burst signals up to the 
separation point, any phase error 
between them will be at a minimum. 
The output of the diode gate con- 
sists of the d -c plate voltage of the 
(R - Y) demodulator with a volt- 
age due to the demodulated burst 
superimposed on it. Positive or 
negative values of the decoded 
burst are dependent on the phase 
angle between the burst and the 
reinstated subcarrier. If the phase 
angle is zero, as would be the case 
when the (R - Y) axis has the 
proper relationship with the burst, 
then the gated signal is zero. If the 
phase angle is other than zero, as 
would be the case when the (R - 
Y) axis is wrongly positioned, the 
gated signal will be either positive 
or negative depending upon the di- 
rection of angular difference at an 
amplitude depending upon the 
amount of angular difference. 

Reactance tube V, has cathode 
bias applied to balance out the 
(R - Y) plate -voltage component. 
The signal that controls the react - 

100 K 
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FIG. 2-Low-frequency diode gate V., controls phase of subcarrier oscillator and estab- 
lishes signal level for chroma control circuit 
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ance tube is the decoded color burst. 
This signal is passed through a 
filter to the reactance tube whose 
phase stability and pull -in charac- 
teristics depend upon filter design. 

The low operating frequency of 
the diode gate with respect to the 
high frequency of a conventional 
phase detector reduces the possibil- 
ity of phase error. 

Automatic Chroma Control 
This circuit minimizes chroma 

errors due to variations in signal 
strength of the received color sig- 
nal. A maximum signal amplitude 
error of ±2.5 db can be tolerated. 

When the automatic hue control 
system synchronizes the subcarrier 
oscillator on the basis of the (R - 
Y) axis it automatically maintains 
the burst amplitude at the (B - Y) 
axis at a constant level. The am- 
plitude of the burst along the (B - 
Y) axis is independent of color 
phase and is a function of chrome 
amplitude only. This amplitude de- 
termines the gain of the chroma 
channels to provide a constant level 
chroma signal to the picture tube. 

Synchronous detection is accom- 
plished at demodulator V,B and the 
burst signal is passed to acc (auto- 
matic chroma control) detector V,. 
Application of flyback transformer 
pulses to the acc detector gates the 
demodulated burst signal into inte- 
grator R, C1. Gating eliminates the 
noise and integration averages the 
signal level thus providing a noise - 
immune acc signal. 

The integrated d -c voltage at the 
junction of R, and C, controls the 
gain of the chrominance amplifiers 
to maintain constant color video 
information at the crt grids. 

When a monochrome signal is be- 
ing received, the d -c voltage output 
of the integrator, which could be 
used as a reference voltage for the 
color killer circuit, is zero. 

Obtained accuracy of color phase 
(hue) and amplitude (chroma) is 
within the maximum tolerable error 
for the majority of observers. 
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Removing the Jitter 
Thyratron switch generates r -f pulses used to measure ultrasonic velocity in 

metal test sample. Pulse jitter of less than a milliµsec improves the measure- 

ment accuracy of time interval between echo pulses 

By ROBERT L. FORGACS, Scientific Laboratory, Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Michigan 

THYRATRONS ARE efficient switch- 
ing devices but have not often 

been used in applications requiring 
low pulse jitter. The thyratron 
switching circuit to be described 
overcomes jitter and delivers rela- 
tively high -power bursts of r -f with 
a pulse -to -pulse time jitter of 0.2 
milliµsec and a total drift of 0.3 to 
0.5 milliµsec over a one -minute in- 
terval. 

System 

The thyratron switching circuit 
has been used in a system that 
measures ultrasonic velocity in 
solids'. A rate generator shown in 
Fig. 1, repetitively triggers the 
transmitter which contains the thy- 
ratron switch. Pulse rate is either 
100 or 1,000 pps. Normally the rate 
is 100 pps. Pulses of sine -wave oscil- 

lations drive a quartz transducer 
which is mechanically coupled to 
the test sample. When the ultra- 
sonic echo returns from the op- 
posite face of the sample, the echo 
drives the transducer, which gen- 
erates an electrical echo pulse. 

The echo pulses from the trans- 
ducer are amplified and displayed on 
the oscilloscope. A calibrated sweep, 
or time markers from the rate gen- 
erator, indicate the time between 
echoes. Since the ultrasonic veloc- 
ity is equal to two times the 
depth of the test sample divided 
by the indicated time, jitter must be 
kept low to measure velocity ac- 
curately. 

Thyratron -Switch Transmitter 
Pulses from the rate generator 

go to the grid of V a secondary - 

vVuV 

INPUT 

-. 

BK 
THYRATRON 

SWITCH 
TRANS 
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47K 
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TRANSDUCER 
RATE 
GEN 

1K 
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FIG. 1-Ultrasonic velocity -measuring sys- 680g/L F 

tem displays time interval between echo 
pulses on scope 

FIG. 2-Thyratron-switch transmitter re- 
ceives trigger pulse from rate generator 
and produces pulse of r -f oscillations 
which decay from a peak -to -peak maxi- 
mum of 300 v 
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emission tube (Fig. 2) used in a 
regenerative -driver circuit'. A fast 
pulse transformer T, inverts the 
plate pulse and doubles its ampli- 
tude. Thyratron V, fires, discharg- 
ing storage -capacitor C, into the 
tank circuit composed of L C, and 
R,. After discharge, capacitor C, 
is effectively isolated from the tank 
by the thyratron. Except for the 
first half cycle the tank circuit pro- 
duces a damped sinusoidal wave - 
train that drives the transducer. 

Switching Details 
To minimize jitter, a thyratron - 

trigger pulse with a short rise time 
and a much larger amplitude than 
required to trigger a 2D21 thyra- 
tron is used. Tube V, produces a 
200-v trigger with 0.06 µsec rise 
time. This amplitude is roughly 50 

TI 

1 

+630V 

T°°' 

-2.3 TO -18V 

T 

OUTPUT 

--300V 
PK 
TO 
PK 

LI C27211 RI 
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From Thyratron Pulses 

Checking out the ultrasonic measuring system (left). Closeup: transmitter at left, receiver preamplifier, right, and test -sample housing above 

times the minimum -amplitude thy- 
ratron trigger pulse, a ratio that 
would be impractical for small hy- 
drogen thyratrons with minimum 
trigger requirements of the order 
of 175 v. The rise rate of the trig- 
ger pulse is roughly 2 v/milliµsec as 
it passes through the minimum fir- 
ing level. 

Other steps are to use d -c on the 
filaments of V, and V_, and to regu- 
late and heavily filter the plate and 
bias supplies. 

Results and Conclusions 
Tests conducted with three dif- 

ferent 2D21 thyratrons indicated 
a pulse -to -pulse time jitter of only 
0.2 milliµsec. Total drift over a 
one -minute interval is 0.3 to 0.5 
milliµsec depending on the tube. 
Measurements include jitter in- 
herent in the oscilloscope and tubes 
V, and V,. In comparison, 10 milli - 
µsec is a typical jitter value that 
is normally obtained with the 2D21. 
It has been stated that a jitter of 

(A) 

(B) 

FIG. 3-Jitter is not visible in either (A) 
transmitted pulse shown on scale of 0.2 
µsec/major div, or (B) leading portion of 
echo pulse compared with 50 -mc calibra- 
tion signal 

down to two milliµsec can be 
achieved, though with difficulty'. 

Figure 3A shows a typical trans- 
mitted pulse and Fig. 3B compares 
the leading edge of a 10 -mc echo 
pulse to a 50 -mc timing wave. Des- 
pite the oscilloscope sweep speed of 
20 milliµsec/cm, jitter is not visible. 

If jitter requirements are not too 
stringent, the d -c filament supply 
might be dispensed with. In addi- 
tion, it might be feasible to alter 
the circuit of tube V, to obtain the 
positive trigger pulse from the 
dynode, thus eliminating the pulse 
transformer. 

In conclusion, it appears that in 
all but the most critical timing 
applications, the use of a thyratron 
should not be ruled out on the basis 
of excessive jitter, providing ade- 
quate precautions are taken. 

The plate circuitry of thyratron 
tube V, is almost identical to that 
used in a commercial ultrasonic 
unit made by Sperry. 
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Micromodule Components 
Program to bring about 10 -fold reduction in military electronic equipment 

size is at midpoint with production of prototype circuits 

By GEORGE SIDERIS, Associate Editor 

SIGNAL CORPS micromodule production program is 
at the half -way point of its initial 2 years. Most 
component designs and production methods have been 
successfully worked out by RCA and its subcon- 
tractors. Prototype modules and equipment are being 
assembled for engineering evaluation. 

Plans are to construct a number of final micro - 
elements and micromodules during the coming year. 
Subsequently, modules may be phased into military 
equipment as circuit board plugins, or in complete 
assemblies. Advanced microminiature circuit tech- 
niques will be incorporated as they become available. 

The program's objective is a 10 -fold reduction in 
military electronic equipment size (ELECTRONICS, 
p 18, June 27, 1958). Prototype modules have com- 
ponent densities up to 350,000 parts a cubic foot. The 
initial goal is 600,000, representing an equipment 
density of about 250,000 parts a cubic foot. 

Table I summarizes reliability requirements speci- 
fied by Army Signal Research and Development Lab 
in SCL-6243. Table II gives general requirements 
for resistors and capacitors being made at present. 
Performance data on prototype modules is detailed 
in Table III. 

Some of the designs used in making microelements 
are shown in Fig. 1. A variety of other designs can 
also be used. Data on other components will be re- 
ported next week. Subcontractors were previously 
reported (ELECTRONICS, p 38, April 24). 

NICKEL 
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r,........11111111111111111y 
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II II hf--0.310 

o 
ó 

BASIC RESISTOR BASIC CAPACITOR 

FIG. 1-Three capacitor and resistor designs. Wafer for tantalum 
capacitor is thicker than 10 -mil wafers normally used 

Table I-Requirements of Missile, Projectile, Satellite, 
Vehicular and Portable Ground Equipments 

Environmental Tests - MIL -STD - 2024 

Thermal Method 107: Test condition A 
Shock 
Vibration Method 201A: 10 -55 -cps, ground and portable 

Method 204C: 10 -2,000 -cps, others 
Shock Method 202A: 15,000-g, 4-millisec rise, 8 -milli - 

sec duration, satellite and projectile; 50-g, 
10-tnillisec rise, others 

Salt Spray Method 101A: Test condition A 
Moisture Method 106A: 10 cycles 
Altitude Method 105A: 10,000 ft, ground; 150,000 ft, 

others 

Other Requirements 

Operating 
Temp 
Spin 

Storage 

Life of 50 -part 
Module 

-55 C to 85 C, present; 125 C and 200 C, 
future capabilities 
20,000 rpm, 1 inch radius, projectile and 
satellite 
-65 C to 71 C storage temp; 30,000 hr storage 
at 71 C, all 
Mean time between failures: 8,000 hr, missile 
and projectile; 15,000 hr, others. 100,000 hr, 
future ground and satellite 

Table Ill -Digital and Radio Modules Being 

Digital Modules Ampli- 
tudc 

(v) 

Nominal Input Signal 
Pulse 1 ampl 
Rate Width 
(kc) (usec) 

Binary Divider 
Bin Div Gate. (a) 

(b) 
Pulse Generator 
Sawtooth Gen 
Time Modulator 

(c) 

Oscillator 
Clipper 
Pulse Shaper 
Output Amplifier 

5 192 0.5 
5 192 0.5 
5.5 96 5.2 
6.5 0.75 0.5 
5.6 8 5.2 

Input is output of sawtooth generator 
1.42 RMS - 

Input is output of oscillator 
Input is output of clipper 
Input is output of pulse shaper 

Radio Modules 
Resonant 

Freq 
(me) 

Nominal Impedance 
Input Load 
(ohm) (ohm) 

R -F Amplifier 49.4 100 200 
Mixer 4.3 200 1,500 
I -F Amplifier 4.3 1,500 1,500 
Limiter 4.3 1,500 1,000 
Discriminator 4.3 1,000 (e) 
A -F Amplifier 22,000 1,000 

45.1 Crystal Ose 200 - 

Electric Tuner 30-53 100 100 

a) Emitter (b) Divider input to hase of transistor 
22 kilo)Int. output 0.2 y minimum (f) 100 ke. peak 
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for Military Application 
Table II-General Characteristics of Capacitors. and Resistors Being Made Under Micromodule Program* 
Capacitor Material Values Voltage Tolerances and Oilier Specifications 

General 
Purpose 

General 
Purpose 

Ceramic 0.01 to 50+100% 
thin films 0.3 µf 

Ceramic 0.0001 to 100+100 
10 mils 0.OI µf 

Char- 
acter 
istic 

-55 C to 85 C change from 25 C ca- 
pacitance: Table X, MIL -C -11015A 

Power Factor Insulation 
Resistance 
After Life 
(megohm) Initial 

After 
Life Steps A to D Steps E to G 

W 
Y 

+30, -50 
±15% 

+30, -80 
±15% 

0.03 
0.015 

0.05 
0.015 

3,000 
10,000 

Precision 
and 

Temp 
Comp 

Ceramic 50 to 50 max 
thin films 2,000 µµf 

Ceramic 0 to 100 max 
10 mils 1,000 µµf 

Nominal Temperature 
Coefficients (pprn/°C) 

Temperature Coef. 
Tolerances (ppm/°C) 

Capacitance 
Tolerance Drift 

NPO, N030, 150, 220, 
1400, 2100, 3330, 4200, 

330, 470, 750, 
4700, 5600 

±15. ±30, ±60, 
±120, ±250 

±1' 
±5, ±10% 

0.2% or 
0.05 µµlb 

High 
Capaci- 
tance Tantalum 0.1 to 5 to 

15 µf 35 

µ-coulomb 
Rating 

D -C Leakage 
CaC, 25 C et 85 C 

Capacitance 
Change 

25 C Cap 
Tolerance 

Power 
Factor 

150 max 0.04 
µa/µf-v 

0.2' 
µa/µf-v 

±15% 
(-55C to 85C) 

±20% 5%d 

Reactance 
Diode 

7-80 µaf 1-11, 
1-15e 

Q 200 at 50 me This and variable metal 
ment 

film type in develop - 

Resistors 
Toler- 

Material Resistance ances 
Max Max Max Temp 
Power Voltage Coefficient Thermistor types of 10-10,000 ohms, utility 

Fixed, Filin Metal 10 ohms to ±1, ±5, 
alloy 1 megohm ±10% 

%w @ 70 C c 100 vd-c 0.02%/°C 
Ow @ 150 Ca line a -c 

types of 50-100,000 ohms and precision types 
are also planned 

* Applicable capacitor specs are: general purpose, MIL -C -11015A; precision and temperature compensating, MIL -C -20B; tantalytic, 
SCL-6402A (a) But not less than 0.1 µµf (b) Whichever is greater (e) But not more than 2µa (d) At 25 C and 120 cps (e) Voltage swing (f) Per wafer Wafers may be combined for higher values (g) Linearly derated, Characteristic A MIL -R -10509B 

Produced for AN/TCC-26 Time Division Multiplex Equipment and AN/PRC-36 Radio Set 

Rise Wave 
Time Form 
(µsec) 

0.1 pulse 
0.1 pulse 
0.1 square 
0.3 pulse 
0.1 pulse 

sine 

Nominal Output Signal 
Ampli- 
tude 

(y) 

Pulse 
Rate 
(ke) 

% ampl 
Width 
(µsec) 

Rise 
Time 
(µsec) 

Wave 
Form 

Nom 
Delay 
(µsec) 

5.5 96 5.2 0.1 square 0.1 
4.8 96 0.5 0.1 pulse 0.05 

8.5 0.75 1.5 0.3 pulse 0.1 
11.5 8 5.2 rarnp 2.2v/µs sawt'th 0.1 

1.6 8 2.6 t 0.3 pulse (d) 0.05 

11 (ptp) 192 - sine 
2.3 5.8 192 0.1 square 0.1 

8 192 0.35 pluse 0.1 
6.5 192 0.5 0.1 pulse 0.05 

Nom Band- Nom 
Gain width Supply I° 
(db) 6db pts (v) (ma) 

Nominal Supply 

Voltage 
(y) 

Load 
(ma) 

Output 
Lower 

d -c Level 
(v) 

12, 6, 18 
-6, 12 

- 20, 4.5, -2.5, -10.5 
12, 6, -50 
12, 6, -6, -18 

12, 6 
12, 6, -6 - 6, -18 
6, -6, 12 

2, 24, 41 
5, 1.7 

1.5,1,10,10 
0.3, 5, 5 
0.5, 3, 3, 0.3 

2, 2 
6,1,4 
14, 8 
0.8, 4.8, 1.8 

-0.4 
-0.4 

-10.5 
-12 
-0.7 

0 

-0.5 
-16 
-0.8 

Additional Data on Radio Modules 

8 2 mc -3.75, 1.25 1.3 
-2 180 kc -3.75, 1.25 0.6 
25 180 kc -3.75 0.9 - - -3.75, 1.25 1.2 - (f) - 
43 - -3.75, 1.25 2.4, 0.37 - -3.75, 1.25 1.0 

Minimums: 40 -db image response, 60 -db i -f 
rejection for r -f subassembly (r -f, oscillator, mixer) 
60-kc bandwidth at 6 -db points for 5 I -F in tandem 
<3 -db output change for inputs over 3 my 
Audio output is % v across 20,000 ohm 
Resp flat within 3db 400-4,000cps; audio output 1 mw 
Output is 0.1 v with 200 ohm load 

12.5 (g) 13 In development, will use :triable capacitance diode 

(c) Audio input (d) Trapezoidal pulse. All other pulses are rectangular (e) AFC: load 11 kilohm, output ±1 v; audio: load separation (g) 2 me at 3 db. 20 me at 10 db 
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Pulse Sorting With 

Pulse sorter is part of a battery -powered decommutator, left. Sorter uses triple -winding cores as shown at the right 

When a pulse train is applied to the input of this solid-state pulse sorter, the 

sorter reproduces the width of each pulse at an output terminal that cor- 

responds to the pulse's position in the train. Simple, reliable circuits handle 

rates greater than 1,000 pulses/sec 

By JOHN H. PORTER, President, Portronics, Inc., Tarzana, Calif. 

PULSE TRAINS sometimes convey 
information by presenting 

pulses of varying width. The pulse 
sorter to be described receives a 
train of pulses and presents each 

START 
PULSE 

PULSE 
TRAIN 
INPUT 

E01 

E02 

E03 

E0N 

200 M A 

JL 

L_ 

TIME 
_1 L 

FIG. 1-Width of each pulse sent into 
sorter is reproduced at outputs E. 

pulse at an output terminal which 
corresponds to the pulse's place in 
the train. After presenting the last 
pulse of the train, the sorter to be 
described readies itself for another 

1 2 3 

INPUT DIFF CORE 
DRIVER 

Eol 

IL 
F -F L 

START 

DIFF 
2 

CORE 

DIFF 

pulse train or closes its input. 
Figure 1 shows what happens 

when a pulse train preceded by a 
start pulse is applied to the sorter. 
The widths of the pulses that ap- 
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CORE 
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CORE 
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CORE 
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N 

FIG. 2-Last output, EN, of sorter can be used to pulse core 1, thus setting up the sorter 

for next pulse train. Differentictors 3, 4 and 5 set up cores for pulse from core -driver 
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Transistors and Ferrites 
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FIG. 3-Three transistors and one ferrite core are used for each sorted pulse. Widths of 

pear at outputs E01, E02, E03 . . . 

EON are equal to the widths of cor- 
responding input pulses. 

System Operation 

A start pulse sets up the sorter 
(Fig. 2) to receive the pulse train. 
The start pulse switches off ferrite 
core No. 1, which turns off tran- 
sistor flip-flop No. 1. The leading 
edge of the first input pulse is dif- 
ferentiated by differentiator 1, 
which pulses the core -driver. The 
core driver output switches on core 
No. 1, which delivers a positive 
pulse to flip-flop 1. Flip-flop 1, 
which sorts the first pulse of the 
train, goes on. 

The trailing edge of the first in- 
put pulse is differentiated by differ- 
entiator 2 which applies a negative 
pulse to flip-flop 1. Flip-flop 1 goes 
off, thus duplicating the first pulse 
of the train. 

When flip-flop 1 went on, it pulsed 
differentiator 3, setting it up for 
a negative pulse when flip-flop 1 
goes off. Differentiator 3 goes on 
momentarily and pulses core 2. 
This pulse readies core 2 for the 
next input pulse of the train, in the 
same way as the start pulse set up 

100 

Qg 

DIFF 4 

E02 

Io J L_pC- 

outputs equal widths of corresponding input pulses 

core 1 for the first input pulse. 
Flip-flop 2 and succeeding flip- 

flops duplicate succeeding input 
pulses at their outputs the same 
way as flip-flop 1. 

Circuit Details 

Transistor Q, and Q. (Fig. 3) 
drive the cores with 200 -ma pulses. 
The cores require 2 amp -turns for 
switching. To gain a margin of 
safety, each core is wound with 12 
turns. The core produces about 0.5 
volt for each turn of output wind- 
ing, and each flip-flop transistor, 
such as Q3, triggers with 2-v pulses. 
For a margin of safety, the core 
output winding has 5 turns. Since 
the reset windings also require 2 
amp -turns, they too have 12 turns. 

The flip-flop output stages pro- 
duce 200 -ma reset pulses. As a 
2N525 transistor has a nominal ß 
of 40 at this current, the output 
stage requires 5 ma from its flip- 
flop. This requirement accounts for 
the large capacitance of C,. 

All transistors that drive cores, 
such as Q. and Q6, are biased so that 
between pulses only the collector 
cutoff current, about 5µa, flows. 
Thus the drivers appear as imped- 

ances of at least 1 megohm. 
The flip-flops are turned off and 

on by positive and negative trig- 
gers, respectively. Positive trig- 
ger amplitudes are low. Negative 
triggers turn on the flip-flops when 
the triggers rise above a well-de- 
fined threshold. These negative 
triggers are supplied by Q,. Each 
flip-flop delivers a positive -going 
output pulse; as many as 88 flip- 
flops have been used in the pulse 
sorter. 

Cores are scramble wound with 
No. 28 or 30 Formvex wire. The 
windings are in the same direction, 
and concentrated in three areas of 
the core. These ferrite cores will 
not function reliably above 60 C. 
Tape -wound cores could be used 
to get around this limitation. 

Compared to the transistor -core 
sorter that has been described, an 
all flip-flop sorter would require 
four transistors for each input 
pulse. When a large number of 
pulses is sorted, the transistor -core 
sorter is considerably more eco- 
nomical, and is more reliable, than 
such an all -transistor sorter. 

The author gratefully acknowl- 
edges the encouragement of N. 
Cushman. 
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SPACE -CHARGE REGION 

`-JUNCTION 
(A) 

SPACE -CHARGE REGION 

FIG. 1-Field-effect transistor (A) and new field-effect tetrode (B) 

PRINCIPLES of field effect are em- 
bodied in a new structure hav- 

ing unusual circuit characteristics. 
This device is known as the field- 
effect tetrode. 

Basic concept of the unit can be 
explained by reference to Fig. 1. 

In Fig. 1A, a field-effect transistor 
(triode) is shown. Resistance of 
the n -type channel between ter- 
minals 1 and 2 is modified by a po- 
tential difference applied across the 
junction. In this case, the potential 
difference is the reverse bias ap- 
plied between terminal 3, the gate, 
and either of terminals 1 or 2. 
Resistance of the channel increases 
with gate voltage because of pene- 
tration of the space -charge region. 
This action reduces the effective 
current - carrying cross - section. 
Theory of the field-effect transistor 
was developed by Shockley in 1952.1 

It is characteristic of the field- 
effect transistor that all parts of 
the gate p -type region in Fig. lA 
are essentially at the same potential. 
This is true since there is only 
one contact to this region and no 
current flows except for the leakage 
across the reverse -biased junction. 

Tetrode Concept 
Field-effect tetrode structure is 

shown in Fig. 1B. Here, both the 
n- and p -regions are used as chan- 
nels and, at the same time, each 
region serves as a gate for the 
other. Voltages may be applied to 
all four terminals. These voltages 
may be mutually independent sub - 
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FIG. 2-Field-effet; tetrode as transformer (A) and gyrator (B) 

Theory and Use of 
ject only to the restriction that re- 
verse biases obtain. Effective re- 
sistance of the n- and p -channels 
depends only on the potential dif- 
ferences appearing across the two 
ends of the junction. It is inde- 
pendent of the voltage drop along 
the channel. Functionally, the de- 
vice has no analog either in electron 
tubes or in previous transistors. 

Specific Applications 
The field-effect tetrode is inher- 

ently a gain device in the same sense 

Tetrode with leads applied is bonded to a 

header 

as the field-effect transistor. Addi- 
tional circuit flexibility it offers 
over three -terminal transistors has 
yet to be explored fully. But apart 
from its possible virtues as an am- 
plifier, the tetrode holds promise 
for a number of other and unique 
kinds of circuit applications. 

Figure 2 is helpful in understand- 
ing how the tetrode can exhibit 

transformer, isolator or gyrator 
characteristics when the magnitude 
and direction of the d -c biases are 
changed. The gyrator is defined as 
a nonreciprocal four -terminal net- 
work in which the phase shift dif- 
fers by 180 deg in the two direc- 
tions of transmission. 

Consider first Fig. 2A. The Ei -c 

biases are shown with such polari- 
ties that the bias current flows in 
opposite directions in the n- and p - 

channels. Width of the depletion 
layer is determined by the voltage 
difference across the junction (in 
this case, the sum of the biases). 
Suppose, now, an increment of volt- 
age oV, is superimposed at terminal 
1. The corresponding incremental 
current i will flow into the network 
at the terminal. At the same time, 
the voltage difference across the 
junction will be increased; the de- 
pletion layer in both channels will 
widen and their resistances will in- 
crease. 

Since there has been no change 
in the voltage at terminal 3 and the 
resistance of the p -channel is 
higher, the bias current flowing out 
at the terminal will diminish. This 
is equivalent to adding an incre- 
mental current it, flowing into the 
channel as indicated in Fig. 2A. 

Now consider transmission in the 
opposite direction. An incremental 
voltage 3.V1 is applied at terminal 
3. The resulting increment of cur- 
rent i._: in the p -channel will flow 

inward. But in this case, the total 
voltage across the junction is de - 
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New kind of field-effect device provides in a single unit characteristics pre- 
viously unobtainable or else achievable only with extensive circuitry. Tetrode 
should be manufacturable on a commercial basis ultimately by application 
of presently understood techniques 

By H. A. STONE, JR., Member Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N. J. 

Field -Effect Tetrodes 
creased ; the depletion layers become 
thinner and the resistance of both 
channels are decreased. Bias cur- 
rent flowing into the n -channel in- 
creases or, in other words, an incre- 
mental current i,_ is flowing into 
the channel again. 

With biases poled in this man- 
ner, the tetrode is a symmetrical 
network with the characteristics of 
a transformer. Impedance ratio de- 
pends on width and resistivity of 
the channels and on the magnitudes 
of the bias voltages. 

If either of the bias voltages is 
zero, the device behaves as an iso- 
lator. For example, if the bias at 
terminal 3 is zero, a voltage applied 
at terminal 1 has no effect in 
the p -channel because there is no 
current to modulate. There is no 
transmission from left to right. But 
if a voltage signal is introduced at 
terminal 3, the bias current in the 
n -channel will be affected and a cor- 
responding output signal will exist. 

NIGH - 
PASS 
FILTER 

FIG. 3-Circuit fo large -signal nondistort- 
ing modulator 

Transmission can take place from 
right to left. 

If the biases are poled so that 
the d -c flows in the directions illus- 
trated in Fig. 2B, there is a gyrator 
configuration. In this case, the re- 
channel bias must be greater than 
that at the p -channel so that the 
condition of reverse bias across the 
junction will be maintained. If a 
voltage AV, is applied to the n -side, 
voltage across the junction will be 
increased, the depletion layer will 
be widened and current flow into 
the p -channel will be reduced. All 
of this action is similar to that in 
the transformer case. But now, 
since current flow in the p -channel 
is inward, a decrease in magnitude 
corresponds to an incremental cur- 
rent i., flowing outward. Applica- 
tion of voltage AV, at terminal 3 
decreases the voltage across the 
junction, narrows the depletion 
layer and the output current i2, 

flows inward as it did before. By 
examining the currents it is found 
that the device is nonsymmetrical, 
having 180 -deg difference in phase 
in the two directions of transmis- 
sion. 

All of these applications are fre- 
quency -limited by junction capaci- 
tance. In the transformer config- 
uration, the comparison with con- 
ventional transformers is weakened 
also by the fact that the field-effect 
device does not afford d -c isolation. 
But for certain low -frequency uses, 
it may have a decided size advan- 
tage. 

/ 
/ / 
/ / / 
z 

02 

0 

(A) 

a_ 

0 20,, 
w20 

APPLIED VOLTAGE IN VOLTS 

(B) 

FIG. 4-Field-effect tetrode as a short- 
circuit -stable negative resistance; two - 
terminal connection (A) and characteristic 
curve (B) 

Gyrators have considerable cir- 
cuit interest. Except for microwave 
ferrite devices and for the Hall - 
effect gyrator, both of which re- 
quire considerable magnetic fields, 
there is probably no other nonme- 
chanical device that will perform 
this function except the field-effect 
tetrode. It is particularly attractive 
for impedance inversion and other 
gyrator functions because it has 
inherent gain which can be used to 
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compensate for losses in associated 
components. For example, it should 
be possible to terminate the te- 
trode's output in a low -Q capacitor 
and adjust the biases so that the 
input looks like a high -Q inductor. 

Nondistorting Modulator 
As a distortionless modulator or 

large -signal electronically controlled 
resistor, the field-effect tetrode 
may have important applications. 
Figure 3 illustrates how this 
function can be achieved. The con- 
trolling voltage which is assumed 
to be lower in frequency than the 
controlled signal is applied at ter- 
minals 1 and 2 through the large 
resistor. This voltage appears 
across the junction throughout its 
length and determines the width of 
the depletion layer and, in turn, the 
resistances of both channels. 

The signal is applied across ter- 
minals 3 and 4. Because of the high- 
pass filters, this current divides be- 
tween the two channels. The signal 
voltage does not appear across the 
junction and, therefore, has no ef- 
fect on the depletion layer. Because 
of this factor, the signal voltage 
can be magnitudes higher than the 
control voltage and will still not 
be distorted' by self -modulation. 
Since there is no signal voltage 
across the junction, this circuit does 
not see the junction capacitance 
and is not limited in frequency by 
this capacitance. Since the tetrode 
is a majority carrier device and 
minority transit times are not in- 
volved, none of the usual limitations 
to signal frequency apply. The con- 
trol frequency, however, is limited 
by the junction capacitance. 

If the signal frequency of inter- 
est is high compared to the rate of 
variation of the modulating or con- 
trol voltage, the high-pass filters 
may simply be capacitors of a suit- 
able value. If the control frequency 
lies within or near the signal band, 
more sophisticated filters are re- 
quired. 

Negative -Resistance Factors 

In addition to four -terminal ap- 
plications of the tetrode discussed, 
there is one two -terminal configura- 
tion of interest. This is an applica- 
tion in which a direct connection is 
made between terminals 2 and 3 
as shown in Fig. 4A. If the chan- 

nels are of suitable thickness and 
resistivity the current -voltage char- 
acteristic will be as shown in Fig. 
4B with a negative slope over part 
of its range. In this region it be- 
haves as a short -circuit -stable a -c 
negative resistance. 

This negative -resistance charac- 
teristic and the preceding four -ter- 
minal characteristics discussed have 
been analyzed only for the pre - 
pinch -off condition. This condition 
is one where the voltage drop across 
the junction is low enough so that 
the depletion layer does not extend 
completely across the channel. For 
higher voltages, with one or both 

n- CHANNEL 

JUNCTION 

p -CHANNEL 

2 

3 4 

FIG. 5-Circular geometry of the tetrode 

channels pinched off, the analysis is 
less straightforward and little prog- 
ress has been made on it so far. 

As far as the negative -resistance 
configuration is concerned, measure- 
ments on laboratory models show 
that the negative -resistance charac- 
teristic obtains with voltages that 
bring the device well into the pinch - 
off region. The broken portion of 
the curve in Fig. 4B corresponds to 
the tetrode's characteristic above 
pinch -off. 

Structure 

Development of the field-effect 
tetrode as a device is still in the 
early laboratory stage. Construc- 
tion of working models has been 
achieved by the method to be de- 
scribed. It is acknowledged, how- 
ever, that there would be formid- 
able problems in reducing this 
method to practical commercial use. 

The most serious problem is the 
achievement of opposing channels 
thin enough so that the effects of 
depletion -layer penetration will be 
significant at reasonable voltages. 
Typically, the channels are less than 
a thousandth of an inch thick. 

A circular configuration has been 

used for laboratory models which 
is reminiscent of that used for the 
field-effect current limiter.' This 
configuration is shown in Fig. 5. 
The starting material is a 12 -mil 
slice of boron -doped silicon having 
a resistivity of about 100 ohm -cm. 
Phosphorus is diffused to a depth 
of about three mils. The slice is 
then lapped on one side, reducing 
its thickness to six mils, and a light 
boron diffusion is applied on the 
lapped side to diminish contact re- 
sistance in the finished device. Both 
sides of the slice are goldplated. 

The slice is cut into circular 
wafers about 100 mils in diameter. 
The two circular channels are cut 
with an ultrasonic cutter. The chan- 
nels must be registered well so that 
they are opposing throughout their 
peripheries. At this stage, each 
channel is about one -mil thick. 
Next, gold leads are applied by 
thermocompression bonding. Cen- 
tral leads are 15 -mils thick and 
peripheral ones are three -mils thick. 

Using the leads and header for 
mechanical support, the wafer is 
etched carefully. After each etch, 
both sides are measured as a cur- 
rent limiter. That is, the channel 
current in first one and then the 
other channel is observed as a func- 
tion of voltage. When the pinch -off 
phenomenon is observed in either 
channel at a suitable voltage, 15 to 
30 volts, that side is coated with 
wax so that in further etchings only 
the other side will be affected. It is 
helpful, sometimes, to dilute the 
etchant with water as the desired 
thickness is approached to slow 
down the etching process. After the 
desired thickness has been achieved 
in both channels, the unit can be 
baked out and sealed. 

The described approach to tetrode 
geometry is difficult and uncertain. 
But with this technique, models 
have been made which verify pre- 
dicted characteristics. It is certain 
that future ingenuity will find bet- 
ter ways of accomplishing the same 
thing. 
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System Cooling Methods 
Ten techniques are given foi- cooling electronic systems; the characteristics of 

these methods are summarized, along with advantages and disadvantages 

By MELVIN MARK, Consulting Engineer, Cambridge, \I 

Table I-Techniques For Cooling Electronic Systems 

..irru Cooling Tech!) Hoe 

I. Free corn ection and radia- 
tion to ambient 

2. Conduction, radiation & 

(:hrr>a,teri,, i ir'. ',d% antages Disadvantages 

Open equipment. components 
exposed to ambient 

Heat -dissipating components 

Simple inexpensive, no leakage 
problems 

Simplest s '.teui for equipment 

Heat density mint he low 

Heat density must be low 
free convection to the package 
skin, free convection and ra- 
illation to ambient; louvering 
possible 

mounted as close to skin as pos- 
sible, their heat path to skin not 
being through low -temperature 
parts 

that n ii is he unclosed 

3. Conduction, forced convec- Internal blowers required; coin- Relatively simple, can handle Additional weight of blow - 
Lion in liquid or gas to the ponents cooled either by inter- higher heat densities than 1 or ers and ducting. Leakage 
package skin, free convection 
and rad iation to ambient 

nal fluid circulated over them, 
or through heat exchanger on 
which they are mounted, fluid 
in turn transferring heat to 
package skin 

2 above must be minimized if high 
altitude operation is re - 
quired or fluid is other 
than air 

4. Conduction, forced convec- Inlet and outlet ducting for air Relatively high heat densities Source of cooling air must 
Lion or both, to air as coolant, 
internally circulated and ex- 
haunted 

required, air circulated through 
ducts or baffles by components 

can be handled efficiently be available; leakage 
should not be great 

5. Conduction, forced convec- Similar to 4, with liquid replac- Can handle high heat densities Source of cooling liquid 
Lion, or both, to liquid as cool- 
ant, internally circulated and 
exhausted 

ing air efficiently and power must be avail - 
able; leakage must be pre - 
vented completely 

6. Liquid evaporation to skin, 
free convection and radiation 

Suitable coolant enclosed in 
case, wetting surface of corn- 

No blowers or external coolant 
required. Heat transfer to skin 

Additional weight of cool - 
ant; leakproof and moder- 

to ambient ponents, condensing at package 
skin 

is efficient ately pressure -tight con - 
tamer required 

7. Liquid evaporation to cir- Evaporation component sur- Can handle high heat densities Weight, pressure and leak- 
iaulated secondary coolant, air face, as in 6, condensation at age requirements; second - 
3r liquid heat exchanger, transferring 

heat to secondary coolant flow- 
ing within heat exchanger 

ary coolant must be avail - 
able 

3. Direct expendable evap- Evaporation at component sur- Physically simple, no heat sink Limited operational time 
2ration face. vapor discharged over- other than evaporating liquid dependent on amount of 

board required; can handle high heat 
densities 

coolant at hand; weight, 
pressure, leakage & di- 
electric considerations 

9. Indirect expendable evap- Heat transferred by convec- Nd heat sink other than evap- Same as 8, except for 
)ration . tion, conduction and/or evap- 

oration to a container of evap- 
orating liquid. vapor discharged 
overboard 

orating liquid required; high 
heat densities can he handled; 
need not worry about dielectric 
strength of expendable liquid 

dielectric consideration 

IO. Forced convection with Small coolant. channels in inti- Can handle high heat densities Coolant source and power 
'ocal boiling and condensing mate thermal contact with sur- 

face to be cooled 
must he available; weight, 
pressure, leakage and di- 
electric considerations 
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FIG. 1-Narrow channel width and adequate channel separation (A) 
result in negligible interchannel interference. Impulse coding schemes 
(B) are used for transmitting information on power lines 

COMMUNICATION over power 
distribution lines, known as 

power -line carrier, has been widely 
used by power utilities for many 
years. Since the available spectrum 
is completely occupied, many exist- 
ing communications requirements 
cannot be met. To alleviate this 
situation, a transistorized system 
capable of performing more func- 
tions than previously possible, but 
using less bandwidth and having 
greater reliability, was developed. 

System Design 

The 30- to 200-kc carrier spec- 
trum is divided by the system into 
200 -cps channels spaced 500 cps 
apart. Thus, up to 20 channels are 
obtained over any 10-kc portion of 
the spectrum. 

One transmitter and one receiver 
are required for each channel. Each 
transmitter -receiver set amounts to 
an independent system since it is 
used for transmission of one type 
of signal for one specific purpose. 

As shown in Fig. 1A, more than 
40 db of signal difference must be 
present before a transmitter at one 
station can interfere with a re - 

Arcing fault initiated on 345 -kv single-phase line at Bonneville 
Power Administration installation tests operation of frequency -shift 
power -line carrier used in transfer trip relaying system 

ceiver on an adjacent channel 500 
cps away. 

Telemetering, teleprinting, tele- 
graph, load control (lower -neutral - 
raise and frequency type), remote 
control (off -neutral -on), super- 
visory control, remote signaling and 
indication, and transfer trip relay- 
ing functions can be performed. 
Signals are either pulses formed in 
code patterns by keying contact 
closures as shown in Fig. 1B or low - 
frequency sine waves. 

Transmitter 
A block diagram of the transmit- 

ter is given in Fig. 2. 
When keying contact closures or 

low -frequency sine -wave signals 

are applied to the transmitter, the 
diode modulators shift the output 
frequency of the modulated oscil- 
lator. The unmodulated oscillator 
operates independently at 2 me plus 
the carrier frequency. Outputs of 
the oscillators are combined in the 
mixer to produce a difference fre- 
quency equal to the desired carrier. 

A transistor r -f amplifier follow- 
ing the mixer provides approxi- 
mately 20 -db gain and introduces 
some harmonic rejection. A single - 
tuned collector load is tapped to 
present proper impedance to the 
collector while giving a reasonable 
L/C ratio. A potentiometer across 
the tuned circuit reduces output 
consistent with type of operation. 

DIODE 
MOD 

UNMOD 

OSC 

R -F 
AMPL 

POWER 

AMPL 
KEYING 
CONTACT OUTPUT TRANS - 
OR SINE- 
WAV E 

MIXER 
CIRCUIT 

MISSION 
LINE 

SIGNALS 
DIODE MOD DRIVE R POWER 

MOD OSC A MPL AMPL 

FIG. 2-T ansmitte accepts impulse signals up to 60 pps and sine -wave signals up to 
100 cps. Nominal output is 1 w adjustable down 50 db 
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Power -Line Carrier 
Carrier -current transmitter and receiver uses 200 -cps channel bandwidth and 

500 -cps channel spacing to fit more channels into power -line carrier spectrum. 

Keyed inputs shift carrier frequency over 200 -cps range while sinusoidal 

inputs produce 100 -cps f -m deviations 

By KEITH STENERSON, :Motorola Communications and Electronics, Inc., Chicago, III. 

After further amplification by a 
transistor driver amplifier, the f -m 
carrier is fed to two power ampli- 
fiers. A series -tuned, L -C, high -Q 
output circuit provides harmonic 
attenuation and minimizes loading 
effects on other transmitters cou- 
pled to the transmission line. 

Modulator 
A schematic diagram of the 

modulator is given in Fig. 3. 
Two transistors, serving as con- 

ducting diodes, switch additional 
capacitance in series with the modu- 
lated oscillator crystal. The diodes 
are connected to give one of three 
stable oscillator frequencies: 100 
cps above center frequency when 
both diodes are cut off, center fre- 
quency when one diode conducts to 
saturation and the other is cut off, 
or 100 cps below center frequency 
when both diodes are conducting. 

Three -position switch S, permits 
selection of two- or three -position 
frequency shift keying, or sinu- 
soidal modulation. Three -position 
frequency shift keying utilizes all 
three stable states of the diodes. 

Two -position frequency shift key- 
ing effectively leaves one diode in 
the modulator circuit. Since this di- 
ode is normally cut off, the oscil- 
lator output is 100 cps above center 
frequency. However, closure of 
the external circuit causes the di- 
ode to conduct, thereby shifting 
the oscillator to a frequency 100 
cps below center frequency. 

Four- to 100 -cps sinusoidal modu- 
lation generated by a source of up 
to 50,000 -ohms impedance can be 
used in place of dry -contact closure. 
A 15-v rms input signal provides a 
nominal 100 -cps f -m deviation. This 

FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING 
OR SINUSOIDAL INPUTS 

2- POSITION 
RELAY 

HIGH 

LOW En 
C A 

3 -POSITION 
RELAY 

HIGH 

CENTER 
LOW 4.111 

8 C A 

SINE WAVE 
SIGNAL 

5-100 CPS 

B A 

C B 

FIG. 3-Modulator uses transistors with 
unconnected emitter rather than diodes 
because of crystal oscillator loading effects 

type of modulation is used to ac- 
commodate low -frequency tele - 
metering equipment. 

Oscillators 
The two crystal -controlled oscil- 

lators used to generate the trans- 
mitter carrier are shown in Fig. 4. 

Output of the modulated oscil- 
lator deviates 100 cps about an ap- 
proximate 2 -mc center frequency. 
Output frequency of the unmodu- 
lated oscillator is exactly equal to 
the approximate 2 -mc modulated 
oscillator center frequency plus the 
lator center frequency plus the 
desired channel center frequency in 
a 30- to 200-kc range. 

To gain the advantage of inter- 
changeability, the crystals are cut 

2,03 TO 2.2 -MC 
UNMOD OSC 

'M r 

I 1 

B 

MODM I 

B 

2 -MC 
MOD OSC 

B 

TO MIXER 

I 

B+ 

FIG. 4-Oscillators maintain uniform mod- 
ulation level independent of carrier 
frequency 

for arbitrary 32-µµf shunt capaci- 
tance. However, the transistor 
oscillators do not present this ca- 
pacitance to the crystal-in fact, 
the modulated oscillator varies the 
capacitance to dynamically change 
the frequency. Thus, a variable ca- 
pacitor is used to trim the unmodu- 
lated oscillator to the desired chan- 
nel center frequency after the mod- 
ulated oscillator has been adjusted 
for the proper ±100 -cps deviation. 

Mixer 
Outputs of the modulated and 

unmodulated oscillators are fed to 
the mixer circuit shown in Fig. 5. 
Since the modulated oscillator is be- 
ing deviated at the rate of the 
modulation frequency or at the repe- 
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FIG. 5-Mixer combines outputs of mod- 
ulated and unmodulated oscillators to 
obtain difference fr quency in range of 
30 to 200 kc 

tition rate of a pair of external con- 
tacts, the mixer output is frequency 
modulated. 

A transistor operating in a com- 
mon -emitter configuration with the 
outputs of each oscillator coupled 
to the base through separate ca- 
pacitors performs the mixing func- 
tion. The input circuit is broadly 
tuned to 2 me and the output circuit 
is sharply tuned to the output fre- 
quency. Both the collector circuit 
and tank capacitor C1 are tapped 
across portions of the tank circuit 
inductance; C1 connects to the coil 
at either of two points : across the 
entire coil for a 30- to 90-kc range 
or at a tap on the coil for a 90- to 
200-kc range. 

Power Amplifiers 
Two power transistors connected 

in a common -base, class -B push-pull 
circuit are used as power amplifiers 
to provide an output with low har- 
monic distortion. The power tran- 
sistors used are not normally ca- 
pable of 30- to 200-kc operation ; 

however, this limitation is overcome 
by the common -base connection and 
through a reduction to approxi- 
mately 40 ma of the usual design 
emitter current of 500 ma. 

Receiver 

A block diagram of the receiver 
is given in Fig. 6. 

A continuously variable input at- 
tenuator permits adjustment of re- 
ceiver sensitivity. Input impedance 
of the overall receiver varies from 

ATTEN- 

UATOR 

TRANS- 
MISSION 

LINE 

LOCAL 

OSC 

240 to 1,000 ohms depending on the 
setting of the attenuator; thus, five 
receivers may be paralleled on one 
circuit to present a total imped- 
ance of about 50 ohms. With the 
attenuators set for only 10 -db at- 
tenuation, loading is reduced to 
1,000 ohms per receiver or 200 ohms 
for five receivers in parallel. 

The r -f filter following the at- 
tenuator contains six tunable coils. 
This unit provides selectivity be- 
fore the carrier is amplified, thereby 
giving a high signal-to-noise ratio 
and minimum desensitization and 
intermodulation. 

Incoming r -f and signals from 
the crystal -controlled local oscilla- 
tor are fed into the mixer to obtain 
an intermediate frequency of 10 kc. 
Output of the mixer is fed to a 
six -coil, i -f filter with a high degree 
of selectivity to conserve the avail- 
able spectrum. 

The i -f filter feeds an i -f ampli- 
fier consisting of three high -gain 
stages. These stages and the follow- 
ing limiter stage are coupled by 
tunable coils. Output of the limiter 
is fed to power discriminators 
which detect the modulating signal 
and contribute a power gain by us- 
ing two transistors in place of con- 
ventional diodes. Audio output of 
the limiter varies less than 1 db at 
constant modulation for all received 
signals above 400 ¿iv. 

Power Discriminator 
A schematic diagram of the 

power discriminator is given in Fig. 
7. The two transistors operate as 
self -biasing class -C amplifiers with 
rectification taking place in the 
base -collector junction. When a 
high -voltage pulse elevates the volt- 
age in the base, a d -c pulse passes 
from the collector circuit into one of 
the two relay coils of the polar relay. 
A shunting capacitor tends to inte- 
grate these pulses and keep a con- 
stant current through the relay coil 
as long as the high voltage is pres- 
ent. Discriminator bandwidth is 

LIMITER 

H 
DISC FROM 

LIMITER 

INFORMA- 
TION g - 

OUTPUT 

FIG. 6-Superheterodyne receiver uses f -m techniques to give con- 
stant output regardless of wide variations in power -line attenuation 

200 cps at all r -f frequencies. 
Any of three plug-in units can be 

connected to the discriminator out- 
put depending on the type of in- 
formation transmitted. These units 
are an open -close relay for two -ele- 
ment information, a spdt center - 
neutral relay for three -element 
information, and an output trans- 
former for sine -wave information. 

With one transistor conducting, 
the typical voltage across the col- 
lector relay coil is 9 v and the volt- 
age across the other transistor re- 
lay coil is 0.9 v. Since there is a 
current unbalance, the differential 
relay closes. With the other tran- 
sistor conducting, reverse voltage 
conditions exist, and the differen- 
tial relay closes in the opposite 
direction. 

At center frequency, the voltage 
across each coil is approximately 7 
v causing the load relay contact to 
remain at the center or neutral posi- 
tion. 

Performance 
Receiver selectivity is closely al- 

lied to power -line noise and trans- 
mitter -to-receiver path attenuation. 
Maximum path attenuations vary 
from 60 to 90 db in practical cir- 
cuits. A figure of 400 µv was estab- 
lished as maximum practical sensi- 
tivity because it is reasonably below 
minimum noise levels expected at 
the 200 -cycle bandwidth. A trans- 
mitter should not be spaced 500 cps 
away from a receiver at the same 
location when the difference in 
transmitted and received signal 
levels is greater than the difference 
produced by receiver selectivity 
characteristics. 

Speed of operation and channel 
bandwidth are related in that a 
narrower bandwidth limits speed of 
operation. Nominal channel re- 
sponse time is 16 millisec measured 
from the closure of external con- 
tacts operating the transmitter to 
closure of the external contacts in 
the receiver. 

E1 

E2 

_L 

FIG. 7-Power discriminator uses medium -power transistors to supply 
power gain required for operation of receiver output relay. 
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MICRO 
MINIATURIZATION 

FOR 
DIGITAL 

COMPUTERS 

12 resistors, 4 capacitors, 4 diodes and ¢ transistors... 

all are contained in the complete flip flop circuit illustrated above. 

At the Hughes Research & Development Lab- 
oratories, dramatic reduction in component 
size is symbolic of the advances in the digital 
computer art...advances which are preparing 
the digital computer for its role as a system 
control in space. 

In addition to developing new digital cir- 
cuits and components, Hughes engineers are 
delving into other digital computer space mis- 
sion tasks such as navigation guidance and 
control, communications processing and dis- 

play, vehicle control, mission programming. 

An intensive Hughes program in digital 
computer systems has created openings for 

creative engineers and physicists with degrees 
from accredited engineering universities in 
the following fields: 

CIRCUIT and COMPONENT DEVELOP- 
MENT: Digital Computer Analysis, Micro- 
circuitry and Cryogenics, Solid State Physics, 
Magnetic Storage Devices. 

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING: Closed -loop 
Digital Control, Digital Sensing and Conver- 
sion, Radar and Communications Information 
Processing, Inertial Navigation. 

The salary structure for these personnel 
reflect the exceptional backgrounds required 
and the unusual challenge of the projects. 

Inquire by writing directly to: 
Dr. Allen Puckett, Director 
Systems Development Laboratories 

r 1 
i i 

; HUGHES ; 

L J 
Hughes Aircraft Co., 
Culver City 20, California 

© 1998. H.A.C. 



Servo Preamplifiers Using 
Direct -Coupled Transistors 

Two -stage silicon transistor amplifier has adequate d -c stability under condi- 

tions of interchanging transistors having a beta range of nearly three to one. 

Stability over -55 to 125 C range is achieved 

By A. N. DESAUTELS* 

Senior Development Engineer, Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis, Minn. 

01 R2 2N333 39K 

K=XI,000 Lt 
100 H 

+26V 

FIG. 1-Direct-coupled amplifier uses 

Zener diode to provide constant voltage 

15 
25°C 
125°C 

-55°C 

DIRECT -COUPLED / 
PREAMPLIFIER 

T 
Ein l Ee 

1 +D26V 
C 

0 10 2.0 3.0 4.0 
Eh, IN MV RMS 

FIG. 2-Adequate gain stability is pro- 
vided over wide temperature range 

5.0 

VARIATION in characteristics of 
transistors of the same type 

has led circuit designers to give 
only limited consideration to direct 
coupling when designing preampli- 
fiers for servo applications. 

A circuit which emphasizes the 
desirable characteristics of small 
size, simplicity and economy associ- 
ated with direct coupling while still 
achieving excellent a -c stability is 
shown in Fig. 1. The circuit uses 
d -c feedback to achieve d -c stability. 

Although it uses no capacitors 
and has fewer components than 
conventional stabilized transistor 

* Now with Maleo Electronics, Inc., 
Minneapolis., Minn. 

preamplifiers, this preamplifier is 
d -c stable with interchanging of 
transistors of the same type. Ade- 
quate d -c stability is achieved when 
interchanging transistors having a 
beta range of nearly three to one. 
The preamplifier gives stable gain 
from -55 C to over +125 C by 
using silicon transistors. 

Zener Diode 

The Zener diode, D1, uses reverse 
diode characteristics to provide a 
constant emitter voltage to Q,. This 
diode also determines the d -c col- 
lector voltage for Q,. The d -c drop 
across R.. establishes the base bias 
voltage for Q,. 

When interchanging transistors 
with slightly different d -c charac- 
teristics or when collector currents 
increase with higher temperature, 
the circuit automatically stabilizes 
itself. If I,. increases with tempera- 
ture, the voltage drop across R, will 
rise and cause the base voltage of 
Q, to decrease with respect to 
ground. Since the Zener diode keeps 
the emitter voltage of Q_, constant, 
a decrease in the base voltage of Q, 

will tend to decrease the collector 
current I,,. Thus, the drop across 
R, will decrease, tending to reduce 
the base bias current of Q, which 
reduces I°,. The same theory holds 
for an increase in I,,. 

This d -c stability is obtained by 
a d -c feedback loop around the two 
stages. The feedback path is pro- 
vided by L, which has low d -c re- 
sistance and high a -c impedance, re- 

sulting in tight d -c coupling with 
practically no a -c feedback. 

Performance 

Since stabilization is accom- 
plished with negligible a -c degener- 
ation, a -c performance compares 
favorably with that of conventional 
transformer or R -C coupled pream- 
plifiers. The gain at various tem- 
peratures for the amplifier of Fig. 
1, loaded with 20,000 ohms, is shown 
in Fig. 2. Stability of performance 
over the temperature range is in- 
dicated. Table I shows that there is 
less than ten -percent variation in 
d -c collector currents from room 
temperature to the temperature ex- 
tremes. 

The circuit of Fig. 1 can be 
adapted to any type junction tran- 
sistor triode by proper biasing. 
Typical performance figures which 
can be obtained by adapting Fig. 1 

are : a voltage gain of 20,000, a cur- 
rent gain of 500, a power gain of 70 
db and an input impedance of 2,500 
ohms. 

Table I 

Variation of I, 

Temp 25 (, 125(: -55C 

Im (ma) 0.63 0.75 0.57 

I°a (ma) 1.50 1.68 I_;8 
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RECORDER MARK II 

New Oscillograph Package 
AS "IDIOT -PROOF" AS YOU'VE HOPED FOR 

Built-in amplifiers 
Permanently calibrated 
Instant paper loading 
"White glove" writing system 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Synchros Show Paper Tension 
TENSIONMETER using servo prin- 
ciples has been operated experiment- 
ally for several years on a printing 
press. The unit was developed by 
Springdale Laboratories division of 
Time, Inc., for measuring tension 
in a moving web of paper. 

Measurement is accomplished by 
depressing a small roller into the 
web. Magnitude of normal force on 
the roller depends on geometry of 
the web in the deflected state. The 
device shown in Fig. 1 provides a 
measure of this force, which may 
be displayed on a meter or strip 
chart recorder. 

To prevent introduction of wrin- 
kles or excessive local tension in the 
web, the measuring device must 
provide adequate output with rela- 
tively small angular deflection of 
the web. In applications involving 
40 -lb magazine paper, deflection an- 
gles of less than 20 minutes are nor- 
mally used to produce full scale out- 
put of 5 lb/in. 

When connected as shown, the 
synchro operates at an output null 
and is essentially linear over the 

THE FRONT COVER. Simple, inexpensive 
electronic instrument developed at Spring- 
dale Laboratories of Time, Inc., provides 
continuous indication of tension on paper 
in high-speed magazine printing press 

normal operating range. Output of 
the germanium diode rectifiers at 
low levels, however, is nonlinear. 
These nonlinearities can be compen- 
sated by calibration of the associ- 
ated meter. 

If a linear output current versus 
roller deflection is desired, the alter- 
nate circuit (shown dotted) may be 
used to buck a portion of the output 

Quality Test of Ear Defenders 

Ear defenders are evaluated at Stromberg -Carlson division of General Dynamics. Under 
study is the subject's ability to recognize information transmitted to the receivers in various 
types of ear defenders while working where noise is 122 db. About 100 speakers in single 
array are used to provide sound for test for U.S. Army Signal Equipment Support Agency. 
Work is being carried out under subcontract with Lehigh Engineering Associates 

current. This requires that the 
synchro be zeroed at a point above 
electrical null, as indicated by a 
zero reading of output current. 

Adjustment and calibration of 
the tension head is normally carried 
out by removing the web and using 
the zero adjustment to produce zero 
meter indication. A section of web 
is attached to one of the adjacent 
rolls, passed under the tension head 
and over the next roll. The web is 
then clamped across its full width 
and a load (spring scale or weights) 
is applied that corresponds to the 
desired full-scale deflection. 

2ER0 ADJUST 

, _ 

LOLLER II_ 
LEAF 

WEB 
SPRING 

r 

L...L 
SYNCHRO 

A-C 
EXCITING 
VOLTAGE 

1 

TRANSISTOR 
AMPL 

L..ti.J 

FIG. 1-Synchro with transistor amplifier 
provides indication of tension on paper in 
operating printing press 

The tension head is moved into 
the web until the meter reads full 
scale and is then clamped rigidly in 
place. Web loading is varied to 
produce intermediate calibration 
points. 

An improved web tension head 
under development at this labora- 
tory includes an integral transistor 
amplifier. 

Vibration Analyzer 
Gives Strobe Effect 
TIME -SAVING vibration analyzer 
developed by the National Bureau 
of Standards can be used for deter- 
mining vibration characteristics of 
bodies such as aircraft and missile 
structures. 

The instrument uses the principle 
of a stroboscope, enabling an oper- 
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COMPUTER 
DEVELOPMENT 

EXPANDING 

THE FRONTIERS 

OF SPACE 

TECHNOLOGY 

(left) Lockheed X-17. 
Lockheed -designed checkout 
computers are already proving 
their effectiveness in service. 

(below) Another Lockheed - 
designed automatic missile 
check-out system for quick 
determination of flight 
readiness. 

(left) Automatic Checkout 
and Readiness Equipment 
(ACRE) -a Lockheed 
product - automatically 
performs pre-program 
missile checkouts and runs 
diagnostic routines to 
localize trouble. 

Lockheed's capability in the design and development of computers is 
contributing to the advancement of the state of the art. Research 
in the area includes the development of self -organizing, or adaptive 
computing systems; the design of new kinds of pattern recognition 
devices; the development of automatic library systems for the storage 
and retrieval of information; and the development of high speed 
input-output devices for digital equipment. 
The ACRE system developed by Lockheed combines outstanding 
performance at the lowest cost in the industry, and has broad 
applications to a number of other missile and space projects. 
Scientists and engineers of outstanding talent and inquiring mind are 
invited to join us in the nation's most interesting and challenging basic 
research and development programs. Write: Research and 
Development Staff, Dept. E-22, 962 W. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, 
California. U.S. citizenship required. 

"The organization that contributed most in the past year to the 
advancement of the art of missiles and astronautics." 
NATIONAL MISSILE INDUSTRY CONFERENCE AWARD 

Lockheed MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION 
Weapons Systems Manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM; DISCOVERER 
SATELLITE; Army KINGFISHER; and Air Force Q-5 and X-7. 
SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS. SANTA CRUZ, SANTA MARIA. CALIF. 
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO HAWAII 



NEW Compactness... NEW Versatility in 

ROTARY SWITCH DESIGN 
SHALLCROSS Miniature ROTARY 
SELECTOR SWITCHES give the 
long-lasting dependability of multi -leaf 
wiper, button -contact design ... and 
the added advantages of compactness 
and new versatility. The sketches below 
detail some of the many unusual fea- 
tures of this new switch series .. 
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6-32, 1% 8-32, 11/2 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: Operating Voltage-to 
2000 volts; Breakdown Voltage-to 3000 volts; 

Breaking Current -5 amp @ 125 V. ac.; Carrying 

Current -15 amp. 

Write for complete specifications on the new 

Shallcross "Miniature Series". 

Shallcross 
SHALLCROSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 2 Preston Street, Selma, North Carolina 

ator to quickly explore vibration 
patterns in a complex structure. 
Early in an analysis, an operator 
can determine whether his vibration 
pickups have been properly located. 

The analyzer was developed for 
calibrating vibration pickup, where 
vibrations other than longitudinal 
were unwanted. By using several 
small pickups, it was possible to 
eliminate transverse or flexural vi- 
brations. 

Resonant Frequencies 

A stroboscope is convenient for 
determining resonant frequencies 
of bodies vibrating at low fre- 
quencies. However, when higher 
frequencies are examined, duration 
of the light pulses becomes too short 
for visual inspection for resonant 
points. Also, the vibrating body 
must be observed with a strobo- 
scope. For small, even microscopic, 
movements or parts, this examina- 
tion becomes difficult. When the 
movement is submicroscopic, some 
other method must be used. Here 
the analyzer is a useful tool. 

With a stroboscope, periodic 
changes of position of a given body 
are displayed in apparent slow mo- 
tion or are stopped at some desired 
phase of the vibration cycle. With 
the analyzer, the same effect is pro- 
duced by processing signals from 
pickups so as to display the pattern 
of motion on an oscilloscope. 

Rods Lighten Antenna 

Radar antenna uses light -weight sandwich 
structure and is supported by prestressed 
truss rods like bicycle wheel spokes. 
Twenty -story high antenna designed by 
Narmco Mfg. Co. is said to provide 
greater accuracy, increasing radar range 
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Electrical signals from the pickup 
are sent to a mixer that adds a 
reference signal slightly lower in 
frequency. Difference signals are 
separated by a low-pass filter or 
square -law detector. Displayed on 
an oscilloscope, the vibration pat- 
tern can be readily seen for a given 
phase. As vibration frequency is 
changed, the reference signal 
changes a corresponding amount, so 
that the difference signal remains 
at the same frequency. 

To make a bar -type trace on the 
oscilloscope instead of a sine wave, 
a transistor was used as an emit- 
ter follower and d -c rectifier. An 
output transistor was used to invert 
the negative signals. 

By varying vibration frequency 
and positions of the pickups, a com- 
plete analysis can be made of the 
vibration characteristics. 

Display Devices 

Flashing lights may be used for 
the display, and when properly posi- 
tioned in space, can give a three- 
dimensional representation of vi- 
bration. A recorder can be con- 
nected to the output channels. When 
a recorder of limited dynamic re- 
sponse is used, difference frequency 
can be chosen to suit the recorder. 

A voltmeter can read absolute 
value of motion. The signal from a 
given pickup is fed to the voltmeter 
from a T -connector at the input to 
its mixer channel. The vibration 
analyzer is more useful for explor- 
ing than for measuring. 

The analyzer is most useful in 
helping visualize varied motion 
patterns of a complex structure or 
in determining interactions among 
varied motions. Usefulness depends 
to some extent on ingenuity of the 
user. For example, motion to be 
studied need not be controlled. The 
signal from one pickup can be used 
as a reference, and applied to each 
mixer channel by way of the phase 
shifter. 

This device should simplify 
gathering data from any periodic 
process in which amplitude and 
phase relations of changes are im- 
portant. Characteristics of the 
pickups are the only limits to vibra- 
tion amplitudes that can be studied ; 

and by changing the oscillator, fre- 
quencies of any range can be ana- 
lyzed. 

DIT-MCO Is Faster and More 
Reliable Than Other Methods 
Take tape read-out tests, for example. This method requires extra machines to 
translate test information or a genius to remember the code used on the tape 
Either way, it's a costly process. Compare this o the DIT-MCO Automatic Circuit An 
alyzer and its exclusive Matrix Chart. 

The DIT-MCO Circuit Analyzer performs the entire test itself. There's no need for 
complex machines to translate test information. All data concerning errors, circuit 
numbers, type of flaws, etc., appears on the Matrix Chart, so there's no need for 
complicated wiring diagrams or charts! And, the DIT-MCO Circuit Analyzer checks 
one circuit against all others ... over 2,000 i i about three minutes ... with accu- 
racy never before possible in any test system. 

Some testers are a maze of colored, flashing lights. Operators of such test ma- 
chines must refer to 100, 500 or even 1,000 miniature lights to try and locate errors. 
Charts and diagrams must also be used ... with a resultant high number of 
human errors. 

The DIT-MCO Circuit Analyzer injects human decision into every test but in such a 
way that chances of human errors are nil. The easy -to -read Matrix Chart employs 
only two lights to quickly pinpoint every circuitry flaw. Yet, anyone, with less than 
one hour's instruction, can operate the DIT-MCO Automatic Circuit Analyzer and 
perform test functions once thought impossible! 

These are just a few reasons why 
DIT-MCO is faster and more reli- 
able than other methods in elec- 
trical circuitry tests. Why not get 
the complete story? Write today 
for free Matrix Chart booklet. 

DIT-MCO, INC. 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

Box 05-15, 911 Broadway 
Kansas City 5, Missouri 

Partial List of DIT-MCO Users 
Aircraft Radio Corp. AiResearch Manufacturing Co. American Bosch Arma Corp. American Machine & Foundry Co. American Motors Amphenol Electronics Corp. Autonetics, A Division of North American Aviation, Inc. Bell Aircraft Corp_ Bendix Aviation Corp. Boeing Airplane Ca. Cessna Aircraft Co. Chance Vaught Aircraft, Inc. Chrysler Corp. Convair Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc. Dukane Corp. Electronic Products Corp. Fairchild Aircraft Division Farnsworth Electronics Co. Frankford Arsenal General Electric Co. General Mills, Inc., Mechanical Division General Precision Laboratory, Inc. Goodyear Aircraft Corp. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp. Hazeltine Electronics Division, Hazeltine Corp. Hughes Aircraft International Business Machines Corp. Jefferson Electronic Products Corp. Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Missile Systems Division Martin, Baltimore Minneapolis -Honeywell, Aeronautical Division Motorola, Inc. Northrup Aircraft, Inc. Pacific Mercury Television Mfg. Corp. Radio Corp. of America Radioplane Co. Raytheon Manufacturing Co. Servomechanisms, Inc. Sikorsky Aircraft Sperry Gyroscope Co. Summers Gyroscope Co. Sun Electric Co. The Swartwout Co., Autronic Division Temco Aircraft Corp. Thompson Products Topp Industries Inc. Trans World Airlines U. S. Naval Air Station Overhaul and Repair Depots U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak Vertol Aircraft Corp. Western Electric Co. Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
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COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS 

Thermionic Integrated -Micromodules 
By J. E. BEGGS and W. GRATTIDGE, Research Laboratory, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. 

PHILIP J. MOLENDA, General Engineering Laboratory, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. 

and A. P. HAASE and A. F. DICKERSON, General Electric Co., Owensboro, Ky. 

IN THE DESIGN approach to be de- 
scribed, extremely high component 
densities are provided with stand- 
ardized component packaging as in 
the Signal Corps micromodular 
concept. But in the system under 
discussion, tiny heaterless electron 
tubes are used instead of tran- 
sistors; auxiliary cooling is elimi- 
nated and heat losses generated 
within the equipment serve to in- 
crease over-all efficiency of opera- 
tion and contribute to extended life 
and reliability of the equipment. 

Small -sized heaterless tubes have 
been made of titanium and ceramic 
materials as shown in Fig. 1 by 
stacking, exhausting and sealing 
the parts in vacuum at about 1,000 
C. Diameter of the tubes was deter- 
mined by the cathode current re- 
quired and operating temperature 
desired. It was assumed that 2 ma 
of plate current would be sufficient 
for many operational functions al- 
though higher or lower values could 
be chosen. For a 2 -ma plate -current 
requirement, total available satu- 
rated emission from the cathode of 
the tube should be about 10 ma. 

To achieve a reasonable degree of 
miniaturization, it was decided to 
operate at 580 C with a cathode area 
of 0.2 cmº-about 0.2 in. diam and 
over-all tube size of about 0.32 in. 
diam. Spacing insulators Were made 
0.030 -in. thick, limiting high -fre- 
quency performance to 6,000 mc. 

Electrical characteristics of oven 
triodes can be different from those 
obtained with conventional triodes. 
The tubes can be constructed so that 
the zero bias curve is the middle one 
of the plate -current -plate voltage 
characteristic. The zero bias curve 
can be in a position so as to es- 
sentially cut off the plate current. 
Therefore, for essentially all modes 
of operation, the input circuit may 
be applied directly between grid and 
cathode without requiring use of an 
external bias battery or a cathode 
bias resistor and capacitor. This 
new built-in bias feature, found 

Cathode follower (upper Jeff); plate clamped, flip-flop stage, grid -driven, grounded 
cathode, bistable multivibrator (upper right); triple in -and gate (lower left) and a second 
cathode follower (lower right). These correspond to building blocks shown in Fig. 3 

13 

f1 
41.' 1- 

':" 

B- k: 11 ll 
----- IN 

STACK SIZE. 0.32 IN. DIA. X 0.36 IN. HIGH 

SPACE OCCUPIED . 0.04 IN3 

Cross-sectional view of stacked circuit showing electrical connections and schematic circuit 
diagram for a bistable multivibrator 

OUT 

only in tubes with clean electrodes, 
gives increased flexibility to the 
circuit designer and also can lead 
to use of fewer circuit components. 

Heaterless diodes and triodes 
have retained uniform characteris- 
tics over several thousand hours of 
operation on life test at various oven 
temperatures from 350 to 600 C. 

Resistors are made as shown in 
Fig. 2. The film can be positioned 
in a band around the inside surface 
of the ceramic insulator. Electrical 
connections are made to the ter- 
minals from diametrically opposite 

points of the band. Resistors of 
this type have been made with re- 
sistance values as low as one ohm 
and as high as one-half megohm 
and operate stably to 700 C. 

Tiny capacitors have been made 
by using the same titanium and 
ceramic parts for the vacuum en- 
closure as are used in the tubes and 
resistors. Synthetic mica sheets, 
capable of withstanding the 1,000 
C exhaust and sealing procedure, 
are used for the dielectric material. 
A capacitance of about 20 µµf is 
obtained by using a single piece of 
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a continuing series on technical topics of specific interest to engineers 

What makes mica the unique dielectric? 

Mica is as old as the earth itself. Ancient Hindu writings show that mica was thought to be the remains of lightning flashes from which sparks had emanated and had become preserved in the earth. It was therefore regarded as being endowed with extraordinary properties, and was used in medical ritual. The replacement of such charming stories with modern technical knowledge has, however, not altered the fact that mica is endowed with extraordinary properties. 
Mica is found in pegmatite rock, formed in the early stages 

of the cooling of the earth's mass. Crystals of mica were formed under high heat and pressure, and in the presence of moisture vapor and magnetic fields. The physical and chem- ical changes during this period served to impart a unique stability in physical, chemical and electrical properties. The chemical structure of mica is represented as H,KAI3 (SiO,), which is Muscovite; India Ruby is one of the grades of exceptional quality and is used in most mica capacitors. Other types of mica, to name a few, are Phologopite, Lepido - lite and Biotite, of which only Phologopite is of limited interest in experimental capacitors for very high tempera- ture operation. 
Mica is found in varying degrees of purity, some with less mineral or vegetable constituent, or stain, and some with more nearly perfect physical integrity - that is, free from cracks or air inclusions. As a result, raw mica must undergo 

careful physical examination and be graded according to quality and size. Sangamo has had over 35 years experience 
in the selection and processing of mica, together with a knowledge of mica capacitor production. Capacitor grades of mica film are generally obtained from the Bihar, Bengal, or Madras provinces of India. Mica for other purposes may be found in Canada, Brazil, Argentina, Madagascar, Africa, 
Russia, New Hampshire, South Carolina and South Dakota. This list is by no means complete. An idea of the magnitude 
of the task of selecting suitable mica can be obtained from the fact that only an estimated ten per cent of all the world's mica deposits are suitable for use in mica capacitors. 

The earliest mica capacitor was probably made by Mat- teuci, a contemporary of Faraday's, about 1845. However, 
capacitors did not become commercially interesting until the advent of radio in the early years of this century, as a result 
of the growth of electrical technology. Both the electrical and electronics industries have depended significantly upon mica. Mica insulation between commutator segments in ro- tating machinery and the mica spacers in vacuum tubes are still vital to these industries. 

In capacitors, the choice of dielectric material is as im- portant as the method of construction. Mica, because of its sheet form, lends itself to stacked construction, resulting in 
a lower inductance assembly than can be obtained in wound capacitors. Mica capacitors are therefore suitable for very high frequency operation. 

The mechanical or dimensional stability of mica allows blanking or die -cutting of dielectric plates to a desired size with only a very few thousandths of an inch variation. Pre- 
cise assemblies may therefore be obtained and result in a greater ability to achieve accurate miniaturization. Elec- trodes may be permanently bonded to the mica dielectric plates by screening on conducting silver paste. This process has been refined to a high degree of accuracy, and results in superior electrical stability when compared to laying foil between mica plates to form the electrodes. Silvered mica 

capacitors exhibit exceptional . stability in extremes of tem- perature. 
The Q and dielectric constant (therefore, the capacitance) 

of mica change very little over wide ranges of frequency and temperature. Such small changes are due to the fact that the molecular structure of mica is essentially non -polar - that is, the molecules of mica do not have an unbalanced electrical charge. Thus they are not free to swing freely as magnets do (mica is practically non-magnetic) when in the presence of an electric field. Such fields are present when the capacitor is charged. Movement of the molecules would result in heating by the friction of their motion. Poor dielec- trics exhibit considerable heating, as is shown by the heat developed in wood and glue in the process of laminating 
plywood in dielectric heating devices. 

Heating effects may become very pronounced when high frequency alternating voltages are applied. The rapid changes 
in the direction of current flow cause polar molecules to literally vibrate about their rest position. The low heating 
of mica under such conditions is evidenced by the fact that certain types for transmitting applications will carry appar- 
ent currents to 50 amperes, at a few megacycles, resulting in 
only few degrees temperature rise. 

Minimum dielectric heating is very essential since it has 
been shown that the life expectancy of a capacitor is reduced 
by a factor of approximately one-half for each ten degree 
centigrade rise in temperature. 

All mica capacitors do not possess the ultimate character- 
istics of natural mica, since designs and manufacturing pro- 
cedures differ according to original intent and application. 
However, the characteristics shown in the table could be 
realized under ideal conditions. 

Characteristic 

Dielectric Constant 

Q 
Power Factor 
Self Resonant Frequency 
Insulation Resistance 
Operating Temperatures 

Temperature Coefficient 
of Capacitance 

Capacitance Drift or 
Capacitance Retrace 

Approximate or Ideal Value 

7 (resulting in a moderate de- 
gree of miniaturization) 

3000 or greater 
0.05% or less 
Up to 500 megacycles 
100,000 megohms or greater 
Up to 230°C. (85°C standard 

for commercial types) 
0 to +70 parts per million 

per degree centigrade 
0.05% or less 

At Sangamo all mica capacitors are designed and manu- factured to exceed the physical and electrical requirements 
of applicable military specifications. The wide variety of Sangamo mica capacitor types allow flexibility of design and superior products for the most critical applications to meet individual specification requirements. Engineering catalog and bulletin giving full information on types and character- 
istics are available upon request for your examination. 

S C 59-3 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY, Springfield, Illinois 
--designing towards the oromise of tomorrow 
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DIGITAL 
READOUT 

SMALL SIZE - This compact, 
transistorized, servo -driven in- 
strument measures only 3 x 5 
x 53/e" - 

ALL INCLUSIVE - With Zener 
reference, power supply, am- 
plifier, servo motor, 144" tape 
slidewire. 

TAPE -SLIDE WIRE - Mounted 
on side -by -side spools, slide - 
wire is embedded in edge of 
tope, punched for sprocket 
drive. 

PRINTED READOUT-Cali bra - 
lion printed on tape available 
to measure steady-state condi- 
tions or where input deviates 
more thon 13%. 

* TRADE MARK 

The NEW Series BH100 

ne®0eeu.®® 
...... 

ACCURACY 
0.1% 

THE INSTRUMENT 

with the 
TAPE-SLIDEWIRE 

Highly accurate digital display of 

VOLTAGE CURRENT 

FREQUENCY POWER 

RESISTANCE R.P.M. 

Every discrete scale unit is a calibrated 
point. 

100 calibrated points per foot of 
slidewire length. 

Slidewire up to 12 feet long. 

LINEAR, PARABOLIC, LOGARITHMIC 
FUNCTIONS DISPLAYED IN DIRECT DIG- 
ITAL RELATION...COMPOUND RANGES, 

PLUS & MINUS SCALES FROM ZERO, 

SUPPRESSED RANGES 

Full information Is available for the asking! 

B & H INSTRUMENT 
CO., INC. 

3479 West Vickery Blvd. Fort Worth 7, Texas 

Sales -Engineering Offices: COMPTON, CAL., VALLEY STREAM, L. I., N. Y., DAYTON. OHIO 

ANODE 

ANODE (TITANIUM) INSULATOR 

(TITANIUM) (TITANIUM) 
INSULATOR(CERAMIC) 

INSULATOR 

CATHODE (OXIDE -COATED) 

CATHODE 

DIODE 

TRIODE 

FIG. 1-Exploded views of microminiature 
titanium -ceramic diode and triode 

mica between the end plates. No 
changes in the characteristics have 
been observed for units that have 
been operated for several hundred 
hours at 580 C. 

There is every indication that a 

complete line of microminiature 
components can be developed for 
coordinated use with the present 
vacuum -encapsulated ones. Devel- 
opmental models of various other 
high -temperature components such 
as inductors and transformers have 
been tested at temperatures up to 
500 C and show promise of being 
stable and reliable. 

Various microminiature tubes 
and components can be stacked to 
form tiny circuit TIMM's. Few ex- 
ternal connections are required, as 
many of the connections are in- 
herent in the stack. Since the cath- 
ode derives its operating tempera- 
ture from the environment in which 
the stack operates, no cathode heat- 
ers, or connections to them, are re- 
quired. Cathode bias resistors and 
capacitors are unnecessary because 
of the built-in bias feature of the 
triodes. The fact that the compo- 
nents are small; that they can be 
arranged compactly in stacked cir- 
cuits and interconnected with short 

TITANIUM. 
TOP 

PLATE 

RESISTIVE 
FILM 

CONNECTION 
TO 

BOTTOM 
PLATE 

CONNECTION 
TO 
TOP 

PLATE 

TITANIUM 
BOTTOM 
PLATE 

FIG. 2-Exploded view of microminiature 
titanium ceramic resistor 
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jumpers should lead to good high - 
frequency performance. 

The microminiature stacked high - 
temperature circuits can be as- 
sembled in one operation with a 
consequent saving of parts. Re- 
sistor and capacitor elements can 
be combined in parallel in a single 
R -C unit. 

Small size of the stacked circuit 
permits a large number of such 
building blocks to be assembled in 
a small space. Figure 3 shows six 
typical building blocks. Two of 
them are input "and" gate stacks; 
two are "logical" flip-flop stacks and 
two are dual unit cathode -follower 
stacks. There are 44 components 
in all -10 diodes, 14 triodes, 14 re- 
sistors and 6 capacitors. Placed end - 
on -end, they make a stack 0.32 -in. 
thick by 0.50 -in. wide by 2.6 -in. 
long. By trimming the connection 
lugs so they can be contained in a 
0.32 -in. square cross-section, the 
volume occupied by the 44 compo- 
nents is 0.32 by 0.32 by 2.6 in. or 
0.27 in'. This is a circuit density of 
250,000 components per ft'. 

If frequency requirements are 
such as to allow thinner ceramic 
wafers, circuit densities of 1,000,- 
000 components per ft' are possible. 

IN -- 
IN - 
IN 

IN 

IN 

IN 

IN OUT 

BISTABLE 
MV 

IN OUT 

CATH 

J_ 
OUT 

FOLL 

CATH 
OU1 

FOLL 
I__ 

FIG. 3-Stock diagram of six typical build- 
ing blocks 

Practical circuits can be con- 
structed from the microminiature 
components described. The circuits 
are smaller, lighter and generally 
require fewer components than 
their conventional encapsulated 
semiconductor counterparts. They 
seem to offer fewer temperature 
problems, higher reliability, longer 
life, greater ruggedness, resistance 
to nuclear radiation and higher op- 
erating speeds. 

In systems applications, com- 
pactness of the new circuits should 
lead to improved electrical perform- 
ance, greater efficiency through use- 
ful application of circuit power dis- 
sipation. The system also tends to- 
ward reducing both weight and vol- 
ume in systems where elevated tem- 
perature ambients are encountered 

PRECISION SPACE -SAVER 

RESISTORS 
... the Complete 
Line of Flat and 
Stack Mounting 

Wire Wound, 
Power Resistors 

Available in Wattage Ratings 
from 10 to 75 W 
Resistance Range from .10 to 
100,000 Ohms 

These High Reliability Space -savers feature matched co- efficient of expansion with gray vitreous enamel covering for 
complete protection from overloads and environmental con- 
ditions. Aluminum thru-bracket improves heat 
dissipation, minimizes hot spots, allows a SU,N N b higher wattage rating per unit of space. unlln F Bracket construction facilitates stacking and © CUT 

saves additional space. 

For Complete Specifications and illustrated bulletin on H -H 
Blue Ribbon Resistors, call or write, today! 

RHEOSTATS 
Complete range 
from 25 to 1000 
watts. Shock resis- 
tant construction. 
High temperature 
enamel bonding 
withstands greater 
overload. 

The Mark of Quality since 1924 

*ate Idke* 
RESISTORS 

Fixed, adjustable, 
ferrule and axial rot 
lead types for all commercial and military applica- 
tions. Super-rugged- 
ized for complete 
reliability. 

HARDWICK, HINDLE INC 
40 HERMON ST., NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 

Making Test Fixtures More Versatile 
SEMIAUTOMATIC GO -NO-GO in -circuit 
testing of parameters of complex 
components provides standardized 
test results, avoids operator errors 
and saves time. It is practical in 
high variety production when the 
test equipment is sufficiently versa- 
tile. 

A method employed by Magnetic 
Amplifiers, Inc., New York, N. Y., 
permits a large variety of tests 
without excessive expenditures for 
equipment and calibration. Versa- 
tility is obtained by building-block 
test fixtures, combined as required 
with auxiliary fixtures and instru- 
ments. 

Standard Chassis 

Standard test chassis are made 
for each type of family of ampli- 
fier and major components, such as 
toroids. The chassis provide. an in - 
use circuit or the remainder of the 
unit's circuitry and the wiring re- 
quired to effect a series of tests. 
The chassis generally do not include 
a power supply or test instruments. 

A typical chassis will have jack 
positions and polarity pilot lights 
along the top, for connection to in- 
struments. A female connector is on 
the right side. The connector allows 
a variety of auxiliary test fixtures 
to be hooked into the basic chassis. 
In addition some chassis have speed 
clips so components can be tested 
on the chassis. 

On the left side are on -off or step- 
ping switches and connectors for 
power supplies. The switches allow 
the chassis to be used for a variety 

Test chassis are filed in racks when not 
in use 

Final inspection of toroid. Procedure sheet specifies instruments and connections required 
to perform variety of tests 

Test procedures for different types of units 
are bound in loose-leaf book 

of tests on one unit or related 
groups of units. 

A procedure sheet is fastened in 
the center of the chassis. Or, if the 
chassis is used for a family of units, 
the sheets are bound in a loose-leaf 
book fastened to the chassis. The 
sheets specify instruments to be 
requisitioned, their location in the 
housing boxes, connections to be 
made and switch positions for each 
test. Ranges observed on the me- 
ters are checked off or logged, as 
required, on the quality control 
forms accompanying each unit. 

For preliminary tests of compo- 
nents, lead wires are placed in color 
coded speed clips. A toroid may be 
tested on a chassis with a ring of 
clips. A completed unit may be con- 
nected to an auxiliary fixture by 
gang plugs connected in turn to the 
female connector of a chassis. These 

auxiliary fixtures generally use a 
lever arrangement for quick con- 
nect and disconnect of the unit. 

Small meters are packaged in 
wooden boxes with an adapter plate 
on the connectors. Microphone jacks 
connect box to chassis to assure cor- 
rect polarity. The meters and the 
meter housing boxes are coded in 
conformance with the procedure 
sheets. Blocks of wood in the hinged 
housing tops keep the meters in 
place. Meters are provided from a 
central source where they are peri- 
odically calibrated. 

Final test rigs may be more com- 
plex and may have meters built 
into the test chassis. One setup, for 
example, simulates a missile's hy- 

Meter is placed in housing. Adapter plate 
and microphone jack prevent wrong 
polarity 
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Transistor Engineer 

Wanted, 
To Head Laboratory, 
Italy 

Olivetti 
Olivetti (Italy) has established a subsidiary in 
Milan for the production of silicon and 
germanium transistors and diodes. 
It is now looking for the right person to head the 
existing development laboratory. 
These are the requirements: (I) At least 5 years 
experience in transistor development 
(2) Degree of Master of Science in Physics 
(3) Willingness to move to Italy and learn Italian. 
It would be desirable if you were familiar with 
present applications and future potentialities of 
transistors and diodes, in order to contribute 
actively to the general policy of the new firm. 
Salary will be commensurate with experience 
and ability. Transportation and 
moving expenses will be paid. 
Written replies will be sent to all applicants. 
Chosen candidates will be invited for a personal 
interview in New York City, expenses paid. 
Please write, enclosing detailed resume, to Project 

T. D. L., Olivetti, Ivrea, Italy. 



after 
60 

years 

Kester Solder 

KESTER SOLDER 

KESTER FLUX -CORE SOLDER IS always first 
choice with those who know solder. They 
like the way it helps keep production costs 
in line, speeds assembly, assures dependable 
performance. Yes, most of American indus- 
try is sold on Kester... how about you? 

KESTER'S latest development ... "44" RESIN -CORE 

SOLDER, with a perfected activated resin flux for faster 
soldering everywhere. 

WRITE today for free 78 -page Kester technical manual, 
"SOLDER ... Its Fundamentals and Usage." 

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY 
4204 Wrightwood Avenue Chicago 39, Illinois 

Newark 5, New Jersey Brantford, Canada 

Inspection of completed unit. Meters are 
built into test chassis and auxiliary fixture 
connects units to chassis 

draulic system so a servo can be 
tested over its operating range. Al- 
though the instrumentation is more 
complex, the same principles are 
followed. 

Fiber Drums Cut Cost 
of Preservation Packs 

F1BER DRUMS can be used as pre- 
servation packs for hermetically - 
sealed aircraft and missile elec- 
tronics equipment. Since the equip- 
ment itself is already sealed against 
corrosion, 100 percent vapor proof- 
ing is required only for exposed 
electrical and mechanical con- 
nectors. 

The moisture resistant fiber drum 
shown houses a Model 7002C dis- 
placement gyroscope made at Lear 
Corp., Grand Rapids, Mich., di- 
vision. Connectors are vapor - 
proofed with metal or plastic caps 
and rubber gaskets. Dunnage 
around the gyroscope is preformed 
hair latex. 

Lear instituted the packaging 
method recently after independent 
study by packaging engineers of the 
firm and Air Materiel Command's 
Middletown Area Depot. AMC has 
given tentative approval to the 

Gyroscope packed in 14 by 20 -inch fiber 
drum which weighs 6.25 pounds OVER 60 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN SOLDER AND FLUX MANUFACTURING 
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method pending preparation of 
formal specifications. 

Lear has found that the use of 
fiber drums for hermetically sealed 
units yields substantial savings in 
drum and shipment cost and weight. 
Calibrated drop tests show a 7 per- 
cent reduction in shock transmis- 
sion, compared to steel. If bruised, 
the fiber does not take a permanent 
set. 

The drums conform to federal 
specification PPP -D -732A. The 
drum shown is manufactured by the 
Fiber Drum Division, Continental 
Can Co. Metal vapor caps are pur- 
chased from the Cannon Co. and 
conform to Mil -Spec 25043-22 and 
25043-24. Plastic caps, purchased 
from S. S. White Dental Co., do not 
as yet have military specifications. 

Metal caps cover connectors of gyroscope 
and power adapter. Plastic cap is on rate 
sensor (right) 

A variety of metal and plastic caps at. 
tached to connectors 

Preservation packs are those 
suited to long storage or overseas 
shipment. Previously a vapor -proof 
container, such as a steel drum, was 
required for both hermetically 
sealed and non -hermetically sealed 
military units. Lear has been us- 
ing drums for commercial ship- 
ments of non -hermetically sealed 
units when the units are intended 
for immediate use. If the commer- 
cial shipment is remarked for a pre- 
servation pack, the unit and its 
dunnage are transferred to a vapor - 
proof drum. 

i 

TRANS PAC` 
Miniaturized 

SOLID STATE POWER PACKS 
New Short -Circuit and Transient -Proof Circuitry .. 

FEATURES: 

Closely Regulated 

Low Ripple Content 

Advanced Thermal Design 

Short -Circuit Proof ... 
automatic recovery 

Improved Circuitry and 
Transistor Types 

Thermal Transistor Stud 
Temperature Monitor and 
Automatic Cut -Off 

No Increase In Size or 
Weight 

No Increase In Price 

ERA's transistorized Tran..pues feature advanced circuit designs and improved 
technical specifications. New features include the incorporation of a special 
current limiter and protective circuitry. The current flow is monitored and 
in the event the load current exceeds a designated value, the current limiter 
reverses the control biases and prevents additional current from flowing. Also 
included in these units is a thermostatic device which registers transistor 
stud temperatures. In the event these temperatures become excessive, the they 
mostatic unit opens the circuit and thus prevents thermal run -away or damage to 
the unit or external circuit. 

Wired into circuits like other components, 7'ranspucs supply a rugged, reliable 
source of DC power for all types of miniature or standard size electronic devices. 

STANDARD MODELS 

Input 105-125 VAC, 60 or 

400 cps. Input regulation bet- 
ter than x-0.1 %. Output reg- 
ulation better than ±0.1%. 
Ripple less than 0.05%. All 
semi -conductor designs. 

CASE SIZES: (WxDxH inch.) 
D-25'3x3%,x41/4 
C-23éx23/4x3')/16 

"*Prices FOB Cedar Grove. 
Subject to change without 
notice 

Models listed are stock units. 
Special designs olio avail- 
able to customers specifica- 
tions. Write- for literature 
and quotations. 

Model 
No. 

Output 
Volts 

,íiReg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

FIXED VOLTAGE TYPES 

Case Size * Net Price'" 
Current 60 400 60 400 

Ma -Max Cps Cps Cps Cus 
TR5 5 0-200 D C s 70.00 S 95.00, 
TRIO 10 0 200 D C 70.00 95.00 
TR20 20 0-200 D C 70.00 95.00 
TR30 30 0-150 D C 70.00 95.00 
TR40 40 0-150 D C 70.00 95.00 
TR50 50 0-150 D C 70.00 95.00 

ADJUSTABLE VOLTAGE TYPES 

Model 
No. 

Voltage 
Range 

Output 
MA 

Case Size* 
60 400 

Cps Cps 

Net Price*" 
60 400 

Cps Cps ` 
TR5A 5-10 0-200 D C s 80.00 S105.00 
TR1OA 10-20 0-200 D C 80.00 105.00 
TR20A 20-30 0-150 D C 80.00 105.00 
TR30A 30-40 0-150 D C 80.00 105.00 
TR40A 40-50 0-150 D C 80.00 105.00 
TR50A 50-55 0-150 D C 80.00 105.00 

*400 cps units designated by prefix "F" (ie, TR5F, etc.) 

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC. 
67 Factory PI., Cedar Grove, N. J. CEnter 9-3000 TWX NJ1144 

SUBSIDIARIES 
Era Electric Corporation Nutley, N. J. Era Pacific Inc. Santa Monica, Cal. 
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ON THE MARKET 

Power Transistors 
germanium type 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC., P. O. Box 
312, Dallas, Texas, announces a new 
line of 10 to 25 -ampere germanium 
pnp alloy power transistors which 
are uniquely integrated to permit 

selection of specialized devices for 
specific jobs. Featuring high collec- 
tor currents and voltages, plus a 
new low R,., of 0.05 ohm maximum 
at maximum rated collector current, 
the units provide a dissipation of 80 
w at 25 C. Circle 200 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Band Pass Filter 
miniaturized 
BURNELL & CO., INC., 10 Pelham 
Parkway, Pelham, N. Y. Type TTJ 
Microid band pass filter is designed 
for performance on 7,350 cps and 

up to 100 kc. Physical size is I in. 
by V'_ in. by li in. with a weight of 
0.3 oz. Band width is 15 percent at 
3 db and +60 percent -40 percent 
at 40 db. Units are completely en- 
capsulated. Circle 201 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Rectifier Control 
extremely compact 

VEC TROL ENGINEERING, INC., P.O. 
Box 1089, Stamford, Conn., has re- 
leased its Silicontrol-a 400 cycle 
phase -shift peaking control for 
linear, sensitive, wide range, fail- 
safe, gate control of the GE silicon 
controlled rectifier. It ideally pro- 

vides sharp pulses of constant am- 
plitude and 180 deg variable phase 
angle to control the rectifier output 
proportionately from zero to maxi- 
mum with but a 1 to 2 mw d -c sig- 
nal. Its four control windings are 
isolated from the rectifier power 
circuits, and loss of the control sig- 
nal turns off the rectifier. Circle 
202 on Reader Service Card. 

Capacitors 
tantalum slug 

OHMITE MFG. CO., 3601 Howard St., 
Skokie, Ill., announces a new phy- 
sical type in tantalum slug capac- 
itors-the straight -cylindrical as 
contrasted to the hat -shaped va- 
riety. The new series offers savings 

in space and improved ease of 
mounting. They utilize a slug of sin- 
tered tantalum metal for the anode. 
Stability of the units is greater than 
other types of electrolytics, and 
their leakage current and equivalent 
series resistance is lower than wire 
or foil tantalum capacitors. Circle 
203 on Reader Service Card. 

Resistors 
metal film 

DALE PRODUCTS, INC., Box 136, 
Columbus, Neb. New MF type 
molded metal film resistors combine 
advantages of advanced high 
vacuum evaporated metal film tech- 
niques with Dalohm molding proc- 

ess to provide the best characteris- 
tics of wire wound resistors, yet 
retain miniature size. Resistance 
range is from 100 ohms to 4 meg- 
ohms, depending on size. Tempera- 
ture coefficient is ± 50 ppm or ± 
100 ppm. Operating temperature 
range is -55 to 150 C. Circle 204 
on Reader Service Card. 

Limiter Amplifier 
transistorized 
OTARION LISTENER CORP., Scarbor- 
ough Park, Ossining, N. Y. The 

EPD-100 limiter amplifier accepts 
input signal variation of 12 db, but 
limits the output signal to less than 
2 db. It is designed for operation in 
the audio range of 50 cps to 15,000 

cps, at temperatures from -55 C to 
+85 C, and for power supply vari- 
ation of ±5 percent. Limiting is 
accomplished with less than 5 per- 
cent distortion, using only four 
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STRATO -THERM 

TERMINALS AND SPLICES 

up to 1200°F. operating 
temperature 
solid, stranded or 
combination conductors 
shock and corrosion 
resistant 
wire size range 22-10 AWG 

serrated inner barrel for 
maximum tensile strength 

CERTI -SEAL SPLICES 

AMPLI-NYL TERMINALS AND SPLICES 

combined wire size range 22-2;'0 AWG 

exceed millivolt -drop specifications 
finest nylon pre -insulation 
shock and corrosion resistant 
color coded by wire size 

SE CIRCUIT RELIABILITY 
S VITAL . . 

... AMP's product is more than fine 
circuit terminals . . . more than 
remarkably precise co tipression- 
crimp tooli .. more than an egor 
free, fastmethod of attachment. 

AMP's product is finished crimpy 
typ 'terminations on your circuitry 
wires ... by theendreds or mil- 
lions ... of the highest reliabilit 
. . . performing un ede?ruellin 
conditions ... from basic t rminal 
to complete patchcord systettfs. 

PATCHCORD PROGRAMMING UNITS 
(Airborne "240" shown) 

universal or shielded systems 
patented wiping action pre -cleans pins 
and contact springs 
nylon sleeve insulates and firmly seats 
patchcord pin in board 
contacts have rear board accommodation for 
taper pins to provide reliable solderless lead 
terminations 

200 CONTACT CABLE CONNECTORS 

extremely reliable disconnect for ground 
electronic and instrumentation application 
connector can be electrically disengaged 
withoLt mechanical separation 
five irdexed positions to permit strain -free 
cable exit 
identical inserts and contacts 
in both halves 
polarized to prevent improper coupling- 
has numbered cavities to assure proper 
circuit identification 

BE 

-ON- THESE FOUR PRODUCT LINES IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 

AM P INCORPORATED 
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 
A -MP products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies in: Australia Canada England France Holland Japan 
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COLD -PUNCH 
PRINTED CIRCUITS 
... this profitable STRIPPIT way ! 

1 PUNCH THE TEMPLATE. The Strippit DupI-O-Scope (a), precision 4 -power 
optical locator is mounted on Strippit pantograph -like Duplicator. 
As the Dupl-O-Scope is "sighted -in" on drawing or sample (b), the 
Duplicator arms (c) position template blank (d) under Strippit 
Fabricator punch (e) to accurately locate and punch pilot holes in 
a fraction of conventional layout and template making time. 

2 RAPID-FIRE DUPLICATION FROM TEMPLATE. Duplicator with Stylus (f) 
replaces DupI-O-Scope. As Stylus enters each pilot hole in template (d), 
it automatically positions work (g) under the punch (e) and 
trips the punch to produce a hole of desired shape and size in the 
proper location. Tool changes in the Fabricator punch holder 
are made in seconds, and anyone can learn to operate the Duplicator 
in a few minutes. For small to medium runs, there is no easier, 
faster or more economical method of making clean, accurate 
perforations in laminates or in chassis up to 1/4" mild steel. 

WRITE FOR DEMONSTRATION AT YOUR PLANT! At no obligation, a Strippit Mobile Unit 
will demonstrate the cost-cutting Strippit Fabricator. Duplicator 

and Dupl-O-Scope. Write today ! 

....s STR1 PPIT 
J I p 

INC. MC1ûDA1LLE 

225 Buell Road Akron, New York GarN,ES' 

In Canada: Strippit Tool & Machine Company, Brampton, Ontario 

transistors and one diode. Unit ac- 
cepts minimum inputs of 2-50 mv, 
peak to peak, with an input im- 
pedance of 600-4,000 ohms, and pro- 
vides an output of 0.5 v, peak to 
peak, ±1 db across a 3,000 ohm 
load. Circle 205 on Reader Service 
Card. 

Coupling 
self-sealing 
AEROQUIP CORP., Jackson, Mich. 
The 1010 series coupling is only 
21 in. long and weighs slightly 
over t oz. Connection is by a 
simple bayonet -type lock and each 
half is self-sealing with Viton A 
"O" rings. Coupling is suitable 
for electronic cooling systems, 
test stand, filling and charging 
connections, pressure sensing, and 
other general aircraft or missile 
applications where light weight 
and compactness are desired. De- 
sign exceeds requirements of MIL - 
C -7413 and has an operating tem- 
perature range of -65 to +375 F 
with operating pressures to 1,500 
psi. Circle 206 on Reader Service 
Card. 

NC -2214 
22-14 WIRES 

%... am( 
Mil 

, 
NC -1610 \\, 

6-10 WIRES Ö 
1 

Pigtail Connectors 
nylon -insulated 
ELECTRIX TERMINALS & CONNEC- 
TORS, INC., 990 E. 76th St., Cleve- 
land 3, Ohio, is making new nylon - 
insulated solderless connectors for 
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NEW BENDIX MS -R ENVIRONMENT RESISTING ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR 

Now available and approved in com- 
plete conformance with MIL -C -5015D. 

Fendi,' SCINTILLA DIVISION 
SIDNEY, NEW YORK 

This new connector answers the demand from the 
aircraft industry for a shorter, lighter and more 
reliable environment resisting connector. This con- 
nector will inactivate practically all other MS types 
and the Military has assigned a new class letter R to 
insure incorporation of this better connector in all 
new designs. 

An important reliability feature of the new MS -R 
connector is an "O" ring at the main coupling joint 
which provides for the best possible sealing and more 
positive inter -facial compression and assures complete 
performance compatibility among all approved MS -R 
connectors. Establishment of the MS -R connector as 
the "universal" military connector is testimony to 
the record of previous MS environmental resistant 
connectors using resilient inserts as pioneered by this 
Division. In the Bendix* connector, wire sealing is 
accomplished by an exclusive slippery rubber grom- 
met which permits convenient wire threading and 
grommet travel over wire bundles. 

Write for more complete information on this latest 
addition to the ever-growing family of Bendix elec- 
trical connectors. *TRADEMARK 

AVIATION COR/ORATION 

Export Sales and Service: Bendix International Division, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Canadian Affiliate: Aviation Electric Ltd., 200 Laurentien Blvd., Montreal 9, Quebec. 

FACTORY BRANCH OFFICES: Burbank, Calif.; Orlando, Florida; Chicago, Ill.; Teaneck, New Jersey; Dallas, Texas; Seattle, Washington; Washington, D. C. 

CIRCLE 91 READERS SERVICE CARD 

RESEARCH ENGINEERS 
Electronic and Electro -Mechanical 

COMMUNICATIONS & COUNTERMEASURES To direct and supervise group of physicists, engineers and 
technicians in projects involving weapons systems, ranging, detection, atmospheric measurements, etc. 
Conversant with practical and theoretical implications of defensive or offensive systems. 
ULTRASONICS To direct group of physicists, engineers and technicians in research and development of 
sonic and ultrasonic equipment for commercial and military applications, and encompassing all aspects 
of ultrasonic research. Requires qualities of leadership and compatibility with highly skilled scientific 
minds. 
SERVOS & CONTROLS Will direct and supervise group of engineers, physicists and technicians in re- 
search and development in electro -mechanical devices, servos, industrial controls and instrumentation. 
Excellent opportunity in applied research in this field. 

Degree required in engineering or science with a minimum of 5 years related experience. These positions 
are with the Research Division, at Quehanna, in the picturesque area of North-Central Pennsylvania, 40 
miles from State College, home of Pennsylvania State University. 

Send resume Mr. T. W. Cozine, Manager, Executive & Technical Placement, 
including salary requirements to: Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Dept. RD -71, Wood -Ridge, New Jersey. 

All replies confidential 

CRï8SSWCîHiT 
CORPORATION WOOD -RIDGE, N.J. 
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Make Royal your 
source for Coaxial 
Cablës. Modern, 
integrated production 
facilities here meet 
the many and diverse 
demands of the 
electronics industry. 
Look to Royal for 
single and multi - 
conductor cables with 
built-in performance 
dependability. 
Request Bulletin 
4C -3-L listing stock 
constructions, or let 
us quote on your 
special requirements. 

RCA 

cokxi 

CABLE 

" Formerly manufactured 
by Federal Telephone 
& Radio Company 

ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
301 Saratoga Avenue 

PAWTUCKET RHODE ISLAND 

R 
ELECTRIC /;; 

Eli 

... an a 'ale of d L.t 

CIRCLE 158 READERS SERVICE CARD 

pigtail splicing of two or more 
wires. Formed of translucent nylon 
in a closed -end design, the connec- 
tors are available for immediate 
shipment from factory stock. They 
can be furnished in special coding 
colors on quantity orders. The pig- 
tail units replace slower methods of 
individually splicing and then in- 
sulating with tape or tubing. Wires 
are inserted, then crimped in a sin- 
gle operation. The splice is perma- 
nently anchored and insulated, can- 
not be loosened by vibration. Circle 
207 on Reader Service Card. 

Static Converter 
hermetically sealed 
MAGNETIC RESEARCH CORP., Haw- 
thorne, Calif., has developed a d -c/ 
d -c static converter for computer, 
portable test equipment, emergency 
equipment and airborne equipment 
applications. Output power is mul- 
tiple, 150 w maximum. Size is 5.0 in. 
by 3.5 in. by 3.7 in. Weight is 3.5 lb. 
Efficiency is greater than 75 per- 
cent. Line regulation is less than 
±1 percent. Unit is short-circuit 
proof and offers a 28 v d -c input. 
Circle 208 on Reader Service Card. 

Noise Figure Tester 
for tube industry 
LEL, INC., 380 Oak St., Copiague, 
L. I., N. Y., offers a noise figure 
test set of high accuracy featur- 
ing the GE microminiature cera- 
mic 7077 tube as a low -noise input 

ACCURACIES 
BETTER THAN 

1 PART IN 
50 MILLION 

are free! 

WHY NOT USE THEM! 

The standard time and frequency 
transmissions of the National 
Bureau of Standards radio sta- 
tions WWV and WWVH provide 
an invaluable service to labora- 
tories and experimenters through- 
out the world. Extremely precise 
(normal transmission stability is 
within 1 part in 109 at WWV and 
5 parts in 109 at WWVH) audio 
and radio frequency standards, as 
well as accurate time intervals 
and radio frequency propagation 
warnings, are placed at the dis- 
posal of anyone having a receiver 
capable of tuning to one or more 
of the transmitting frequencies. 
Proper use of these facilities can 
be made to supplement the instru- 
mentation of any laboratory. 
The Model WWVC Standard Fre- 
quency Comparator is just such an 
instrument ... a highly sensitive 
crystal -controlled radio receiver 
utilizing WWV and WWVH 
transmissions. 

MODEL WWVC 
COMPARATOR 
A 5 -position dial switches precisely to any 
Standard Frequency -2.5, 5, 10, 16, or 20MC. 
It features built-in oscilloscope and speaker, 
comparator function selector, Collins plug- 
in filter for high selectivity, automatic 
gain and volume controls and adjustable 
threshold control which eliminates nbise and 
other modulation in tick position. 

Send for bulletin #557, "Using Standard 
Time and Frequency Broadcasts" 

V 

SPECIFIC PRODUCTS 
Box 425, 21051 Costanso 
Woodland Hills, Calif. 

CIRCLE 159 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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Jack Carroll 
Managing Editor, electronics 
Hoids Partial Staff Meeting 

Resumé: 

Carroll, John M., (seated in photo) Lehigh 
University, BS, Hofstra College, MA in 
Physics, member several I.R.E. commit- 
tees. Naval electronics, World War II. 
Electronics engineering officer during Ko- 
rean war. Background in engineering de- 
rives from experience with the National 
Bureau of Standards, Naval Research 
Laboratories, Liberty Aircraft, American 
Instrument Co. Author of technical books 
for McGraw-Hill Book Company. 
Present Occupation: 

Jack Carroll is responsible for "getting - 
out -the -book" each week within the frame- 
work of editorial policy formed by W. W. 
MacDonald, Editor of electronics. Jack is 
occupied with editorial makeup, with the 
accuracy of editorial content, with sched- 
uling the workload of a 26 -editor staff to 
provide maximum coverage of technical 
developments and business information. 
References: 

Jack is a dedicated man-dedicated to the 
interests of the readers of electronics 
magazine. His prime goal is to help edit 
a publication which will be required read- 
ing for the important people in the elec- 
tronics industry -a publication that will 
fill the needs of design -research, produc- 
tion, management. If you are not receiv- 
ing the publication that is edited to keep 
you best informed, if you are not a sub- 
scriber, or if your subscription is expir- 
ing, fill in the box on the Reader Service 
Card. Easy to use. Postage is free. 

(ABC) electronics 
A McGraw-Hill Publication 

330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, New York 

qBp 

AMPERITE 
PREFERRED 

by design engineers-because they're 
MOST COMPACT MOST ECONOMICAL 

SIMPLEST HERMETICALLY SEALED 

AMPERIT E 

DELAY 
RELAY 

114U 

1 

Also - Amperite Differential Re- 
lays: Used for automatic overload, un- 

der -voltage or under -current protection. 

Thermostatic 
DELAY RELAYS 
2 to 180 Seconds 

Actuated by a heater, they operate on 

A.C., D.C., or Pulsating Current. 

Hermetically sealed. Not affected by 

altitude, moisture, or climate changes. 

SPST only-normally open or closed. 

Compensated for ambient temperature 
changes from -55° to +70° C. Heat- 

ers consume approximately 2 W. and 

may be operated continuously. The units 

are rugged, explosion -proof, long- 
lived, and-inexpensive! 

TYPES: Standard Radio Octal, and 9 - 

Pin Miniature ... List Price, $4.00. 
Standard Delays 

PROBLEM? Send for Bulletin No. TR -81 

BALLAST 
REGULATORS 

Amperite Regulators are designed to keep the 
current in a circuit automatically regulated 
at a definite value (for example, 0.5 amp.) 
... For currents of 60 ma. to 5 amps. Operate 

on A.C., D.C., or Pulsating Current. 

W\ 
U 3 

ó 

s 

20 

io 
VOLTAGE OF 24V 

BATTERY 6 CHARGER 
VARIES APPRO% 

50% 

WITH AMERITE 
VOLTAGE VARIES 
ONLY 

2% 

AMPERITE 
REGUL ATORd 

I II 

Hermetically sealed, they are not affected by changes in altitude, 
ambient temperature (-55' to +90' C.), or humidity ... Rugged, 
light, compact, most inexpensive List Price, $3.00. 

Write for 4 -page Technical Bulletin No. AB -51 

AMPERITE CO.Inc., 561 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 

Telephone: CAnal 6-1446 

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 10 
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VÌJ TRUE 

INIATURE 

altitude -moisture resistant 
AMPHENOL MINNIE connectors are the first true 
miniature "E" types-the only miniatures able to 
pass the new, exacting altitude -moisture immersion, 
test. In this test mated, wired connectors are 
immersed in salt water and altitude cycled to 
80,000 ft. for one minute, 65,000 ft. for one-half 
hour and then returned to ground pressure for 
another half-hour. MINNIE insulation resistance 
after this test is a minimum 1000 megohms. 

In aircraft, in missiles and in exacting ground and 
sea applications AIVIPHENOL MINNIE connectors 
will provide outstanding service. Any company 
working with environmentally -resistant 
connectors is invited to write for complete 
MINNIE information. 

Unitized end grommet, 
stainless steel bayonet 
slots and pins, hooded 
socket contacts are other 
Minni E features. 

41111111111 CONNECTOR DIVISION 

Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS 

stage, followed by a 200 -mc am- 
plifier of 100 db gain. An integral 
3 -db attenuator and an output 
meter, plus a separate filtered de- 
tector are included. Intended for 
use in testing tube performance 
in r -f tuners or preamplifiers at 
200 mc, it is designed to JETEC 
5.4 subcommittee specs as a stand- 
ard test set for the tube industry. 
Circle 209 on Reader Service Card. 

High Vacuum Coaters 
large work chambers 

KINNEY MFG. DIVISION, The New 
York Air Brake Co., 3529 Washing- 
ton St., Boston 30, Mass. The PH 
series high vacuum evaporators 
have work chambers large enough 
for high production processing of 
small parts or the handling of large 
objects-up to 6 ft in length. Work 
chambers provide volumes of 50, 

100 and 175 ca ft. Chambers of 
greater volume are also available. 
Circle 210 on Reader Service Card. 

Machine Tool 
ultrasonic unit 

THE SHEFFIELD CORP., Dayton 1, 

Ohio. Strikingly different in design 
and operation, a new space -saving, 
cost-cutting ultrasonic machine tool 



does the work of 8 conventional ma- 
chines. It was designed to meet in- 
dustry's need for a more economical 
and efficient method of machining 
hard and brittle materials such as 
germanium, silicon, ferrite, glass, 
and quartz in ever-increasing quan- 
tities. A single magnetostrictive 
transducer mounted in the well of 
the table transmits 20,000 ultra- 
sonic machining strokes per sec to 
each station by means of the curved 
cylindrical ultrasonic transmission 
lines. A remote 1,000 w h -f elec- 
tronic generator drives the trans- 
ducer. Circle 211 on Reader Serv- 
ice Card. 

OR.T'RON 
EIfCTRr1N,C5 

Time Delay Relays 
rugged, precise 

ORTRON ELECTRONICS, 29 Lincoln 
Ave., Orange, N. J., announces the 
new Hi -Gee thermal time delay re- 
lay. It is made to conform to all 
existing MIL specs including MIL - 
R -5757 and MIL Standard 202. Life 
expectancy is 50,000 to 100,000 
guaranteed operations at rated 
load. Vibration tests showed no 
structural damage to units or 
change in time setting. Shock test 
of 15 shocks of 50 g's showed same. 
Contact arrangement is spst either 
normally open or normally closed. 
Circle 212 on Reader Service Card. 

Ì 4 ) 

R -F Connectors 
less assembly time 
AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION of 
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp., 
Chicago, Ill. A new line of BNC r -f 

connectors can be assembled in half 
the time of ordinary connectors. 
Called Quick -Crimp, they are par- 
tially pre -assembled before ship- 
ment into only three basic parts 
(plus an optional boot) as compared 
to as many as 10 parts in a standard 
BNC connector. Family consists of 
19 different connectors which mate 
with standard BNC's if desired. 
Voltage rating is 500 v peak; vswr 
is low up to 10 kmc. 

H -V Resins 
high heat 

ARIES LABORATORIES, INC., 45-33 
Davis St., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Impregnating and encapsulating 
resins that withstand higher tem- 
peratures are offered under the des- 
ignation Aritemp 215 and Aritemp 
221. They pass the requirements for 
Class H insulating compounds. 
Transformer coils impregnated 
with Aritemp 221 and then encap- 
sulated in Aritemp 215 resisted a 
test voltage of 8,000 v for more than 
1,000 hr at temperatures up to 
200 C. Circle 213 on Reader Serv- 
ice Card. 

Spectrometer 
automatic 
RADIATION INSTRUMENT DEVELOP- 
MENT LABORATORY, INC., 5737 S. 
Halsted St., Chicago 21, Ill. Model 
50-1 automatic spectrometer con- 
sists of model 33-1 single channel 
pulse height analyzer (modified 
ORNL Q-1192) containing an Ar- 
gonne type A61 nonoverloading 
linear amplifier, a model 39-2 elec- 
tronic sweep -count rate meter and 
h -v supply plus a Brown ElectroniK 
recorder. An electronic sweep cir- 
cuit is used to automatically scan 
the spectrum between any two pre - 

ace 
available 

-from 

AUTORIZED 

IMP." 
DISTRIBUTORS 

fac e g 
ycfce.ts 

DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION 

Ana phenol -Borg Electronic Corporation 
BROADVIEW, ILLINOIS 
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In tubes ... its 
CBS-HYTRON 

YOU can be part of 
the inside story! 

CBS-HYTRON 
SEEKS 

ENGINEERS 
in the fields of 

DEVELOPMENT 
Design and production of special pur- 
pose tubes in development laboratory. 

PRODUCTION 
Analysis, development and initiation 
of improvements of both tube designs 
and production processes. 

Experience is desired; however, applicants 
with limited background will be welcomed. 
Exceptional opportunity to join a rapidly 
expanding, nationally -known company that 
puts emphasis on individual achievement 
by maintaining close relationship between 
management and the individual. 
CBS-HYTRON offers attractive salaries, a 
complete employee benefit program, and 
a company sponsored educational plan. 

Send resume to Nicholas 1. Bradley 
Placement Administrator 

ELECTRON TUBES C B S- H Y T R O N 

CBS 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

DANVERS PLANT 
A Division of 
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 

100 Endicott Street 
DANVERS, MASSACHUSETTS 
Danvers is a suburb of Boston 

determined levels from 0 to 85 v, 
then resets and repeats cycle. Cir- 
cle 214 on Reader Service Card. 

Ferroxcube 
for microwave 
FERROXCUBE CORP. OF AMERICA, 
Saugerties, N. Y. Designated as 
Ferroxcube 5, a new material is cur- 
rently being offered in a variety of 
shapes and sizes for use in rotation, 
resonance and field displacement 
isolators and other unidirectional 
devices operating in S, X, K, Q or 
V bands. Circle 215 on Reader 
Service Card. 

CONE GtOUND {NNW if NISUtAmEG 
PANG YtfSSU{f RING 6USNING 

l 

MAD 

Conduit Fittings 
weathertight 
SPRING CITY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., 
Spring City, Pa., has announced a 
complete line of weathertight con- 
duit expansion fittings to relieve the 
strain of expansion and contraction 
in long runs of conduit. Different 
types are available in ferrous and 
nonferrous metals, for rigid conduit 
or EMT, and for deflection in addi- 
tion to expansion and contraction. 
Circle 216 on Reader Service Card. 

Precision Pot 
noise -free 
NEW ENGLAND INSTRUMENT CO., 320 
Main St., Woonsocket, R. I. Each 
section of the new model 158 4-w, 
multisection, wirewound pot passes 
a rigid test for noise at -55 C, 

thereby assuring noise -free opera- 
tion over the temperature range 
-55 C to +105 C. Under certain 
combinations of service conditions, 
life up to 5 million revolutions can 
be expected. Available in resistances 
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Quan-Tech's Model 303 
Wave and Noise Spectrum Analyzer 

NEW 

Quan-Tech's completely tran- 
sistorized Model 303 is designed 
especially for applications in 
the fields of ultrasonics and noise 
spectrum analysis. A switch 
enables you to select any of 
four constant bandwidths. 
The two broadest positions are 
flat topped, vastly increasing 
the simplicity and accuracy of 
noise measurements, and facili- 
tating tuning at high frequencies. 

...for measuring harmonics and noise 
from 30 cycles to 100 kc 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 30 cycles to 100 kc., ±300 cycle vernier. 
VOLTAGE RANGE: 100 microvolts to 300 volts full scale. 
BANDWIDTH: -3 db at 10 and 30 cycles round top; 100 cycles and 

1 kc. flat top. 
MONITOR OUTPUT: Meter output and a voltage proportional to dial 

setting provide graphic display on oscilloscopes and X -Y recorders. 
DIMENSIONS: 1O%2'r H, 14" W, 1114" D overall. 

Wt. 28 lbs. 

Write for complete information uanTO h 
1010.0, O e e e s 

QUAN-TECH LABORATORIES Morristown, New Jersey 
CIRCLE 161 READERS SERVICE CARD 

MEET TOM EMMA 
Associate Editor, electronics 
FINANCE EXPERT 

Thomas Emma, BA, Columbia, is 
a U.S. Naval Reserve officer who 
was formerly a technical writer 
with IT&T. Tom prepares "Finan- 
cial Roundup"-a regular weekly 
business feature. In the coming 
months Tom will be concerned with 
radio communications, but he will 
be specifically involved with spec- 
trum useage problems. To keep 
abreast of finance in electronics, 
turn to Tom's weekly coverage of 
latest developments. To subscribe 
or renew your subscription, fill in 
box on Reader Service Card. Easy 
to use. Postage free. 

AB( electronics 
A McGraw-Hill Publication 

West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y. 
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
` 1 (ANYWHERE 

IN THE 
NAT/ON 

ELECTROLYTIC 
ND 

PAPER 

CONDENSERS 
"35 YEARS OF PROVEN 

DEPENDABILITY" 

COSMIC CONDENSER CO. 
853 WHITTIER STREET, BRONX, N. Y. 

need 

high vacuum 

components ? 

The Stokes 4 -inch Ring -Jet Diffusion 
Pump combines high pumping speed 
with very high forepressure tolerance. 
Maximum pumping speed is 655 cfm 
at 1 micron. Larger 6-, 10-, and 16 -inch 
units are available for pumping re- 
quirements up to 12,000 cfm. 

J 
STOKES makes a complete 

line of vacuum components 
. . . advance -designed and 
engineered to help make your 
vacuum systems more pro- 
ductive. Each unit reflects 
Stokes' unparalleled experi- 
ence, pioneering leadership 
and wealth of vacuum 
technology. 
The product list includes: 
Diffusion Pumps, Vapor 
Booster Pumps, Mechanical 
Pumps, Vacuum Gages and 
Valves. 
For full information on any 
or all, just print your name 
below and attach this ad to 
your letterhead. 

Ilill in nome) 

Vacuum Equipment Division 
F. J. STOKES CORP. 

5564 Tabor Rd., Phila. 20, Pa. 

STOKES 
ELECTRONICS - May 15, 1959 
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Full Measure of Precision.. 
In addition to their space and weight saving 

advantages, RVG Precision Potentiometers pro- 
vide high accuracy characteristics you'd ordinarily 
expect only in conventional, larger pots. These 
units meet or exceed all applicable MIL specs, are 
rugged and resistant to extreme shock and vibra- 
tion. All can be ganged. Plenty of design poten- 
tial! For outline of suggested applications, write 
THE GAMEWELL COMPANY, Newton Upper Falls 
64, Massachusetts. 

RVG-8T - %" diam. Trimmer and precision 
servo types. Rated 2 watts at 85°C derated to 0 
watts at 150°C. Resistance ranges from 20 ohms 
to 50K ohms (100K available). Linearities: stand- 
ard for trimmer ±3%; servo ±1% (±0.5% or 
better available when resolution permits). Trim- 
mers stocked in 10 values from 100 ohms to 75K. 

RVG-10 - %" diam. Threaded bushing standard. 
Servo mount and ball bearings also available. 
Max. Res. 30,000 ohms: ±5%. Min. Res. 25 
ohms: ±5%. Linearity (standard) ±0.5%. 

RVG-14 -W diam. Servo mount with sleeve 
bearings standard. Ball bearings also available. 
Max. Res. 50,000 ohms: ±5%. Min. Res. 40 
ohms: ±5%. Linearity (standard) ±0.570, (spe- 
,cial) 0.25%. 

ALL® 
PRECISION 

POTENTIOMETERS 

CIRCLE 160 READERS SERVICE CARD 

11111111111/11/ 
ENGINEERS 

Newport Beach, Southern California... 

Holds the Key to YOUR Future! 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY'S young and rapidly expanding sub- 
sidiary, Aeronutronic Systems, Inc. is now offering outstanding 
opportunities for an exciting and highly rewarding career to 
Compute? Engineers. capable of making significant contribu- 
tions to advanced computer technology. 

AERONUTRONIC-a dynamic new name in science and re- 
search-is moving into the future fast. The first phases of a 

new Research Center are nearing completion at Newport Beach, 
where California living can be enjoyed at its finest. You'll 
work in an intellectual atmosphere-in a community away 
ftom congestion, yet close to most of Southern California's 
cultural and educational centers. 

These positions are now open: 
Systems Engineers Logical Designers 
Magnetic Memory Engineers Circuit Engineers 
Communications Engineers Mechanical Engineers 
Digital Computer Programmers Optical Engineers 

Transistorized Circuit Engineers 

Mr. 
Q 

L..ifR. 
applicants 

Aeronutronic 
are 

Systems,d 
t send resumes or 

486,in 
ewries 

Mr. R. Staple, Inc., Box NK Newport 
o 

Beach, California. 

COMPUTER DIVISION I AERONUTRONIC 
A Subsidiary of Ford Motor Company 

Newport Beach Glendale Santa Ana Maywood, California 

/111111111\ 

- - 

up to 150,000 ohms, the standard 
model 158 has an independent line- 
arity of ±-0.25 percent, resistance 
tolerance of ±5 percent, and resolu- 
tion of 0.05 percent. Insulation re- 
sistance is 100,000 megohms. Circle 
217 on Reader Service Card. 

Dielectric Tester 
portable unit 
PESCHEL ELECTRONICS, INC., Town - 
ers, Patterson, N. Y. Dielectric test- 
ing in vacuum, or atmospheres 
other than air, is simplified by the 
availability of a packaged unit, 
model H2O DC-XVP, which com- 
bines in one unit a dielectric test set 
and a two -stage vacuum pump with 
bell jar assembly. High altitude ce- 
ramic terminals, bushings, connec- 
tors and insulating material in gen- 
eral can now be conveniently tested 
by placing them within the bell jar 
of this test set. Circle 218 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Resolvers 
winding -compensated 

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC., 1025 
W. Seventh St., Los Angeles 17, 

Calif. Winding-com.pensated re- 
solvers are now available in the 
miniature size 8 configuration. 
They weigh only 1.2 oz and have 
a frame diameter of 0.750 in., with 
maximum frame length of 1.241 in. 
Units are designed for the 26-v, 
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400 -cps input signals that are 
characteristic of aircraft and 
missile instrumentation systems. 
An important feature is that the 
slip ring and wiper assembly is 
designed to withstand shock loads 
up to 45 g at 2,000 cps. Circle 219 
on Reader Service Card. 

Drift Transistors 
pnp alloy type 
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, Somer- 
ville, N. J. Three new drift transis- 
tors-RCA-2N643, 2N644 and 2N- 
645-of the pnp alloy type, are in- 
tended for use in high-speed non - 
saturating switching circuits of 
computers such as inverters, flip- 
flops and logic gates where high 
gain -bandwidth product and pulse 
repetition rates up to 10 me are 
primary design requirements. They 
feature a minimum gain -bandwidth 
product of 20, 40, and 60 mc, re- 
spectively. Circle 220 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Soldering Device 
for p -c use 

WELLESLEY ENGINEERS, 15 State St., 
Wellesley, Mass. A new concept in 
printed circuit soldering is made 
available at very low cost, for in- 
stallation in existing soldering pots. 
A continuously recirculating wave 
of solder gives linear contact solder- 
ing with less distortion, less de - 
lamination; eliminates icicles, and 
eliminates "cold" joints. It cuts re- 
jects and rework. Circle 221 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Anhydride 
for epoxy curing 
HEYDEN NEWPORT CHEMICAL CORP., 
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, 

Where only the best 
is good enough .. . 

MODEL 440-A 

Krohn -Hite oscillators are used 

In basic electronic instruments for lab or test work, less than 
the best may be a dangerously bad bargain. Unexpected limita- 
tions - of reliability, range, precision - can throw out weeks 
of work on today's jobs, and can make tomorrow's tougher jobs 
untouchable. 

The best instrument of its type is probably a bit more expensive, 
but it's worth buying ... because you can believe in it today, 
and will rely on it tomorrow. An example is the Krohn -Hite 
Model 440-A wide range push-button oscillator. Here are some 
facts about it. 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 0.001 cps to 100 kc, continuous coverage. 

CALIBRATION ACCURACY: ± 1% from 1 cps to 10 kc, ± 3% from 
0.01 to 1 cps and from 10 kc to 100 kc. 

RESETABILITY: exact for push-button resetting, subject only to 
drift of less than 0.05% per hour. 

SINE WAVE OUTPUT: 10 volts rms open circuit, 100 milliwatts 
into 1000 ohms; amplitude constant within ± 0.25 db from 
0.1 cps to 10 kc. 

SINE WAVE DISTORTION: less than 0.1% from 1 cps to 10 kc, less 
than 1% from 0.01 to 1 cps and from 10 kc to 100 kc. 

SQUARE WAVE OUTPUT: 10 volts peak to peak open circuit, 5 
volts peak to peak across 1500 ohms; amplitude constant within 
± 1% at any frequency; rise time less than 0.5 microsecond. 

There's a lot more you should know about the 440-A ... and 
about the other Krohn -Hite oscillators, tunable electronic 
filters, power supplies and amplifiers. In all of them, you'll 
find the same far -ahead engineering, design and construction. 
Because K -H instruments are good enough even for tomorrow's 
most critical work, they are increasingly chosen today where 
reliability and precision are needed. 

Write for your free copy of the new Krohn -Hite Catalog. 

Krohn -Hite CORPORATION 

580 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Mass. 
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Install... 
ATIONAL Molded Activated 

TRADE-MARH 

Carbon Getters 
in your sealed electronic relay. 

Here's why: 

LARGE CAPACITY - For contaminants 
which contribute to contact point failure. 

STRONG - Will not break down or dust even 

under severe mechanical operating conditions. 

MOLDED - Getter can be formed to fit your 
relay. 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, WRITE ... 

"National" and "Union Carbide" are 
registered trade -marks of Union Carbide Corporation 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY 
Division of Union Carbide Corporation 

1300 Lakeside Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio 

CIRCLE 164 READERS SERVICE CARD 

PLATING 
OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS... 

TRANSISTORS ... DIODES ... RECTIFIERS... 

CAPACITORS 

GOLD SILVER RHODIUM NICKLE PLATINUM PALLADIUM 

KNOW HOW ... 
Our present customers include many 
leading manufacturers of electronic com- 
ponents, several of whom use us as a 

secondary plating source. 

Our modern equipment insures tight 
conformity to specifications...volume 
production...quality control. 

Manufacturers of transistors, diodes, rec- 

tifiers and capacitors have found our 
Research & Development Unit familiar 
with today's precious metal plating 
difficulties. 
Send for our electronic plating brochure 
...or have our representative call. 

30,000 SQ. FT. DEVOTED TO ELECTRONIC PLATING AND RESEARCH 

SPECIALISTS IN METAL PLATING SINCE 1936 

SPECTRONIC PLATING CO., 
A DIVISION OF SPECTRANOME PLATING CO. INC. 

330 W. 13th St., New York 14, N.Y. ALgonquin 5-8677 

INC. 

N. Y., announces Beta -S, a new 
liquid dicarboxylic anhydride. As 
a curing agent it is suitable for 
systems used in impregnating, 
potting, casting, laminating, tool- 
ing and coatings. The low density 
offered by Beta -S cured epoxies 
is expected to promote material 
economy in potting and casting. 
For aircraft and missile applica- 
tion, the cured resin's low density 
can save weight for increased pay- 
loads. Circle 222 on Reader Serv- 
ice Card. 

tee 

Accelerometers 
for high temperature 
COLUMBIA RESEARCH LABORATORIES, 
McDade Blvd. and Bullens Lane, 
Woodlyn, Pa., has introduced a line 
of crystal accelerometers which op- 
erate in an amhient temperature 
range between -65 F and 540 F 
without cooling or correction. They 
utilize a newly developed piezoelec- 
tric crystal in a true compression 
type seismic system to provide an 
accuracy of ± 5 percent over broad 
acceleration and frequency ranges. 
Line consists of 16 accelerometers 
ranging from heavy duty to sub- 
miniature models with sensitivities 
from 30 mv/g to 1 mv/g. Circle 223 
on Reader Service Card. 

Switch 
current -sensitive 
THERMOCAL, INC., 1627 Colorado 
St., Santa Monica, Calif., announces 
the Pyristor, a single shot, current - 
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sensitive switch designed for dr- 
cuitry testing purposes, bypassing 
squibs, protective devices against 
surge currents, and applicable in 
current -operated triggering devices. 
They are hermetically sealed and 
available in normally open and nor- 
mally closed single -pole types. 
Circle 224 on Reader Service Card. 

Heat Radiator 
for transistors 

THE BIRTCHER CORP., 4371 Valley 
Blvd., Los Angeles 32, Calif. Model 
3AL-672 transistor heat radiator 
offers an inexpensive method of 
cooling diamond shape transistors 
as much as 30 C under typical 
operating conditions. Providing 
12 sq in of radiating surface, it 
is ideal for use with transistors 
when they are used above ground 
potential and heat cannot escape 
into the chassis. The device at- 
taches with the transistor to the 
chassis and does not interfere 
with operation or servicing. Circle 
225 on Reader Service Card. 

VTVOM 
multifunction 
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORP., 
625 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 
Model 107A directly measures peak 
to peak voltages in 6 ranges from 
0.2 v to 2,800 v. For a -c rms voltages 
it is capable of measuring in 6 
ranges from 0.1 IT to 1,000 v. Ca- 
pacitance can be measured in 6 
ranges from 50 µµf to 5,000 µf. Re- 
sistance from 0.2 ohm to 1,000 meg- 
ohms can be measured in 6 ranges. 
Unit can also measure inductance 
from 1.4 henrys to 140,000 henrys 
in 4 ranges. Circle 226 on Reader 
Service Card. 

5tect,td-Peeüe, %PLC. 

FAST PULSE GENERATOR 
MODEL 2125B 10 cps to 100kc 

0.1 to 100 us pulse width 
0 to 100 µs advance or delay 
0.02 µs rise time 
50 v into 50 ohms 

Evaluating a Magnetic Core at Hughes Aircraft Co. 
-with the Electro -Pulse, Inc. Model 21258 iYrr 

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO. 

Only one of the many applications for the fast 
rise time high power output of the 2125B. 
These units are now in operation in laboratories 
across the U.S.A. 

With optional delayed or advanced operation, 
and direct coupled output, the 2125B is ideal 
for delay line and pulse transformer tests, 
RADAR range simulation, and a wide variety 
of uses in pulse circuit study and design. 

The 2125B is one of several general and special purpose pulse 
generators manufactured by Electro -Pulse. Others include 
Precision Pulse Generators, Pulse Code Generators, Variable Pulse 
Generators, Time Delay Generators, Pulse Oscillators, 
Voltage and Current Calibrators, and Electronic Counters. 

Representatives 
in Major Cities 

Write for Catalog 1958-59ED 

Model 34508 
MEGACYCLE PULSE GENERATOR 

Stece,t0.-Peeide, Tete, 
11861 TEALE ST., CULVER CITY, CALIF. Phone: TExas 0-8006 or EXmonf 8-6764 
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You get more than 'hardware' 

when you buy from Bowmar 
The big plus factor in all Bowmar de- 

signed components and assemblies is 

RELIABILITY. You can't hear it, touch it 

or see it ... but it's there, your Bowmar 

insurance policy against performance 
mediocrity or failure. 

When your project calls for precision 

counting or indicating devices ... preci- 

sion gearheads or speed reducers .. . 

precision electromechanical assemblies, 

Bowmar is the firm most experienced and 

best equipped to design and produce them 

for you. 

Bowmar has the facilities and know how 

to manufacture these devices in quantities 

from single prototypes to thousands .. 
all to your most demanding performance 

requirements. 

SEND NOW FOR BOWMAR HANDBOOK 

PRECISION 

COUNTING 

DEVICES 

PRECISION 

GEARHEADS 

AND SPEED 

REDUCERS 

PRECISION 

SERVO 

PACKAGES 

358 

'BOWMAR CORPORATION 
INSTRUMENT 

8000 Bluffton Road Fort Wayne, Indiana 

CIRCLE 166 READERS SERVICE CARD 

New EDIN B -SERIES 
Oscillograph Amplifiers 

EDIN has met these specs -ARE THEY YOURS? 

GAIN: to 100,000 STABILITY: Down to 
10µv equivalent input drift/hr. FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE: DC to 1500 cps t 1 % INPUT 
IMPEDANCE: 2 megohms, for use with wide 
variety of transducers REJECTION RATIOS: 
Better than 20,000 to 1 CALIBRATION: In- 

ternal PACKAGING: Standard 19" rack - 
panel or portable case 

fdin . 

Edin's new line of maximum stability os- 
cillograph amplifiers provides precise am- 
plification of signals over an extremely 
wide measurement -level spectrum. 

Whether you want to measure a brain - 
wave or the crushing force of a 20 -ton 
press . . . the efficiency parameters of 
an air gage or a welding machine, one of 
the B -Series special purpose amplifiers 
will handle the job to perfection. 

Write now for complete technical data 
on the entire line of Edin Oscillograph 
Recording Instrumentation. 

A DIVISION OF EPSCO, INCORPORATED 588 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston 15, Mass. 

Literature of 

MATERIALS 

Plastics. Emerson & Cuming, 
Inc., 869 Washington St., Canton, 
Mass. Physical and electrical 
properties, interesting features, 
major uses and general remarks 
on a wide variety of plastics for 
electronics are given in a colorful 
wall chart. Circle 250 on Reader 
Service Card. 

COMPONENTS 

Counting Units. Landis & Gyr, 
Inc., 45 W. 45th St., New York 36, 
N. Y. A new bulletin illustrates 
and describes Sodeco single -dec- 
ade counting units and shows their 
varied applications. Circle 251 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Crystal Case Relay. Wheelock 
Signals, Inc., Long Branch, N. J. 
Technical data on a new micro- 
miniature crystal case relay are 
given in bulletin 160-1. Circle 252 
on Reader Service Card. 

Single -Turn Pot. Helipot Divi- 
sion of Beckman Instruments, Inc., 
2500 Fullerton Rd., Fullerton, 
Calif. Data sheet 1543 details the 
1I'd in. all -metal single -turn series 
5400 precision potentiometer. Cir- 
cle 253 on Reader Service Card. 

Transformers. Sterling Trans- 
former Corp., 297 North 7th St., 
Brooklyn 11, N. Y. A new catalog 
of contour molded Clipper series 
transformers for 400 cycle opera- 
tion is now available. Circle 254 
on Reader Service Card. 

EQUIPMENT 

F -M Transmitters and Ampli- 
fiers. Industrial Transmitters and 
Antennas, Upper Darby, Pa. A line 
of f -m transmitters and amplifiers 
are covered in a recent 4 -page 
folder. Circle 255 on Reader Serv- 
ice Card. . 

Portable Tape Recorders. Am- 
plifier Corp. of America, 398 
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the Week 
Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. A 
6 -page brochure covers the Trans- 
Magnemites - professional, tran- 
sistorized, battery -operated spring - 
motor tape recorders.-Circle 256 
on Reader Service Card. 

Insertion Loss Test Set. Wein- 
schel Engineering, 10503 Metro- 
politan Ave., Kensington, Md. A 
new edition of Application Notes 
No. 4 describes a dual channel sys- 
tem for measurement of insertion 
loss up to 20 db with an accuracy 
of 0.02 db per 10 db at any fre- 
quencies for which power sources 
and bolometers are available. Cir- 
cle 257 on Reader Service Card. 

Microwave Equipment. Sperry 
Microwave Electronics Co., Divi- 
sion of Sperry Rand Corp., Clear- 
water, Fla. Publication No. SJ-60- 
004 contains illustrations and tech- 
nical data on a wide variety of 
Microline equipment. Circle 258 
on Reader Service Card. 

Multiplex. H. H. Scott Inc., 111 
Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. 
A four -page folder contains a mes- 
sage that will help answer ques- 
tions about multiplex and multi- 
plex adaptors. Circle 259 on 
Reader Service Card. 

FACILITIES 

Countermeasures. Instruments 
for Industry, Inc., 101 New South 
Road, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y., an- 
nounces a brochure on its history 
and extensive background in the 
design and manufacture of auto- 
matic wideband countermeasures, 
special equipment and complete 
systems. Included are illustrations 
of its engineering facilities. Cir- 
cle 260 on Reader Service Card. 

Automatic Systems. Atronic 
Products Inc., Bala -Cynwyd, Pa. A 
recent brochure discusses the com- 
pany's services which include 
system engineering, advanced tech- 
nique development, and packaged 
components for the automatic con- 
trol of industrial processes. Circle 
261 on Reader Service Card. 

a silicone resin sleeving 
so flexible you can get it 
in spools or coils! 

FLEXIBLE - may be manipulated at all tempera- 
tures, -70° to +500° F. without cracking or 
checking. Dielectric strength remains even when 
sleeving is knotted. 
HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH -up to 7000' 
Volts, depending on grade. Certified to meet 
government specification MIL -I-3190, latest re- 
vision. 

RADIATION RESISTANT - retains nonconduc- 
tive properties under greater -than -average ran- 
dom intensities. 

WIDE RANGE OF SIZES - .010" I.D. to 3" 
I.D. Larger sizes possible. 
COLOR CODED - available in 12 brilliant, 
non -fading colors. 

CHOICE OF LENGTHS - for the first time, 
continuous lengths up to 5000 feet available, thus 
eliminating waste. 36 inch lengths where pre- 
ferred. 
DEPENDABLE, FAST DELIVERY - Immediate 
delivery on standard items from stock . . . 48 
hours for new production. 

v 

VARGLAS 
SILICONE RESIN 

SLEEVING 

Extremely useful where minia- 
turization increases heat and 
dielectric load on smaller wires, 
Varglas Silicone Resin "500" is 
only one of many sleevings 
made by Varfiex for this type 
of service. If you have a special 
insulating problem, call on our 
engineers for modifications of 
existing products, or for de- 
velopmental work to meet 
stringent new requirements. 

Send for free test samples. 

MeSALES CO., INC. 
"Never Satisfied Until You Are" 

Manufacturers of Electrical Insulating Tubing and Sleeving 308 N. Jay St., Rome, N. Y. 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE 

Kearfott Opens 8th Facility 
KEARFOTT Co., INC., recently expanded its engineering division into 
newly -leased quarters in Clifton, N. J. The aircraft instrument concern 
will now occupy four facilities in Clifton, in addition to four other build- 
ings in Little Falls and Paterson, N. J. The plant, a two-story structure, 
contains approximately 33,000 sq ft. 

Robert N. Brown, Kearfott vice-president and director of engineering, 
explains the expansion was made to relieve pressure on the company's 
existing engineering plant in Clifton. In the past few months, he says, 
the company has won many new development contracts covering equip- 
ment for some of the nation's leading aircraft and guided missile pro- 
grams. 

The new facility will house an electromechanical pilot plant, a drafting 
section and other supporting departments. 

Located in New Jersey since 1951, Kearfott has grown from 244 em- 
ployees to more than 4,500 people engaged in the development, manufac- 
ture and sale of precision systems and components for airborne and missile 
navigation and control. Among the programs in which the company is 
active are the Navy's Polaris missile, the Air Force's Atlas ICBM, and 
many other military and commercial developments. Kearfott reports its 
equipment is used in nearly all U. S. military manned aircraft and in more 
than 20 missiles of all types. 

DCA Subsidiary 
Names New V -P 
AS PART of its new program of de- 
centralizing executive authority, 
Dynamics Corp. of America has 
named Jack F. Lepre to the newly - 
created post of vice president in 
charge of industrial relations and 
special projects for its wholly -owned 
subsidiary, Reeves Instrument 
Corp. 

Lepre will have full charge of la- 
bor relations at the DCA subsidi- 
ary's 2,500 -employee plant at Roose- 
velt Field, L. I., N. Y. He will also 
undertake special assignments from 
Raymond F Kelley, president and 

board chairman of both DCA and 
Reeves Instrument, and from J. 
Bryan Straley, executive vice presi- 
dent of Reeves. 

Briggs Adds to 
Staff and Lab 
AN INCREASE in scope of business 
activity has led to appointment of 
several persons to the professional 
staff and to the occupancy of an ad- 
ditional 5,000 sq ft of laboratory 
space, announces Thomas H. Briggs, 
president of Briggs Associates, Inc., 
Norristown, Pa. 

To the newly established position 
of manager of accounting is ap- 
pointed Leonard A. Colavita, for- 
merly assistant controller of Art - 
loom Industries, Inc. 

An engineering sales position has 
been created with appointment of 
K. Kennard Gross, field engineer, 
formerly chief engineer of Keystone 
Transformer Co. 

Appointed to a further newly es- 
tablished position of technical ed- 
itor is Anne Seel Bikle, formerly 
technical writer at Burroughs Corp. 

Additions to the engineering staff 
include J. W. Moller, electrical en- 
gineer and Frank L. Egenstafer, 
test equipment engineer formerly 
associated with Revner Industries 
and RCA, respectively. 

Vacuum Expert 
Heads Army R&D 
RICHARD S. MORSE, 47, specialist in 
high vacuum technology, takes over 
June 1 as director of research and 
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Far .052 application heles OA .400 cen-ers 

New 
Test Jacks for Printed Circuits 

Designed for permanent assembly to printed 
circuit boards, these new test jacks by Ucinite 
are easily accessible to standard .080 test probes 
and eliminate the need for individual adaptor 
boards. 

Simple, economical construction ensures reli- 
ability and reasonable cost. Gold -over -silver- 
plated beryllium copper contacts provide de- 
pendable, low -resistance connections. Nylon 
bodies are available in eleven standard code 
colors specified as follows: Part number 
(119437) plus letter suffix ... A -Opaque 

9 

7R 

fM 

White, B -Red, C -Black, D -Brown, E -Green, 
F -Orange, G -Blue, H -Yellow, J -Gray, 
K -Violet, .L -White translucent. 

With an experienced staff of design engineers 
plus complete facilities for volume production 
of metal and plastic parts and assemblies, 
Ucinite is capable of supplying practically any 
requirement for fasteners, connectors, switches 
and other small metal and metal -and -plastics 
assemblies. Call your nearest Ucinite or 
United -Carr representative for full informa- 
tion or write directly to us. 

ManuFactured by 

The IJCINITE COMPANY 
Division of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Newtonville, Mass. 
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INTERMETALL 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

INTERMETALL- 
having been the first European 
manufacturer to offer silicon tran- 
sistors - is now prepared for world- 
wide distribution of Silicon and 
Germanium semiconductors. 

Here are typical components rated 
to fit a wide range of your applica- 
tions: 

PNP Silicon transistors with 330 
mW dissipation at 45°C 
Silicon Zener and Zeiler power 
diodes with a range from 5 to 11 
and 5 to 36 volts, respectively 
Silicon junction diodes with PIV 
of up to 320 volts and rectifiers 
with max. ratings of: PIV 700 
volts, forward current 1, 2 A 

PNP Germanium AF and RF junc- 
tion transistors 
Hearing aid transistors for stand- 
ard and miniature aids 

Should you come to Europe, please 
see us at booth 41 during the Lon- 
don International Transistor Exhibi- 
tion, May 21 -27th, 1959. 

INTERMETALL 
G. 
m. 
b. 

Königsallee 14-16 H. 

Düsseldorf, West Germany 

DIVISION OF 

CLEVITE 
.CoOPOA«IDN 

development for the Army. 
Morse organized National Re- 

search Corp., Cambridge, Mass., and 
served as its president since 1940. 

A graduate of MIT, he did ad- 
' vanced work in physics at the Uni- 
versity of Munich, Germany. From 
1935 to 1940, he was engaged in 
sound and color reproduction work 
at Eastman Kodak Co. 

Last year, Morse was named 
chairman of the Army Scientific 
Advisory Panel, and in this capacity 
served as a member of the DOD De- 
fense Science Board. 

In the Army R&D post, Morse 
succeeds William H. Martin. 

New president of National Re- 
search is chemist Hugh S. Fer- 
guson. 

BREI Expands 
BABCOCK RADIO ENGINEERING, INC., 
has increased its facilities in Costa 
Mesa, Calif., with the addition of a 
25,000 sq ft production building. 
In less than two years the company 
has quadrupled its employees and 
doubled its plant area. 

Babock is engaged in the design 
and manufacture of guidance 
control equipment for missile tar- 
get aircraft, transmitters, coding 
and decoding systems and a variety 
of test equipment used throughout 
the electronics and missile indus- 
tries. 

Engineer Group 
Starts New Firm 
FOUNDING of new company, Metco 
Inc. (Microwave Electronic Tube 
Co.) in Salem, Mass., is announced 
by 11 engineers who resigned their 
posts at Bomac Laboratories Inc. in 
nearby Beverly, a subsidiary of 
Varian Associates. 

Heading the new corporation are 
Richard J. Broderick, former treas- 
urer of Bomac and now president - 
treasurer of Metco; and Harold 
Heins, who was Bomac vice presi- 
dent for engineering and becomes 
executive vice president of Metco. 

Firm will concentrate on micro- 
wave R&D and manufacture of 
microwave tubes and devices. With 
14 employees, Metco scheduled start 

"If you would like to be a member 
of a select corps of Engineers, 
working for an interesting, grow- 
ing company .. in one of the 
country's most stimulating areas 
.. I invite you to write to Temco. 
Temco's growth is sound and 
planned, its products are diversi- 
fied and challenging, our facilities 
are modern. Every benefit, for you 
professionally and in good living 
for you and your famiy, is here. 
Below are some of the areas in 
which jobs are open now." 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Graduate Electronics Engineer or 
Physicist to perform analysis and de- 
sign of instrumentation, telemetering, 
and other data -gathering components 
for use in missile and electronic sys- 
tem test programs. Individual will de- 
velop the instrumentation system con- 
cept, make decisions on the most 
practicable types, application, and ar- 
rangement of equipment, and perform 
actual design of components, circuits, 
and linking of the entire system. 

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

Graduate Electronics, Mechanical, 
Aeronautical Engineer, or Mathema- 
tician or Physicist to perform analysis 
and design of automatic flight control 
equipment and corresponding missile 
stabilization mechanisms. Individual 
will be responsible for analyzing the 
performance characteristics of partic- 
ular configurations and developing 
motion -sensitive electronic apparatus 
and servo -mechanisms to provide the 
necessary control -surface corrections 
and make guided or directed flight 
possible. 

Write BILL G. HICKEY 

Supervisor Technical Employment 
Room 405E, P. O. Box 0191 

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION DALLAS 22, TEXAS 

CIRCLE 169 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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of production two weeks after firm 
was founded. Broderick said it is 
expected employment will reach 
about 100 within a year. 

Both Broderick and Heins are 
founding directors. Broderick said 
selection of other board members 
would be announced in the near fu- 
ture, simultaneously with disclosure 
of the financial backing for the new 
firm. 

Metco has taken over a former 
CBS-Hytron plant in Salem, which 
had been vacant since 1957. 

News of Reps 
The A. P. M. Sales Corp., Yonkers, 
N. Y., appoints five new sales reps 
to handle its line of high-pressure 
seals and fasteners. Reps and the 
areas they cover are: 

Koehler & Pasmore-Michigan; 
Jack Geartner Co. - Florida; 
Wayne Goldie Co.-lower Califor- 
nia ; Morris Steel & Alum. Co.- 
New Mexico; J. Tyler Griffin - 
eastern Pennsylvania and south- 
ern New Jersey. 

Technical Representation of Glen - 
side, Pa., adds William S. Kendrick 
to its staff of technical sales engi- 
neers. Firm serves as mid -Atlantic 
sales rep for Atlantic Transformer 
Corp., International Telephone & 
Telegraph Corp., Stackpole Carbon 
Co., Times Wire & Cable Co., and 
Victory Engineering Corp. 

Howell Sales, Inc. of Denver, Colo., 
and Seattle, Wash., has been 
named by Inso Electronic Prod- 
ucts, Inc., Union, N. J., as its 
western sales rep. Inso, which pro- 
duces insulated wire, is a wholly - 
owned subsidiary of Adam Con- 
solidated Industries, Inc. 

Kurman Electric Co., Brooklyn, 
N. Y., appoints the D. R. Bittan Co. 
of Valley Stream, N. Y., as rep for 
the metropolitan New York and 
New Jersey area. 

M. W. Riedel & Co., electronic man- 
ufacturers' rep firm, is appointed 
sales rep for the line of magnetic 
components produced by Magnetic 
Circuit Elements, Inc., in the states 
of California and Arizona. 

Meet 
Bill Bushor and 
Sam Weber 

Associate Editors, electronics 

FEATURE ARTICLE EXPERTS 

Resumés: 
Bushor, William E., Lawrence Institute of Technol- 

ogy, BSEE, I. R. E. member. 9 years experience : 

U.S. Army (communications chief), Bell Aircraft (air- 
to-air missile), G. M. Research Labs, Sperry Gyro- 
scope, etc. Member Society Technical Writers. 

Weber, Samuel, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 
BSEE, I. R. E. member. 10 years diverse engineering 
experience: U. S. Navy, Barlow Electrical Mfg. Co., 
Curtiss-Wright, etc. Primarily in communications, 
uhf and microwave components and design, jet engine 
test instrumentation. 

Present Occupations: 
Bill Bushor is preparing a series to appear In 1959 

on medical electronics comprising. diagnostics, thera- 
peutics, prosthetics, and clinical and operative aids. 

Sam Weber is working on "Sophisticated Com- 
munications Methods" for the October 1959 issue. 
Report covers scatter systems, meteorburst trans- 
mission, satellite relays, carrier systems, etc. 

References: 
If you're not a subscriber, if your subscription is 

expiring, if you will miss exciting features "in -the - 
works" by electronics 26 -man staff, fill in box on 
Reader Service Card. Easy to use. Postage free. 

ABC) 'IBP electronics 
P. McGraw-Hill Publication 330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N.Y. 
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Send 
blueprint 

or samples 
for 

estimate 

WIRE 
FORMS 

arid 

METAL 
STAMPINGS 

We'll prove that our high 
speed production means 
lower unit costs for you! 

You'll save two ways - (1) the ini- 
tial low unit cost made possible by 
high speed machines; (2) precision 
and quality control guarantees accu- 
rate parts and performance. 

STRAIGHTENING AND CUTTING 

Perfect straight lengths to 12 feet. 
.0015 to .125 diameter. 

WIRE FORMS 

.0015 to .125 diameter. 

SMALL METAL STAMPINGS 

.0025 to .035 thickness. 
.062 to 3 inches wide. 

Specializing in production of parts 
for electronic, cathode ray tubes and 

transistors. 
Write for illustrated folder. 

ART WIRE AND STAMPING 
COMPANY 

18 Boyden Place, Newark 2, New Jersey 
CIRCLE 173 READERS SERVICE CARD 

COMMENT 
Single -Channel Stereo 

What is presently acclaimed to 
be stereophonic sound is in reality 
binaural. The third factor in stereo 
reproduction is the depth factor 
which is effected through acco}.isti- 
cal triangulation. 

This can be achieved by the place- 
ment of three microphones in an L 
configuration and providing re- 
covery through a complementary 
speaker arrangement. The dead 
spots common to binaural systems 
are not present in this type of reso- 
lution. The sound source is re- 
solved both laterally and in depth. 

Present stereo systems operate 
through a two -channel carrier. True 
stereo with three channels would 
employ a separate channel for each 
microphone and speaker. It is pos- 
sible to arrive at this effect with a 
single -channel system. 

The distance from a sound source 
to three microphones in an L forma- 
tion controls a time difference, or 
phase variation, among them. Since 
the inverse -square law also holds, 
the energies arriving at the micro- 
phones exhibit both phase and am- 
plitude differences. The difference 
in phase between the sound arising 
at the third (most distant) micro- 
phone and the summation energy 
from all three is the depth factor 
contributed by third microphone. 

Stereo reproduction attempts to 
pinpoint a precise level of acousti- 
cal energy commensurate with the 
initiating energy source. This can 
only be achieved by acoustical tri- 
angulation. 

If the three microphones are de- 
signed so that each will trigger a 
separately identifiable sync pulse at 
0 and 180 degrees, and cut off at 
some later time after reversing at 
90 and 270 degrees, and if a re- 
ceiver's speaker system were de- 
signed so that each complementary 
speaker would cut off and on in sync 
with the companion microphone, we 
would then have a single -channel 
stereo system comparable to a three - 
channel system. 

Analysis discloses that the 
speaker system will perform as de- 
sired, since any such piston -ac- 
tuated system is subject to rise time 
and any given speaker can respond 
only with the energy it has been 
permitted to accumulate by virtue 

BETTER 

Businesspaper advertising 

NI 

brings you information on 
new and better products, 
alerts you to new processes 
and production methods by 
which you can improve 

Mk your own products. That's 
1 t why it pays to read the ad- 

vertising in your business - 
paper. Helps you keep an 
ear to the ground for new 
and important develop- 
ments you can put to work - profitably. 

PRODUCTS 

dvertising 
works for you 

LOW ER 

Businesspaper advertising 
helps to lower prices of the 
products you buy and sell 
by broadening markets, 
building sales volume, 
bringing you cost -saving 
opportunities. When you're 
looking for ways to lower 
costs and prices . . . give 
better value ... and im- 
prove profits, it's the edi- 
torial pages of your busi- 
nesspapers that tell you, 
how-and the advertising 
pagesthattell you with what. 

PRICES 

dvertising 
works for you 

Businesspaper advertising 
helps create demand, im- 
prove products, step-up 
production, distribution 
and sales. With new corn- (* panes, new factories, new 
products, new services con- 
stantly being developed, 
you get a healthy, vigorous 

con - 

economy -a full -employ- 
ment economy. Yes, sir! 
Advertising works. And it 
works for you. 

dvertising 
works for you 

Advertising Federation of America 0 
Advertising Association of the West 

Prepared for AFA and AAW by the Associated Business 
Publications in the interest of better understanding of 
businesspaper advertising. 
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Hundreds of standard 

JONES 
TERMINAL PANELS 
Complete equipment for 
AN SPECIALS 

Send your 
specifications 
for prompt 

--quotation- 

Several pages of Jones 
Catalog No. 22 illustrate 
standard a n d special 
panels we are constantly 
producing. Latest spe- 
cial equipment enables 
us promptly to produce 
practically any panel re- 
quired. Send print or 
description for prices, 
without obligation. Hun- 
dreds of standard ter- 
minal strips also listed. 
Send for Catalog 22 with 
engineering drawings and 
data. 

JONES MEANS Proven QUALITY 

IoWAOD B. JoDES DIVISION 
CINCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

CHICAGO 24. ILLINOIS 
DIVISION OF UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORP. 

CIRCLE 185 READERS SERVICE CARD 

No quicker, more accurate 

way to get information on 

PRODUCTS and SERVICES 

than.... 

electronics 
BUYERS' 

GUIDE 

keep it 

at your 

fingertips! 

ABC) 

electronics 
BUYERS' GUIDE 

qBp 

A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION 

330 WEST 42nd ST. NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 

of the time lag accorded its opera- 
tion cycle. Control of the system is 
effected within the broadcast studio. 

What remains to be done is to in- 
corporate a simple and compatible 
sync generator and the necessary 
piston controls. 

It would appear that realism will 
ultimately demand a stereo -4 system 
(at least 4 microphones and speak- 
ers, and four channels at the trans- 
mitting and receiving ends), in 
order to recreate precisely the 
acoustical geometry in the studio. 

A compatible stereo -4 system 
would require standardization of a 
microphone modulation standard. 
This would establish two fre- 
quencies, A and B; the four separate 
modulation frequencies for the four 
studio microphones then would be 
A, B, A + B and A - B. The out- 
put from the microphones is mixed 
and added to a frequency C, which 
is that frequency which, added to 
A - B, gives the station carrier. 

Standard network mike placement 
would ensure universal orientation 
even when the listener switches over 
to stereo -3 or -2. 

The stereo -4 receiver offers many 
design opportunities. Using a con- 
ventional front end, the receiver 
could extract the A + B, then sepa- 
rate them and treat them individ- 
ually. To avoid introducing phase 
variables, the separately extracted 
A and B components would be used 
to operate the loudspeaker switch- 
ing system on the same go -no go 
basis described above. The audio 
would be routinely handled, fed to 
all speakers through 1 amplifier. 

With each loudspeaker under the 
precise and exclusive control of the 
carrier and modulation of its com- 
plementary microphone, then 
stereo -4 cast without phase distor- 
tion would become a reality. 

ROBERT E. PROUTY 
OLNEY, MD. 

Add Wildlife Hazards (Correction 
Department) 

With reference to Industrial Haz- 
ards, Wildlife Division ( Comment, 
p 89, Apr. 17) : any Old Wife will 
tell you that it is toads and not 
frogs that cause warts. 

JIM CURRY 
TASKER INSTRUMENTS 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

It's a pardonable oversight; we 
don't have a single Old Wife on our 
staff to advise us on these matters. 

KLYSTRON 

POWER 

SUPPLY 

No more fiddling with reflector 
voltage adjustments when you 
switch between cw and square 
wave.., because of just one of the 
typically advanced features of 
this low -medium voltage Klystron 
Power Supply. 

Ever double -mode a Klystron? 
Not with our model 809! Again, 
the thoughtful engineering that 
goes into every PRD product 
assures the user of self-protec- 
tion against errors. 

Even little things like the built-in 
beam voltage and current meter 
prevent guessing and doubt dur- 
ing runs. And when it comes to 
`scoping the Klystron...compare 
the CRT display of a tube pow- 
ered by the 809 and you'll see 
for the first time what a really 
sharp trace looks like! 

For complete details, send for 
our data sheet F-10. 

P.S. In case you don't have our 
latest catalog, E-8...160 pages, 
chock-full of useful data... 
dash off a note on your company 
letterhead. 

POLYTECHNIC RESEARCH 

& DEVELOPMENT CO., INC. 
202 Tillary St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y. 
ULster 2-6800 

CIRCLE 176 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

Relatively rare . . . much sought 
after ... not always appreciated ... the 

Research Engineering Mind 
. . . comes into its own at Battelle: 

Battelle, devoted 100% to meaningful research, is a community 
of scientific minds, complementing and stimulating each other 

. Its serious scientists have every advantage: fine, advanced 
facilities; skilled technicians to give form and substance to 

ideas; splendid libraries with expert staffs; a high degree of 
personal freedom, yet the help of others to any degree wanted. 

Most important, Battelle people work in an atmosphere 
proved most conducive to creativity. Ability is quickly recog- 

nized and progress assured . . . The individual's growth of 
stature in his field is of prime interest. Advanced academic 
work at adjacent OSU is readily arranged. Preparation and 
publication of professional papers is encouraged and aided 

. Battelle's home city is a pleasant, cultured place to live 
and enjoy life. 

Battelle's steady growth continues, creating outstanding oppor- 
tunities for good men. If you qualify for any of the openings 
below, write at once for details. It could be your first move 
in a more satisfying, rewarding career. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER-Requires person with above -average 
creative and planning abilities -2 to 5 years' experience solving 
electronics and electromechanical prob- 
lems (electronic controls, guidance sys- Write Russell 5. 
terns, general electronics, servo systems 
and similar). 

OPPORTUNITIES AT BATTELLE: 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER -SOLID STATE-Person with advanced 

degree and with experience in solid state physics preferred. 

Knowledge of transistor and rectifier materials most important. 

Must be desirous of applying this knowledge and experience 

to new devices and new applications. Also opportunity for 

combined electrical engineer and solid state person in field 

of "noise" in materials, and openings for solid state physicists 

in research on thin films and theoretical aspects of solid 

state physics. 

RELIABILITY ENGINEER-Electrical Engineer or Physicist ex- 

perienced in research and development, statistical design, 

reliability and design of electronic components and systems. 

Needed for organization and guidance of large-scale reliability 
programs, environmental evaluation programs, and programs 

to establish realistic government and manufacturers' specifica- 

tions. Five years in reliability research has established 

Battelle's leadership. 

SENIOR DIGITAL COMPUTER ENGINEER-Prefer advanced 

degree in Electrical Engineering with at least 5 years' ex- 

perience in digital computer circuit and logic design. Familiar 
with all commercial systems and techniques, transistorized and 

NOR logic design. Able to supervise and/or engineer com- 

plete digital computer design and construction. Especially fine 

opportunity. 

MATHEMATICIAN-ENGINEER-Master's degree in mathematics 
with engineering training (E.E., I.E., or M.E.). Prefer 3-5 years' 
experience applying automatic techniques to systems analysis. 
Know statistical methods of error analysis, use of automatic 
computing equipment in the solution of systems engineering 
problems. 

Drum 

Battelle Memorial Institute 
505 King Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 

OPPORTUNITIES: 

CONTROL CIRCUIT ENGINEERS 
... for systems and control circuit design work-as well as defi- 

nition of basic techniques for improving performance character- 

istics-utilizing transistors, magnetic devices and servomechanisms. 

Qualifications: B.S.E.E. with up to eight years' experience is required. 

June, 1959, B.S.E.E. graduates are also desired. 

At IBM, you'll have unusual professional freedom, work with special- 

ists of diverse backgrounds, and have access to a wealth of systems 

know-how. 

Whether you're a man who likes to work independently or as a mem 
ber of a small team, your contributions and achievements will be 

quickly recognized and rewarded. 

You may participate in a wide range of educational programs. In 

addition, you will enjoy all the other advantages of IBM employment: 

job stability, liberal company benefits, excellent salaries. 

Write, outlining your qualifications and experience to: 

Mr. W. R. Berg, Dept. 554E3 
IBM Corporation 
Endicott, New York IBM 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION 

EXPERIENCED 

COMPUTER SERVICE 

ENGINEERS & TECHNICIANS 
If you're an electronic engineer or tech- 
nician with service or maintenance experi- 
ence on electronic digital computer 
systems, here's an opportunity for a stable, 
well paying position, with one of the 

nation's leading companies in digital com- 

puter system development. 

You'll hold a responsible position in the 
maintenance of a large-scale business data 
processing system. Excellent opportunity to 
advance. Exceptional company stability, 
broad benefits. 

Please submit resume immediately to: 

K. W. ROSS, Department K 

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO. 
DAYTON 9, OHIO 

41% 

[if 
MANUFACTURERS' 

,REPRESENTATIVES 
IN THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY 
CONTRACT RATES GIVEN ON 
REQUEST. WRITE 

ELECTRONICS 

SAMUEL K. MACDONALD, INC. 
manufacturers representatives over 25 years 

1531 SPRUCE STREET, PHILA. 2, PA. 
Territory: Other Officer: 
Pennsylvania New Jersey Pittsburgh 
Delaware Maryland Baltimore 
Virginia West Virginia Washington, D.C. 

District of Columbia 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
ENGINEERS 

A FINER CLIMATE 

TO WORK IN... 

...TO LIVE IN 

At Sylvania's 
Mountain View Operations 

in California 
(SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA) 

you'll discover 
more than just one 

kind of climate. 
PROFESSIONAL CLIMATE - Advanced 
programs will challenge your techni- 
cal creativity. You'll make major con- 
tributions in the fields of electronic 
defense, radar, communications and 
data processing systems. Because 
Sylvania is one of the nation's fast- 
est growing electronics organiza- 
tions, there are an unusual number 
of growth opportunities. 

LIVING CLIMATE-You and your family 
will enjoy the healthful atmosphere 
and sunny climate of the San Fran- 
cisco Peninsula. You'll find plentiful 
housing, excellent shops, fine schools 
and year round recreation. 
Openings in: 
System Studies / Circuit Design / Computers 
& Data Handling / Electronic Packaging / 
Development Engineering / Concept & Plan- 
ning / Advanced ECM Circuitry / Equipment 
Development / Product Engineering / Tube 
Engineering / Tube Application Engineering 
/ Mechanical Engineering / Tube Production 
Engineering / Theoretical Physics / Experi- 
mental Physics / Mathematics / Microwave 
Engineering / Engineering Writers. 

You may communicate in confidence 
to Wayne L. Pearson 

MOUNTAIN VIEW OPERATIONS 

SYLVANIA v 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 

P.O. Box 188 
Mountain View, California 

weapons system. 

New Contracts, expanding projects 
plus a new $35 million R&D program 
mean accelerated career growth can 
be gained by joining Republic NOW. 
Republic is located on Long Island, 
less than 1 hour from New York City 
with its educational, cultural & recre- 
ational facilities. Fine positions are 
open for men at all levels of experi- 
ence in these fast-growing fields: 

ELECTRONIC 

ENGINEERS 

e' Accelerate Your 

Professional Pace 
i` 

with a Dynamic 

Prime Systems Goie tractor 

REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORATION Inertial Guidance 

offers ambitious engineers and scien- & Navigation 

tists a broad approach to professional Digital Computer 

satisfaction and career fulfillment in Development 

advanced areas of avionics and astri- Systems Engineering 

onics. Major projects now under way Information Theory 
encompass the electronics involved in Telemetry-SSB Technique 
every type of flight vehicle- from bal- Doppler Radar 
listic missiles to helicopters. At Re- Countermeasures 
public you will see your personal con- Radome & Antenna Design 
tributions become part of the total Microwave Circuitry 

& Components 

Receiver & Transmitter 
Design 

Airborne Navigational 
Systems 

Jamming & Anti -Jamming 
Miniaturization- 
Transistorization 
Ranging Systems 

Propagation Studies 
Ground Support Equipment 

Please send resume in complete confidence to: 
MR. GEORGE R. HICKMAN 

Engineering Employment Manager, Dept. 11E-3 

REPI/BL/c A I//A 711E7 
Farmingdale, Long Island 

New York 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

Navigation Systems 

Communication 

Systems 

Servos 

Transistors 

Transmitters 

Receivers 

Antennas 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
With a company making premium grade 
electronic equipment for aircraft for over 
30 years. Located in the beautiful lake 
region of Northern New Jersey, less than 
35 miles from New York City. 

Transistor Circuit Engineer 

Tacan Engineers 

Receiver Engineers 

Transmitter Engineers 
(VHF & UHF Frequencies) 

Navigation Equipment 
Engineers 

Antenna Design Engineer 

Technical Writers 

Test Lab Engineers 
Enjoy the pleasure of working in a new laboratory 
in a company whose products are known as the 
highest quality in the industry. 

Write or call collect: Personnel Manager 

AIRCRAFT RADIO CORPORATION 

Boonton, N. J. DE 4-1800-Ext. 238 

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
......__.--. ..e:A: 

,:a+.....ayç. 
::;,}:.:..;:,:y;::a;c>:;:::.,.; .. ,r.:.. --- _,.. 

Unusual Career Openings 
in RAPIDLY growing company for 

PROJECT ENGINEERS 

SR. ENGINEERS & ENGRS. 
BS -EE or PHYSICS 

Several years or more experience in cir- 
cuitry and equipment design or applicable 
background-to work on UHF and VHF sys- 
tems. Wide band knowledge desirable for 
challenging assignments on electronic counter- 
measures systems for military application and 
electronic instruments for commercial use. 

Excellent salary range at all levels. Close 
association with acknowledged leaders who 
will aid your professional growth and de- 
velop your engineering abilities. 

Profit Sharing Retirement Plan. 
Many other Benefits. 

eWrs/ 
4. 

Z 
Jy 

100,4°fbR 
tV 

INSTRUMENTS FOR 
INDUSTRY, INC. 

Call for interview 
J. V. Hicks 
OVerhrook 1-7100 
or send resume 
in confidence to: 

POSITIONS! 
To satisfy your objectives and use your 
best talents! S.E.E. helps many distin- 
guished companies and organizations to 
obtain able men at all levels. No place- 
ment lees to you. Send resume for ap 
praisal & full information. 

Scientists, Engineers & Executives, Inc. 
1026 -17th St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER CONTROLS 
$10,000-$12,000 Per Year 

Position will lead to chief engineer's spot. Com- 
pany recently purchased a new plant. A graduate 
M.E. or E.E. with three or more years in design 
and development of industrial controls will quality, 
company assumes all expenses. advancement as- 
sured. reply in confidence. 

MONARCH PERSONNEL 
28 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 

POSITION VACANT 

Assistant or Associate Professor with Ph.D. 
in electrical engineering and strong training, 
in electronics and communications. Combina- 
tion of ,good industrial and teaching experi- 
ence desirable. Successful applicant will be 
expected to develop curriculum and labora- 
tory facilities and teach in new electronics 
program. Apply to President Guy A. West. 
Sacramento State College, Sacramento 19, 
Caliïnrn ia. 

THIS EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

SECTION offers a quick, effective solu- 

tion to your manpower problems. Be- 

cause its readership is confined to just 

the type of men you need, waste circu- 

lation is avoided. 

PERSONNEL MANAGERS 

LOOKING FOR 

Experienced Engineers .. . 

Technical Personnel? 

Write for a free copy of: 

"How You Can Reach The 

Experienced Engineer . .." 

The top-flight engineers and 
technical personnel you want 
are at a premium ... as this 

twelve page 
out. How you 

influence these 

told. 

booklet points 
can reach and 
men is the story 

The booklet tells where to 
find the experienced engineer. 
It explains how you can make 

contact ... channel and con- 

centrate your employment ad- 

vertising to just the men with 

the job qualifications you want. 
Included are testimonials from 
personnel men who use techni- 

cal publications successfully ... 
sample advertisements that got 

results ...helpful hints to con- 

sider and pitfalls to avoid when 

you prepare your copy and 

layout for an Employment Op- 

portunity advertisement. 

Write for your free copy to: 

Mr. Thomas Bender 

Classified Advertising Division 

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. 

P.O. Box 12 

New York 36, New York 
101 New South Rd Hicksville, L. I 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

RCA 

offers unlimited 

opportunities for 

SCIENTISTS and 

ENGINEERS 

You are invited to inquire about im- 
portant openings at RCA's Electron Tube 
center in Harrison, New Jersey (just 15 
miles from New York City). To qualify, 
you should have a degree in . . 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

PHYSICS METALLURGY CERAMICS 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

RCA -Harrison is a major R & D center 
for the following activities connected 
with receiving and special purpose elec- 
tron tubes: 

DESIGN OF 

ELECTRON TUBES CIRCUITS 

DEVELOPMENT OF 

TUBES AND CIRCUITS 

TUBES FOR NEW APPLICATIONS 
NEW MATERIALS 

NEW TECHNIQUES 
METHODS FOR 

FABRICATING ELECTRON TUBES 

AND 

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 
ENGINEERING 

Phone or Write 
Mr. J. F. McPartland, 

DEPT. J-240 
HUmboldt 5-3900 

RADIO CORPORATION 

OF AMERICA 

415 South Fifth Street 
ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION 

HARRISON, NEW JERSEY 

FIRST IN A SERIES 

The Search 
for Faster Ways to 

Say it in Technology's 
Common Language - 

Mathematics... 
A CONTINUING CHALLENGE AT SYLVANIA'S 

DATA SYSTEMS OPERATIONS 

From prehistory to the present and 
on into the future, mathematics has 
and will continue to be the universal 
language of scientific accomplish- 
ment. Each advance in mathematics 
has brought corresponding gains in 
other technologies - physics, chem- 
istry, metallurgy, electronics, me- 
chanics, architecture, aeronautics. 

BMEWS, the USAF's Ballistic Mis- 
sile Early Warning System. This 
work involves mathematical and sta- 
tistical analysis as well as the con- 
struction of a real-time program to 
be run on large scale digital com- 
puters. The spectrum of the techno- 
logical areas covered also includes 
utility programming, mathematical 

model building and systems 
analysis. 

EGYPTIAN 

SUMERIAN 

SYRIAC 

ATTIC GREEK 

ARABIC 

ROMAN 

Oi MANN h (M0 e 
Y iii y- {Y- 

1 r rl rr 

a e m f,9 go 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X 

At Sylvania's Data Systems Opera- 
tions, advanced research and devel- 
opment programs arc under way to 
expand the use of this common lan- 
guage of science and extend man's 
capabilities over broad technologi- 
cal areas. An indication of the ad- 
vanced work you will find at Syl- 
vania's Data Systems Operations is 
the data processing phase of 

Sylvania's interest is in 
senior people capable of 
conducting individual re- 
search or directing other 
personnel in any of the sub- 
jects listed below. 

STATISTICAL & NUMERI- 
CAL ANALYSES DIGITAL 
COMPUTER SIMULATION 
REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS 
OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL BUILDING 
AUTOMATIC CODING AND PRO- 

GRAMMING PROGRAMMING RE- 
SEARCH COMMUNICATIONS SYS- 
TEMS ANALYSIS DATA HANDLING 
EQUIPMENT DIGITAL COMPUTER 
DESIGN SIMULATOR SYSTEMS 
TRANSISTOR APPLICATIONS DATA 
CONVERSION SYSTEM TESTING 
NEW PACKAGING CONCEPTS IN- 
VOLVING PHYSICAL DESIGN 

Please send resume to J. B. Dewing 

DATA SYSTEMS OPERATIONS / SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
A Division of 

\ s SYLVANIA 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 

189 B Street - Needham 94, Massachusetts 

\J 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

Electronic Research 

And Development 

Project Engineers 

Excellent opportunities 
are available in the moni- 
toring of engineering work 
performed by contractors 
and laboratories in the 
development of electrome- 
chanical devices simulating, 
for training purposes, the 
operational characteristics 
of weapons and weapon sys- 
tems. Those with degrees 
in electronic engineering, in 
combination with at least 
three years of professional 
electronics experience, are 
preferred. 

These positions will be 
filled in accordance with ap- 
plicable Federal civil serv- 
ice procedures. Salaries 
range from $7510 to $8810 
per year. Appointees will 
receive full civil service 
benefits in Federal tenure, 
retirement, vacation and 
sick leave, and life insur- 
ance. Travel and moving 
expenses will be paid. 

Other engineers with de- 
grees in electronics are also 
invited to apply for posi- 
tions with starting salaries 
of $6285. 

All inquiries should be 
directed to the Industrial 
Relations Officer. 

NI Ye e 
U.S. Naval 

Training Device Center 
Department of the Navy 

Sands Point, Port Washington 
Long Island, New York 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
(Classified Advertising; 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE 

DISPLAYED ----RATES--- UNDISPLAYED 
The advertising is $24.75 per inch for all $2.40 a line, minimum 3 lines. To figure ad- 
advertising other than on a contract basis. vance payment count 5 average words as a line. 
AN ADVERTISING INCH is measured 7/e" vert. BOX NUMBERS count as one line additional. 
on a column, 3 cols. -30 inches-to a page. 
EQUIPMENT WANTED or FOR SALE ADVERTISE- DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment is made in 
MENTS acceptable only in Displayed Style. advance for four consecutive insertions. 

Send NEW ADVERTISEMENTS or Inquiries to Classified Adv. Div. of Electronics, P. O. Box 72 
N. Y. 36. N. Y. 

The publisher cannot accept advertising in the Searchlight Section, which lists the names of the manufacturers 
of resistors, capacitors, rheostats, and potentiometers or other names designed to describe such products. 

RADIO RESEARCH 

INSTRUMENT CO. 

550 
FIFTH AVE. 
NEW YORK 

JUDSON 
6-4691 

F-28/APN-19 FILTER CAVITY 
Jan. spec: Tuneable 2700-2:1u111c. I.S,ib ums. lay., 
at etc, treq. oller bruin. Neye, 1l1:17.7.(1 each, 

SCR 584-SKYSWEEP ANTENNA PEDESTAL 
Full azimuth and elraaiinn attTeps, :; I;n dwt, 
azimuth. 211) tleg rev ele\-atittn. ......11l'al'\ ± one 
mall ,ir hatter in angle, f rt. dish. tutti dui, 211'1'. 
Radiation Lab serle,. Vol. I pg. 281 and 'lora. 

211. Du 21:11. For full traeking response. Imrhule, 
pedestal (trite.:, sels),n,, ele t-xeellent used condi- 
tion. First time these pedestals have liven atril 
able for purchase. Tostoi consoles also in stork. 

COMPLETE RADAR SYSTEMS 
SCR -584 :I;m'I'I Il. uaiha Sk)'tvcop anneuta ,esses 

indicator + 1tllt lo cm. Minh 
potter for airway control missile -satellite tracking, 
radin est ronotny It & D. As new. Complete. 

SCR 784 Complete 10 cm. Sky Sweep System. 

AN/APS-10 lbtnplete airborne Radar Mfg. hi. 
G.E. .',cm. using 2.142 Magnetron 

for Navigation, Mapping, Weather, Collision Atoid- 
nce. tike New. 

AN/MPN-IA IGl'i l Ground Control Ap- 
proach Radar, 20 ft. trailer with 

...etti prevision and loom Search Radars as used 
by CAA. Full dose. Vol. 11 MIT Had Lab Series 
See. 8.13. 

WEATHER RADAR 275 kw. lo em. Compact trt. 
488 lbs. rotating yoke PI'I 

1, 211, 80 toile ranges, ideal for weather forecasting. 
Lab. Brand net:. F21' approved $050. 

WANTED 

ALLEN -BRADLEY 

RESISTORS 
and 

POTENTIOMETERS 

LEGRI S. COMPANY 
391 Riverdale Ave. 

YONKERS 5, NEW YORK 

Antique 
Polished Brass Telephone Lamp! 
Mouthpiece and receiver bake - 
lite. Less shade and bulb- 
$14.00. 
All shipments FOB Simpson. Pa. 

TELEPHONE ENGINEERING CO. 
Dept. E-69 Simpson, Pa. 

TYPES AB; CD; EF-J-JJ-JJJ-JJJJ and G's 

POTENTIOMETERS 
From stock in all values. 

LEGRI S COMPANY 
391 Riverdale Ave. Yonkers 5, N. Y. 

Phone YO 9-6000 

SEARCHLIGHT Equipment Locating Service 
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION 

This service is aimed at helping you, the reader of "SEARCHLIGHT", to locate Surplus new 
and used electronic equipment and components not currently advertised. (This service is 

for USER -BUYERS only). 

How to use: Check the dealer ads to see if what you want is not currently advertised. 
If not, send us the specifications of the equipment wanted on the coupon below, or on 
your company letterhead to: 

Searchlight Equipment Locating Service 
c/o ELECTRONICS, P. O. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y. 

Your requirements will be brought promptly to the attention of the equipment dealers 
advertising in this section. You will receive replies directly from them. 

Searchlight Equipment Locating Service 
c/o ELECTRONICS, P. O. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y. 

Please help us locate the following equipment components. 

NAME TITLE 

COMPANY STREET CITY 5/15 59 
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NEW BENDIX 
VOLTAGE -CONTROLLED 

OSCILLATOR FOR 

MISSILE & INDUSTRIAL 

APPLICATION 

What It does: produces a pulsed output whose 
frequency is proportional to input voltage. 

Where It can be used to advantage: 
Analog to FM telemetry. 
Driving FM data handling system directly from 
uncompensated potentiometer sensor. 
Converting EPUT meter to digital voltmeter. 
Providing 0.1% FM readout for voltage sensor. 
Acting as voltage integrator with cumulative 
counter. 

Checking response of pulse -averaging discrimi- 
nators. 

As sweep frequency generator when driven by 
integrator -connected DC amplifier fed with 
square wave. 

As highly stable, variable frequency trigger 
source with input potentiometer. 
As reference element in wide band feedback 
discriminator. 

Its performance characteristics: 

Input Range Oto+100 volts; d.c.to1 KC. 

Output Range 10 KC to 110 KC. 

Output Pulse 0.5 µsec pulse, 0.1 µsec rise 
time. 80 volts amplitude, 
either polarity. 

Linearity Maximum deviation +0, 
-0.2% of full scale from 
straight line through 10 KC 

and 110 KC. May be cor- 
rected to best straight line 
giving maximum deviation 
of t0.1% of full scale. 

Frequency Response Response to a step input of 
any amplitude is within one 
period of the state fre- 
quency corresponding to 
the step input. 

Input Impedance Greater than 1000 megohms 
at any input level. 

Stability Drift over a 24 -hour period 
is 0.1% of full scale maxi- 
mum after initial warm-up 
period. 

Power 100-125 volts, 60 cycle. 

For further information write to: Dept. J5-15 

Cincinnati Division 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

International Telephone & Telegraph 
Corp. 
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a good way 
to measure 
0.00003 o h m 
The Keithley 502 Milliohmmeter offers 
speed, ease, and accuracy in the measure- 
ment of low resistances. Typical uses are 
corrosion tests, checking resistivity of 
metals, semi -conductors, printed circuits, 
switch and relay contacts. 

Battery operation, a ruggedized meter, and 
protective cover make the 502 ideal for 
field tests of squibs, carbon bridges and 
other explosive devices. Features include: 

13 overlapping ranges from 0.001 ohm to 
1000 ohms full scale. 

accuracy within 3% of full scale; a four- 
terminal measuring system eliminates errors 
due to clip and lead resistance. 

2 microwatts maximum dissipation across 
sample. 

no calibration or zero adjustments. 

instantaneous indication of resistance 
without zero drift or errors due to thermal 
EM F's. 

lightweight and portable. Furnished with 
protective cover and set of four test leads. 

Details about the Model 502 Milliohmmeter 
are available in Keithley Engineering Notes, 
Vol. 6 No. 3. Write for your copy today. 

KEITH LEY 
INSTRUMENTS. INC. 
12415 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 6, Ohio 

Tektronix. Inc. 8 

'rem co Aircraft Corp. 108 

Texas Instruments Ineorpot'ated 20 

Trancoa Chemical Corporation 13 

Ucinite Company, The 107 

Varflex Sales Co.. Inc 105 

Veeder-Root, Inc. 46 

Virginia Dept. of Conservation and 
. Economic Development 19 

Wales Strippit, Inc. 00 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation 22 

White Co., S. S 32 

Manufacturers' Representatives 114 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr. 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
112-116 

EQUIPMENT 
(Used or Surplus New) 
For Sale 116 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 

Aircraft Radio Corporation 114 

Battelle Memorial Institute 112 

Instruments for Industry 114 

International Business Machines 112 

Legri S. Company 116 

Monarch Personnel 114 

National Cash Register Co., The 112 

Radio Corporation of America 
Electron Tube Division 115 

Radio Research Instrument Co 116 

Republic Aviation 113 

Scientists, Engineers, & Executives Inc 114 

Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 
Mountain View Calif 113 

Needham, Mass 115 

Telephone Engineering Company 116 

U. S. Naval Training Device Center 116 

See advertisement in the June, 1959 Mid -Month 

ELECTRONICS BUYERS' GUIDE for complete line 

of products or services. 

This index is published as a service. Every care is taken 

to make it accurate, but ELECTRONICS assumes no 

responsibilities for errors er omissions. 

We got our start 
in Santa Clara 

County* 
California 

...and we're 
glad to 

be here!* 
Mr. J. E. Jennings, President of 
Jennings Radio, explains the de- 
sirability of their Santa Clara 
County location this way: 

"In our case, it was prima- 
rily the availability of good 
land for low cost single story 
construction that made this 
area so desirable. Of course, 
we are pleased with our loca- 
tion in Santa Clara County for 
other reasons, too. These in- 
clude the variety of excellent 
service industries nearby and 
the highly skilled technical 
help which is so necessary in 
the manufacture of vacuum 
electronic components." 

Statements from men like this 
are very significant. Talk with the 
people at Jennings. Then fore- 
cast your future in this liveable 
community at the southern rip 
of San Francisco Bay. 

WRITE FOR FREE REFERENCE DATA 
Take a minute now to send 
for the informative booklet, 
"What Does Santa Clara 
County, California offer the 
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY?" 

Greater San Jose 
Chamber of Commerce 

Dept.18, San Jose, California 

SAN JOSE 
Santa Clara County 

California 

CIRCLE 177 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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Pioneer space probe shown being launched by a Jupiter C missile Bomac beacon 
magnetrons are an integra I part of these programs. 

MINIATURIZED WITHSTAND HIGH SHOCK LIGHTWEIGHT 

For the highest possible reliability under the most 
severe environmental conditions, Bomac's complete 
line of beacon magnetrons have proved they can take 
it. They have successfully withstood accelerations of 
20,000 g's, have survived centrifuge tests where the 
applied acceleration was in the order of 20,000 g's, 
and have operated satisfactorily when subjected to 
vibrations at a 30-g level from 50 to 2000 cps. 

Peak 
Peak Anode Peak 

Ef If Anode Current Power Frequency 
Tube Volts Amps Voltage Amps Watts Ides 

Output 
Mates To Weight Band 

BL -212 5.0 0.5 1200 V 0.8 100 5400-5900 500 SM Jack 8 oz. C 

BL -223 5.0 0.7 1900 V 1.1 400 5403-5900 500 TNC Plug 10 oz. C 

61-226 5.0 0.5 1300 V 0.9 100 9100-9500 502 TNC Plug 8 oz. X 

BL -227 5.0 0.5 1300 V 0.9 100 87E0-9100 502 TNC Plug 8 oz. X 

BL -228 5.0 0.5 1300 V 0.9 100 8300-8700 502 TNC Plug 8 oz. X 

BL -230 5.0 0.7 
BL -231 5.0 0.5 
BL -233 5.0 0.7 

2800 V 
1450 V 
2800 V 

1.9 1000 
1.0 200 
1.5 1000 

5400-5900 
1 5400-5900 

9375 

500 TNC Plug 
502 SM Jack 
UG 40/U 

10 oz. 
8 oz. 

11 oz. 

C 

C 

X 
BL -242 5.0 0.7 
BL -243 5.0 0.5 

1900 V 
1450 V 

1.1 
1.0 

400 5400-5900 
200 54E10-5900 

INC or 500 N Plug 
502 SM Jack 

10 oz. 
8 oz. 

C 
C 

BL -245 5.0 0.7 
BL -247 5.0 0.5 

2800 V 
1200 V 

1.9 
0.8 

900 5400-5900 
100 9100-9500 

502 TNC Plug 
502 TNC Plug 

10 oz. 
8 oz. 

C 

X 

BL -250 
BL -M003 
BL -M004 

5.0 0.5 
5.0 0.5 
5.0 0.5 

1350 V 
1300 V 
1200 V 

1.0 
0.9 
0.9 

150 5400-5900 
100 9100-9500 
150 8900-9100 

502 TNC Plug 
500 TNC Plug 
502 TNC Plug 

8 oz. 
7 oz. 
8 oz. 

C 

X 
X 

BL -M007 5.0 0.5 1300 V 0.9 100 9130-9500 500 TNC Plug 8 oz. X 
BL -M008 5.0 0.7 2200 V 1.1 400 5400-5900 500 TNC Plug 10 oz. C 

ra0lers o the design, development and manufacture of TR, Pre -TR tubes; shutters: 
. eference cavities; crystal protectors; silicon diodes; magnetrors; klystrons; duplexes: 
pressurizing windows; noise source tubes; high frequency triode oscillators; surge protectors. 

Onces In major cilles - New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco San Carlos, 
Calif. Kansas City Dallas Dayton Washington Seattle Fort Wayne Phoenix 
Camden, N.J. Decatur, Ga. Towson, Md. Canada: R-O.R Associates Limited, 1470 Don 
Mills Road. Don Mills, Ontario Expert: Maurice I. Pannier. 741-745 Washington St., N.Y. 14, N.Y. 

leWrite todai-)ar full information 

dkFJ9Rt#rt'OIfZF u. e3. gNC 

Salem Road, Beterly, Massachusetto 



Is 
management 

asking you 
about 

TUBE 
RELIABILITY 

... asking you to predict the future performance of the tubes you specified 
for that new radio, phonograph, or TV -set design? Asking you to specify 
high -quality tubes at the lowest possible costs? There's a simple way to 
answer these questions. That's to design around RCA PREFERRED TUBE TYPES. 

These are the types most designers specify most often, because 
Preferred Types have proven themselves the most reliable, the most 
useful. And because they're specified so frequently, they're in virtually 
continuous production. This means ready availability, no production 
hold-ups because of shortages. Means better -performing tubes, too (the 
more you work with a tube, the better you can make it) . Preferred 
Types minimize field problems, as well. Service technicians are more 
familiar with them... know they're in demand, so keep them in stock. 

There's no question of tube reliability if you specify PREFERRED- 
designer-preferred-TUBE TYPES. Ask your RCA Field Representative 
for the up-to-date list. For technical data, write RCA Commercial 
Engineering, Section E-19-DE3, Harrison, N. J. 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Electron Tube Division Harrison, M . 

RCA FIELD OFFICES 

EAST: 744 Broad St., Newark 2, N. J. 
HUmboldt 5-3900 

MIDWEST: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza 
Chicago 54, III., WHitehall 4-2900 

WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd. 
Los Angeles 22, Calif. 
RAymond 3-8361 


